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Meeting
impresses
past critics
GOLDEN POND, Ky. (AP)
— Critics of past management
of Land Between the Lakes
were upbeat after meeting with
a top regional official with the
U.S. Forest Service, which
assumed oversight of the recreational area last month.
Regional Forester Elizabeth
Estill met with_ grnups.-refgesenting conservation, education,
tourism and recreation to solicit opinions on management policy.
Grand Rivers businessman
Bob Maxwell, who represented the Between the Rivers
Coalition,. said he. appreciated
Estill's willingness to listen trio-them at Tuesday's meeting.
The coalition is made up of
15 groups, including the fiscal
courts of Lyon, Livingston and
Trigg counties.
"She seemed open minded
and wants to open a line of
communication with the different organizations," Maxwell
said.
Estill indicated that hearing
from the public will be important in how the Forest Service
manages LBL. The Forest Service took over management of
LBL on Oct. 1 after Congress
cut off the Tennessee Valley
Authority's appropriation to manage the 170,000-acre recreation area. TVA had managed
LBL since 1964.
I'm just listening to anybody who wants to talk to me
right now," Estill said, adding
that the transfer from TVA is
progressing well.

Special-ed
teachers
in demand
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Hundreds of special-education
teachers in Kentucky have been
pressed into service with stopgap certification, state records
show.
Rather than full training to
teach children with leaming or
behavior disorders, 665 teachers have emergency or probationary certification.
That is how local districts
cope with a chronic shortage,
the state school board was
told Wednesday.
Special education is a
demanding job, and school districts fail to pay enough to
make it attractive, Education
Commissioner Bill Cody said.
"It's a supply and demand
issue. To attract people to do
it, you've got to pay more
money," Cody said.
School districts defy textbook economics, however.
"Every other enterprise I know
meets the market or goes out
of business," Cody said.
Eighty-six thousand Kentucky children are in some type
of special education, according to Department of Education figures.
The 665 probationary and
emergency certificates now in
effect for special education are
more than half of all such stopgap certificates, according to the
Education Professional Standards Board, the state's teacher
certification agency.
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Tonight.. Mostly clear. Low
around 45. Southwest wind 5
to 10 mph
Friday...Mostly sunny. High
70 to 75.
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Ails seeks answers to father's death
The question was brought up
(C) 1999 Murray Ledger & Times
by attorneys who -had filed the
By DAVID BLACKBURN
$10 billion federal class-action lawStaff Writer
It was Martha Ails' late father, suit over allegations of health risks
Joe Harding, who. convinced hit- catiSed by unsaferadiation levels
dughter to give her blessing to a at the plant.
Attorneys preparing the case,
second exhumation of his body to
determine the radioactive mated- which could involve upward of
als.content in the former Paduc- 10,000 current and former workah Gaseous Diffusion Plant work- ers, will have tests done to measure plutonium, neptunium and uraer.
"Daddy would have wanted us nium levels in the bones of Joe
to do it if we thought it would Harding, H.C. "Ladd" Mathis and
help other people," Ails said Charles Edward Harris.
All three men died of cancer,
Wednesday, a day after it was
lairn was
.annertmeed that the..bodiso of Hard- uihieh thPir
ing and two other former plant caused by the exposure to uranium; plutonium, which is 100,000
workers will be exhumed.
Ails, who lives in Murray, said times more toxic than uranium;
her mother, Clara Harding of Pad- and other radioactive metals in the
ucah, consented to the procedure early days of the plant.
Harding himself-documented his
about two weeks ago.

By EDWARD SHERIDAN
Staff Writer
Women looking for opportunities to impact society through the
use of art now have an opportunity obtain grants to continue their
work.
The Kentucky Foundation for
Women, located in Louisville, is
now offering Special Initiative on
Women. Art and Change grants
ranging from $3,000 to $5,000 to
individual artists and nonprofit
organizations exploring the role
art plays in social change.
"This is a new initiative that
haven't tried out before, linking
arts to change," said Judi Jennings. foundation spokesperson.
"We are interested in how the art

• See Page 2

illness, as well as that of 200
coworkers and their 50, forms of
cancer from the early 1950s. before
he died in 1980.
- Ails said her father wrote--out
his experiences in longhand, then
recorded them, in 1979 and spoke
at anti-nuclear events although he
was sick.
His illness, which- began with
open sores on his ankles soon
after he started his 18 1/2-year
stint there, reduced his body from
5-foot-8, 180 pounds to a 125-pound
man with most of his stomach
removed.
""W1ieT dicf all that wiiiieThell.ras
dying, we can do this now," she
said.
Ails said the -first exhumation

•See Page 2

NRC looks into storage
PADUCAH, Ky. (AP) — The Nuclear Regulatory Commission
is investigating an incident in which workers at Paducah Gaseous
Diffusion Plant placed unauthorized waste in a storage area.
An NRC. spokesman said the United States Enrichment Corp..
which runs the uranium-enrichment facilities at the plant, could be
cited for a violation of rules regarding access to material storage
areas inside the plant.- Such a violation would be the company's
105th since NRC begin —regulating the company's operations-March 1997.
The incident happened Monday, and supervisors discovered and reported it at 10 a.m. CST Tuesday.
The NRC rules are intended to protect the plant from a serious nuclear accident, called a criticality accident.
"This...was',01.4criogs from a safety standkoint, but,it was serious because we don't tolerate people violating procaires,
spokeswoman Elizabeth Stuckle said by phone from headquarters
•
in Bethesda, Md.

• See Page 3

Proposal
gains no
favor with
state official
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LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) — A
state tobacco official doesn't support Philip Morris' suggestion that
burley and flue-cured cooperatives
sell off their stockpiles at bargain
prices.
In promoting the plan at a
meeting in New. York, the cigarette-maker said farmers could stave
off big cuts in the amount of leaf
that can be grown next year.
Rod Kuegel, president of the
Burley Tobacco Growers Cooperative in Lexington, said his group
will not agree to any discounted
sales during the burley selling season, which starts the last week
of November and continues through
the winter.

• See Page 2

FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — Even legislators who do not
• agree with Gov. Paul .Patton says his treatment of them individually and the General Assembly as an institution make . him
an agreeable_ adversary.
It will stand him in 'good stead as he enters the uncharted
territory of a second term and 'a third legislative 'session, they
said Wednesday.
"I think the governor will be in a strong. pOsition," said
House Speaker Jody Richards, D-Bowling Green. "It's his style
that makes hint strong. Much more than however much he won
•
by yesterday."
Incoming Senate President David Williams. R-Borkesville,
•-said Patton received the vote tharwould be expecte&Tuesday.
`Whatever mandate the election proyided came when Patton' drew
no real opponents,. Williams said.
What makes Patton an especially effective. governor in his
BERNARD KANE ledger & Times photo
relations with the legislature is his experience. Williams .said. "He's got a master's degree in this place," .Williams Said.
NEW TRICKS...Virginia Duke and fellow student Lynn Tucker (left and right) listen as Faye
is
The
group
Wednesday.
class
computer
a
during
a
concept
Cunningham (center) explains
III See Page 3
part of the Seniors Center of Calloway County, a United Way agency.

Government sues
Separate action
WASHINGTON(AP)— Seeking quick
repairs and millions of dollars in penalties, the government filed lawsuits
Wednesday accusing utility companies of
releasing huge amounts of air pollution
at coal-fired electricity plants throughout
the Midwest and South.
Targeted are 32 aging coal-fired power
plants in 10 states from Florida to Ohio.
The government argues that the companies made illegal repairs rather than
employing more modern pollution-controlling technology.
'Every American should Be able to
breathe clean air. This administration is
committed to pursuing the polluters that
are to blame," Attorney General Janet Reno
said.
Added Carol Browner, the Environ-

mental Protection Agency administrator:
"Today's actions will help us stop millions of tons of pollutants that cause
choking smog and corrosive acid rain
•throughout the Midwest and up and down
the East Coast."
The utilities said they would contest
the government's charges.
"We are confident that there is absolutely no substantive basis for this enforcement action," said Tal Wright, spokesman
for Atlanta-based Southern Co. "EPA's
allegation — that by maintaining our
power plants well, we have 'created, a
'new source' of pollution — is absurd."'
American Electric Power of Columbus, Ohio. is "prepared to vigorously
defend against these allegations and. we
believe we will prevail," said Dale Heydlauff. company vice president.
The lawsuits, filed by the Justice

See Page 3

BERNARD KANE Ledger 8. Times photo

SERVING EDUCATION...Teachers, administrators and students attended a victory celebration in recognition of the Murray School District's state-wide
recognition for outstanding •echievements in academics Wednesday.
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yellowish uranium dust inside the
work areas was so safe it could
be eaten, according to Jackie Kittrell, a Knoxville, Tenn., attorney
with the American Environmental
Health Studies Project.
Joe Harding was told by plant
doctors that "wee keeping track
of what you're exposed to,— Kittrell said, adding that he didn't
trust those in charge. "He always
___%vorrie-d about what was really in

Harding's home, sometimes forcing a room to be completely
rearranged to make room for camof her father's body 15 years ago
eras
and lighting, Alls said.
made her reluctant to allow a secClara
Harding's telephone bills
exhumation
when
asked
late
ond
have shot up from returning calls
last month.
of media wanting interviews, said
"I didn't see any good in it,"
Ails, who is quickly filling
said.
Ails
rat notet)ook with names, addressThe first exhumation, done in
es and telephone numbers.
1983. showed her father had about
normal
times
the
limit of
1,700
All of it has put a strain on
radlatiOn, yet nothing was done,
Clara Harding, who is 76 and on
her third pacemaker, Ails said.
-Ails , said.
Which makes Alls glad for help
7irittcr,-Utiloft Carritde'-C
secent.. media_ =parts—
-Tr
ORITCRIFe
rWo're prFESaTe a-which managed the uranium eprich- investigations and the lawsuit, Alls
ment for the U.S. government while
said her mother has taken "some lawsuit.asairmAaaderbilt Up.i.y_oHarding worked there, successful- Joe and Clara Harding in the heat" from people connected with sity Prenatal Clinic brought by
ly fought Harding's workman's late 1960s or early 1970s, af- the plant, including some of her women who had deliberately been
compensation claim until recent ter he had begun to show the mother's friends and fellow church- exposed to radioactive iron while
years when it settled with Clara signs of stomach cancer, acpregnant in the 1940s.
Harding for $12,000.
cording to their daughter,
"I think this (the second exhu"Why did the whistleblowers do mation) is something Joe would
The battle created a stack ut Martha Alls,
paperwork that tops Ails' 5-foot- listed the cause and type of injury, it?" to "'It's all a bunch of hog- want his family to do," .Kittrell
said.
" Alls_saidframe by Mole than-thiree
TA1tThaid.
es, she said.
It was one of several incidents . "They don't want to admit there's
Kittrell said she never knew
Harding filed the claim in 1971 that Ails says is evidence that the something wrong there," she said. Joe Harding.
"I have listened to
when he was terminated because company retaliated against her
And then there's been a media so many of his tapes, I feel like
• he had become 100-percent disabled father for vocalizing what he saw blitz.
I do," she said of the 20 hours
following a knee injury that Alls as problems at the plant.
After The Washington Post broke he spent recording his story about
Ails and others also claim that the latest round of stories in A_LItust, his work at the plant. Part .of
- fault.
his
He eventually lost his health insufdoctor
liationa1 news—
, F4.13tV datie-s— at one point was'T trouance, pension and Social Security or downplayed the dangers of expo- Good Morning
America, the.BBC bleshooter, meaning he knew the
benefits, Alls said.
sure to materials at the plant.
and The Tennessean -came calling. plant very well, Kittrell added.
He also never-received a copy
Harding and other former workMost of the broadcast media
The U.S. Department of Enerof his termination papers, which ers said supervisors told them
the wanted to do interviews from Clara gy, which owned the plant for

-Th-s—rsismsrar.

•is going to change lives and affect
women."
The total budget for the, initiative is $75,000. Jennings said the
-foundation has chosen -Murray,
Bowling Green and Owensboro as
focal points to spread the news
about the grants in western Kentucky.
_ .
"We probably have more contacts in eastern Kentucky.- she
said. "One thing I love about Kentucky is that it's so different from

east to west."
Jennings said approximately 30
grant applications have been
received so far. Interested applicants are required to submit a letter of no more than' three pages- -describing proposed projects and
answering questions such as:
- • What do you consider your
most meaningful accomplishments
as an artist?
• How will funding from the
'special initiative contribute to the
social change goals of your work?

PICK
u
p
A DU

RABLE

• How will you measure the
success of your project?
Applicants are also required to
submit at least one representative
work sample and two letters of
recommendation.
Applicants will be considered
from individual artists Working in
any art form and/or from nonprofit social change organizations
working with feminist artists. Priority will be given to first-time
artists and community-based artists,
particularly in small towns and
rural areas.
"Another unique thing about us
is that we award grants to individual artists," Jennings said. "With
some places, you have to a member of a large organization before
they'll award anything."
An example of an itadividual
local artist who has received foundation funding in the past is Con-
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DAVID BLACKBURN/Ledger & Times photo
Martha Ails (right)on-Sunday presents Gov, Paul Patton with a
copy of a letter written in 1979 by her late father, Joe Harding,
to then-Gov. Julian Carroll about conditions at Paducah's
Gaseous Diffusion Plant. Patton has assigned a task force to
look into claims of environmental damage at the plant.
years and hired private operators take 75 years and cost more than
ople
to run
is... as
:
.
s _ of
the "tapes.. Kittrell said.
Kittrell said the tapes might
"We want to -make them avail- also help the federal
government
able so they can help" with the "figure out what was going
wrong."
cleanup, Kittrell said. Cleaning up
"It's a very interesting story,"
the plant complex is estimated to

stance Alexander, a self-employed Nov. 15, 1999. Applications sent
writer from Murray who has by fax or e-mail will not be acceptreceived grants in the past for ed. Funding restrictions include:
playwriting and working on a novel.
• Business enterprises
"The foundation really provides
• For-profit organizations
resources to women to work on
• Tuition costs or living expenstheir writing," Alexander said. "For es while working
academone thing, it's sort of a validation ic degree
from a major organization, and it
•, Endowments
camencourages you to keep doing what paigns
your doing."
• General operating support to
Alexander said when she firST—-organizations
moved to Kentucky 11 years ago,
the foundation was one of the first the participation of women,
withorganizations designed to encour- out a focus on changing the lives
age women's arts that she had of women in Kentucky
ever heard of.
The foundation was first estab-•
"It's important for women artists lished in 1985 by philanthropist Salto see that opportunities that are lie Bingham, whose family
formerly
available, and unless they go owned the Louisville Courier
Jourthrough the - Kentucky Council for nal newspaper, when
she donated
the Arts or an organization like a gift of $10 million
to the organthis, they miss out," she said.
ization.
Grants must be submitted by
Jennings said the foundation

currently has nearly 5,14 million
to work with. She also said the
foundation is funded completely
through private donations.
Surprisingly, Jennings said grants
are also available to male applicants who are working in areas
that are relevant to feminist issues.
"Last year, we funded a man
from the Louisville Visual Arts
Association who wanted to write
a 'catalog of women's art," she
said.
For more information about the
initiative, contact Jennings at (502)
562-0045 or by e-mail at
Judi@Kfw.org. Information is also
available on the foundation's web
site at www.Kfworg.
Written inquiries should be
addressed to The Kentucky Foundation for Women, 1215-A Heyburn Building, 332 West Broadway, Louisville, KY 40202.
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"Nobody intends to. cut tobacco 50 percent," Kuegel said.
"There's not enough money to do
that. We absolutely will not look
at discounting what we have in
inventory."
Quotas, the amount of tobacco
that farmers can sell each year,
are set according to how much
the cigarette companies say they
need, how much is on hand in
grower-owned cooperative surplus
pools, and how much foreign cig-

arette makers are expected to buy.
-This issue is if the pool inventories go up, that could turn into
a big quota cut next- year, .and
that means less tobacco on the
market," David Milby, Philip Morris USA senior vice president of
Joperations procurement and services, said Tuesday.
By selling discounted U.S. burley to non-traditional foreign buyers who usually can't afford it,
Milby contends, the co-op can
reduce the surplus and possibly
cultivate new markets in the future.

Single Lever
Kitchen Faucet
#1501CH

$2
999

Weyerhaeuser
White D-4
Vinyl Siding
Substantial penalty for early
withdrawal. These annual percentage yields are effective
November 3, 1999.

93-96 Ranger — Long Wheel Base

MYERSL umber Co.
South 4th Murray (270)753-6150

701 Main Street • Murray, Ky • 753-5273
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Seattle tense during search for shooter
SEATTLE (AP) — Seattle was area schools would open today, Pam McCammon, a police spokesshrouded in fear today as author- though extra officers would be in woman. Police said survivors told
ities searched for a camouflaged the area around the Northlake Ship- them that the man said nothing
gunman who killed two employ- yard building. He said officers had before shooting seven to nine
rounds with a 9 mm handgun.
ees at a boat repair shop and received dozens of tips,
A 19-year-old man who sur"We have a handful that look
wounded two others before vanStamvived
with a gunshot wound in
this
at
good
pretty
ishing into the city.
his
NBC's
arm'
on
,told police the gunman
morning
this
said
per
one
came
which
The shootings,
didn't work' at the shop and he
day after a Xerox Corp. employ- "Today" show.
=et-allegedly shot seven co-work— - The gunman's Motive and iden- had never seen him before. The
he-- - Mtn was--described-as -possibly -iners to death in' Hawaii,- prOmpted tity were unknown. Police -said
his 30s, with brown hair and wearand
target,
his
a _rnassi,ve manhunt Wednesday seemed to know
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Police Chief Norm Stamper
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iner's office identified the dead as
Russell J. Brisendine, 43, and Peter
Giles, 27. Brisendine was a marine
engineer who worked on boats'
electrical systems. Giles, nephew
of the shop's owners, was the gen-eral manager.
"He was just a super young
fellow," his grandfather, Richard
Kelly Sr., told KIRO-TV. "Who
aiOuld...elpect _for a_BecPnt iaw
abiding, wonderful citizen to get

askc&to-45e---earefts1,-

"Check on your neighbors, check
on senior citizens, check on your
premises," he said.
The King County medical exam-

The other survivor, a 58-yearold man, was in serious condition
today with a gunshot wound to
the chest, hospital officials said.
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Stuckle said an investigation
Page 1
.
was m'ch._ more measured and Frorn
- has begun-to-determine why and
on Wednesday.. " ----- - The U.S--. Department of Ener- how ',he violation occurred.
1` complimentary
.
I think in the next four years, gy has 148 material storage areas
Patton has formed coalitions with
"The area was properly marked
disparate legislators and interest you'll see a more aggressive agen- at the plant where equipment and with signs noting that entry required
groups, has good legislative liaisons da on social issues, environmen- containers are stored that may con- permission of the shift supervisor
,and experienced cabinet officials. tal issues, capital projects," Stum- tam n enriched uranium that, if mis- and with references to the proce"There's every reason to believe bo said. "I think he's got a man- handled, could cause a criticality dures that must be followed to
----,--.—
— he--eatt--40-oveo-mora--affookima---clato-from-the...penple to moue
pia&11151enal irrTITe--area,Strict procedures require that le said. "It simply was a personthan he has in the last session," ward on those fronts." .
A less likely initiative is to no materials be added or removed -nel error."
Williams said.
what Patton might do is still tackle the tax code.
from those areas without the writStuckle said she didn't know how
Legislators said there is nearly ten approval from DOE or Bech- many workers were in the area at
the subject of some speculation.
Patton spoke mainly in gener- overwhelming sentiment to Feduce tel Jacobs Co., the company hired the time of the violation but all
alities during his re-election cam- or eliminate the state portion of by DOE to Manage the plant's were trained in safety procedures.
paign. even if he did ,bring up the property tax on vehicles and legacy waste program. .
She said they, also were among those
topics that might Otherwise have 'many lawmakers want to reduce
On Monday.-erectrItians repaired.
Thanksgiving Day, Chnstmas Day and
been taboo. Casino gambling and the income tax burden on the and replaced light ballasts in the
New Years Day Periodicals postage paid
at Murray. KY. POSTMASTER: Send
a gas tax .increase were items he- working poor.
C-400 building and, without authoraddress, changes to THE MURRAY
"I think there's no chance that ization, disposed of the old baltalked about, even if he did not
LEDGER AND TIMES, P.O. Box 1640.
this will be a major tax reform lasts in a material storage area inside
take a position.
Murray, KY 42071-1040
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6-11-22-26-34-42
ed by Murray Ledger & Times
interview Wednesday. Instead. Pat- been made.
of enriched uranium.
ton said he did not want to get
And Williams said the timet" -tv
Shi
boxed in during future negotia- honored tactic of dangling indi34
• %/
•:,10
I* ailer 4,311 itb
i-sw
tions to work out details of spe- vidual road improvements to legHand held gas blower front STI111.
cific initiatives.
islators will not •work this time.
75
light and powerful, the
4fi-eyou /--eaa(,
House Majority Floor Leader Instead, there will have to be a
. easily to a vicuuni.
convert,
Greg Stumbo, D-Prestonsburg, who broader argument that transportayard
make
to
has carried on very public feuds tion improvements are needed to
clean up a breeze?
(4110.577HL BC 75)
with Patton in the last few. years, promote economic development.
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KENTUCKY LOTTERY

Murray
Home 6 Auto
Outdoor Division

$169."

•Pollution

•• •

also wants the companies to review
operations at all their facilities to
Thepartment on behalf of the EPA, determine if "there may be other
seek to force the facilities to install problems beyond the plants that
modern air pollution control tech- we cite in today's complaint."
nOlogy. The suits were filed in
In a separate enforcement action
federal courts in Atlanta, Indi- involving an administrative order,
anapolis, Tampa, East St. Louis, the Tennessee Valley Authority —
III.. mdSolumbus,
a federal entity that is the nation's
The suits allege that 17 elec- largest public power producer —
tric utility plants — owned by was accused of similar violations
American Electric Power, Ciner- at seven of its plants.
gy, FirstEnergy, Illinois Power,
In addition to the lawsuits and
Southern Indiana Gas & Electric
Company, Southern Company, administrative order, the EPA issued
Tampa Electric Company or their notices of violations to eight other
subsidiaries — violated the Clean plants operated by the utilities,
Air Act by making major modifi- alleging similar violations.
In all, 32 coal-fired plants in
cations to many of their plants
Florida, Georgia, Illiequipment
Alabama,
the
without installing
required to control smog, acid rain nois, Indiana, Kentucky, Mississippi. Ohio, Tennessee and West
and soot.
Browner said the government Virginia are affected.
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who matched the description. But
he was released after about an
hour.
The shooting happened in an
industrial area on the edge of Lake
Union, a few blocks from the
Wallingford neighborhood, a popular area of older wood-frame
houses with small, tidy yards and
porches dotted with Halloween
pumpkins.— - As night fell, Mayor Paul Schell

II Storage ...

•Patton ...
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$79."

This electric blower from
Sf11-11_. is powerful, lightweight
and easy to use,

ism
4.111159

paimmommins
(410STIHL.' BGE SO)

753-2571
Chestnut St.• Murray
Hours: Mon.-Sat. 7.30 - 5:00

Viffili ll)YUTLESS

WIRELESS

Murray
We-have a lot to be thankful for during
the holidays because ofyou — our friends
and neighbors here in Murray. It is a
pleasure to be part of this community.

Happy Thanksgiving!
You're invited to a

Thanksgiving Open House.
Location: 600 Main Street
Date: Thurs., Nov. 11th
Time: 3:00 p.m.-6:00 p.m.

emr,
e141•15w

CFLiTE,

you just buy more. There's no annual contract or credit check to sweat

over, either. Which means you can finally get
a wireless ph(mc and still get a good night's rest.

LIMITED-TINE OFFER

$79:
jets you started wert,a Owe
ardl )0 tenni lecai
*Wm tams not extuded

CALL 1-800-800-4GTE NOW

www.edwardjonex.com

Member SIR

Serving Individual Investors Sincr

r

Ill

can have complete control over your wireless spending. Because G1T
Prepaid lets you buy talk time in advance. Then when you run ma,

sales, call 1-800-897-3170.
For information on corporate

EdwardJones®

IIftr t*:11

pet,...76.:-.•••

ABOUT BEING HIT WITH A BIG MONTHLY BILL. Now you

Ca3

Call or stop
Eric Penniston
520 Main St.
Murray, KY 42071
753-7401
trill/010ft
/

WITH GTE PREPAID, YOU NEVER HAVE TO WORRY

GTE Wireless Agent:
Twin Lakes Office Products
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For the vast majority of Ken• tuckians, The Capitol here is a big
domed bui:ding they may have
visited as school children on a
field trip, but unless they have
particular business that brings them
to the building — Or a favorite
cause to advocate in a rally on
the front steps — Kentuckians
rarely if ever venture inside.
The public spaces — the impres- seedlings and errant weeds.
But the interior of the Capitol
sive rotunda under the Dome with:
: Lincoln's statue in the center, the by and large hasn't changed in
long colonnaded nave and grand decades, all the while once large
: staircases rising to the third floor executive office space has been
: legislative chambers — were carved up to make room for an
: designed to impress and they still ever expanding workforce.
The wiring is old. The plumb: do.
The plaster's peeling in places ing is something of a joke. The
• too noticeable. but after nearly 90 heating and air conditioning sysyears. any building is going to tems sometimes work very well
but during the wrong time of year.
look a little tired.
•
Thus we now have serious plans
But go behind the marble
columns and the towering Dome for a much-needed complete renaz4 -you-And a rabbit warren 94' ovation of the Capitol, top to basetiny offices crammed with 500 ment, east end to west. The cost
workers on any given weekday, is estimated at about $100 milfrom the governor in his spacious lion, making it among the most
first-floor suite to a legislative intern expensive non-highway construcup under the roof on the fourth tion projects in the state's histofloor.
ry.
In fact, there are about twice
Included in the planning is conas many people working inside struction ,of an executive office
; the Capitol today as the building building between the Governor's
• was designed to hold. — and that Mansion and the Capitol to house
• design was to hold all of state the governor and his staff.
government in the days before
The Capital Planning Advisory
Frankfort sprouted state office _Board met last week and heard
buildings faster than a Kentucky three basic options for the Capilegislator can go through a buffet tol renovation, and however much
line at a lobbyist's reception.
the work is needed, any one of
Over recent years the Capitol them means inconvenience to just
has undergone at best piecemeal about everyone over a period of
repairs and restorations — a'new several years.
roof a few years ago, restoration
A key problem is that the scope
of the grand State Reception Room of the work means the project
more recently. repairs to leaking can't be finished in only a few
skylights in legislative chambers months, so what to de when the
another year, the current work General Assembly convenes for 60
nearing completion to rebuild the days every two years?
exterior of the Dome, which was
The attorney general and state
becoming a hothouse for tree auditor, along with their staffs, can

be moved to rented space elsewhere in Frankfort. even the governor could operate from another
location in the city, but where do
you put 100 representatives, 38
senators, their staffs, the media
and an army of lobbyists?
The 'Old Capitol, in the view
of one official, would be a "logistical nightmare." It has survived
for 170 years, a civil war and a
couple of million tourists, but isn't
wired for modern electronics, has
no rooms for committees to meet
and would reCtuire a_complete renovation itself before and again
after a legislative session.
The most practical of the alternatives offered for renovating the
Capitol involves, putting the project on a fast track, vacating it as
soon as the 2002 legislative session ends and having it finished
by the time the 2004 session begins.
That's a lot of work in about
20, months, but scheduling the
work around legislative sessions
only prolongs the inconvenience
and increases the cost of the total
project.
The big question, however, is
where the $100 million to pay the
bills will come from. That's up
to Gov. Pau! Patton and the General Assembly, but the Capitol is
the most important and impressive public building in Kentucky.
It needs to begin a new century outfitted for the 21st century and ready to serve the people
of Kentucky well into the new
millennium.

Oct. 27 - La Stampa. Turin, on Swiss elec- is a mixture of
ancient and new fears. Ancient is
tions:
the fear of the "invasion of folsigners" and the
- —
Europe's insecurities amplify the political sig- insecurity associate
d with it. New is the fear of
nificance of the Swiss People's Party's election the obscure
menace of globalization and of being
success.. A political- formation that can surely be dragged into
uncontrollable conflicts both near and
identified as right-wing, nationalist and xenophobe far away.
and, as such, similar to Joerg Haider's party that
New is the fear of Europe, seen as a bureauachieved success in Austria's elections a couple of cratic and
centralist machine, that favors the great
weeks_ ago.
and powerful and crushes the weak. For the averAre we assisting to the birth of a homogeneous age Swiss the
obvious solution is the one that
movement, characterized by xenophobia, by nation- characterized
a great part of Switzerland's history:
alism, by anti-Europeism in the Alpine area, regions isolation.
considered among the most prosperous and "civiIf Europe will not maintain its promises on
lized" in Europe? Apparently yes.
security, many Haiders and many Blochers will appear
In the Swiss People's Party's achievement there on both sides of
the Alps.

Send letters to P.O. Box
1040, Murray, KY 42071.
They may also be faxed
to (502) 753-1927 or email them to mIt@murrayledger.Com

'Where there is no vision, the people perish.'

Vice President Al Gore said last
week, in a bid for the largely
uncommitted environmental vote.
that if he becomes president he
will sign an executive order banning any new offshore drilling for
oil and gas along the California
and Florida coasts.
What would the oil companies
o wi
—Off CabTothia-arTd 14Off Plorida for which they have already
paid billions of dollars, but have
yet to begin drilling?
Gore seems to be saying, "Let
them eat crude." To a liberal like
_Gore all big . things _F-1EQUI1
companies to SUVs -are evil, except
big government. •
. Has Gore considered what would
happen to oil prices should he ban
offshore drilling? What about our
current over-dependence on foreign oil? Remember the Arab oil
boycott 25 years ago that produced long lines at gas stations
and rationing?
Gore said his proposal would
be part of a bold- environmental
agenda. That means additional regulations and an unnecessary depletion of the American way of life,
including the freedom to drive the
types of cars we want. He said
this agenda would be the centerpiece of his presidential campaign.
Most of that campaign will be
based on bogus science, a theology of Earth worship and an appeal
for even more government control of our lives, lest we burn up
and die in a nation run by Republicans.
Before
"environmentalism"
became a creed, there were conservationists who cared about the
quality of air, land and water. Conservationists, though, saw the world
as full of opportunities.
Environmentalists see the world
as full of problems which only
government can solve.

- A 1.99.2:__Herilige Foundation
report on the environment compared
environmentalists and conservationists. Environmentalists believe
nature is best left undisturbed,
because humans harm whatever
they touch and people who disturb'nature are -guilty-I:Lax-nine..
Conservationists believe the balance of nature includes humans
and solutions to environmental
problems can be balanced with
human needs and development
objectives.
Environmentalists think every
risk is
.
avoidable and that the federal government should invest our
money into eliminating risks at
any cost.
Gore writes in his book, "Earth
In The Balance": "I have come
to believe that we must take bold
and unequivocal action: we must
make the rescue of the environment the central organizing principle for civilization."
That's a little over the top, isn't
it? Especially if there is no crisis, other than one made by people whose only objective is power.
over others.
Environmentalists believe regulations are necessary and good,
but conservationists think regulations can be good or bad and can
create more risk and offer less
protection.
Environmentalists believe centralized command-and-control regulation is necessary, but that means
more federal bureaucrats and
administrative agencies making
decisions for us.

Harlan Daily Enterprise
It didn't take long for the howls oi protest to
begin from county leaders upon hearing of a legislative task force' studying the merger of some of
Kentucky's 120 counties.
While it is clear a state our size has no need
for so many tiny and inefficient governments, nothing has ever been done about the problem. That
may be about to change.
The task force held several meetings across the
state earlier this month to discuss a proposal that
would pay each of the first 10 counties that approve
a merger up to $3 million each.
Kentucky's antiquated system of counties dates
back to the 1800s when travel was primarily by
horse and buggy. While transportation has improved.
drastically, there has been no change in the number of counties since the early part of the century.
Kentuckians receive no tangible benefit from
having more counties than any state our size. The
shrinking tax base in so many counties has made
survival more important than services in some
cases. When governments are fighting never-ending battles to balance a budget, it's doubtful they
are able to do much for their residents.
While cutting back on duplicated services could
save the state millions of dollars, the'. idea has met
with opposition from the people who benefit from
Kentucky's excess.
The local attention some opponents tout as the
benefit of small counties is either a smokescreen
to protect their positions or a sign they don't realize just how small some Kentucky 'counties have
become. ...
Lexington Herald-Leader
Kentucky- did the right thing when it passed
anti-hate crimes legislation in 1998.
Under the law, judges have -more leeway to
punish criminals who have targeted a victim because
of race, color, national origin, sexual orientation
or religion. Judges can refuse to sentence hate
criminals to probation, shock probation or conditional discharge.
That's how it should be.
But there's a glaring loophole in the legislation,
already in -need of tougher penalties.
The law lists 27 crimes that can be classified
as hate crimes: including kidnapping, sexual offenses, arson, riot and disorderly conduct.
But it doesn't cover fourth-degree assault — a
misdemeanor charge. ...
The 2000 General Assembly should be able to
fix this hole in the law.
But the law also •needs major surgery before it
will be much of a deterrent against bigoted lawbreakers.
A July 1999 interim report by the state's Criminal Justice Council says "there is concern as to
whether the existing statute sends a clear and strong
message that hate crime is unacceptable in our
communities since it does not attach a significant

Con)s.Ditiluitiv_ tbe,Licide
wealthier society is a healthier
society, and those who own
resources need freedom and incentives to implement efficient, effective solutions.
Some people don't understand
sr'CP('`
terid-io- rely- -on -"experts" who are sometimes selectively quoted to_..advance a political agenda.
Since the "Cranberry scare" of
1959, through hyperbole about Red
Dye No. 2, DDT, cyclamates, coffee, saccharin, electric blankets,
video display terminals, benzene
in Perrier water, amalgam dental
fillings, cell phones "causihg" brain
cancer and so much more, bogus
science and government have
teamed up to scare and intimidate
people into believing the doctrine
of a terminally ill planet absent
the intervention of lawmakers and
regulators.
If Vice President Gore gets his
way, the American way of life as
we've known it since the end of
World War II will come to an
end.
The sacrifices resuJting from
Gore's plans would be worth it if
the planet were actually in danger.
But what is actually in danger
are our freedoms and our money.
Gore suggests in his book that
the environmental threat is greater
than any enemy America has ever
faced. That's not true.
The threat is Gore's radical
environmental policies if he ever
gets the chance to implement them.

criminal penalty to hate crime offenses."
Kentucky should follow the lead of several states
that allow for enhanced penalties — including
longer sentences — when an act of violence is
motivated by hate.
As it is now, there's little evidence the current
hate-crime law is having an effect. A survey by
the Criminal Justice Council. released July 1, found
no cases where an alleged lawbreaker has been
charged as a hate criminal. It's time to consult with prosecutors to find out
why the law isn't being used and to figure out
how to make it tougher and more effective.

The Kentucky Post, Covington
A good place to begin addressing problems with
child care in Kentucky is by raising the staffing
standards for preschool and day-care programs or
more specifically improving the staff-to-child ratios.
Kentucky allows too many children to be cared
for by too few workers. That point was underscored earlier this month in a report issued by the
Long-Term Policy, Research Center, the think tank
for the General Assembly. It cited the staff-to-child
ratio as a key area in which "Kentucky comes up
short when compared to the best states."
Kentucky requires only one adult for every 10
toddlers in child care, in contrast to the recommended 1 -to-6 ratio.
And while Kentucky sets a higher standard for
infants of one caregiver for every five infants.
some states set even lower ratios of one caregiver to four infants.
Anyone who has every been in a room full of
2-year-olds or a nursery filled with cribs knows
there are never enough adult hands to spare.
But this is about more than enough hands to
wipe noses, change diapers. hold bottles and prevent accidents.
An estimated 100,000 Kentucky children under
the age of 6 receive care from someone other than
a parent or relative.
And for these children, preschool or day care
becomes their home for many hours each day.
Increasingly, experts point up how critical the
early years of life are in the development and
well-being of children.
Nurturing and intellectual stimulation can make
vast differences in their future.
That can take place only if there are enough
hands. Of course, training and qualifications of
caregivers must be assured as well. That will
require higher pay and, perhaps, the state fostering education for caregivers. But a good starting
point is to have enough staff. ...
Gov. Paul Patton has made improving the early
years for Kentucky children a goal. But with leaner times' predicted when the General Assembly
takes up the budget next year, we wonder if the
'needs of children might get shoved aside.
It will take strong leadership from Patton and
help from our legislators to make sure that doesn't happen.
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because getting a necklace to fit
can be very painful.
-8. Children in Japan and
the Phillippines enjoy tracing the
lacy patterns.
9. When grown-ups spot
girls wearing tattoo jewelry, they
often think the design is permanent.
operates more than 2,000 teen bou10. Melissa Colon's partiques nationwide, says tattoo jewents were upset because she refused
elry has been a top seller since it
Tattoo Jewelry a Top Seller
appeared on shelves fast sonar--- -Use- the- information from the -40.-wear her school uniformr

Read 411 /Mout fit

by Susan 3ineman

the following questions:
-1. Since last spring, the
latest fashion trend among girls ages
6 to 16 is tattoo jewelry.
2. The tattoo-like jewelry
was designed in Australia.
3. Most teen-agers are able
to use their own money to pay
for the top-selling necklaces.
..lrata_a_distancr.
lacy bands look like 'real tattoos.
According to the story,
girls who wear the jewelry are
often mistaken for witches.
-6. People need to stretch
their hands and feet before putling on -thr Ars&
7. Jewelry' wearers are brave

picked them up when they appeared
in Austria and Germany last year.
Karen Ngo, of the teen Web site
Alloy, says a company in the
Netherlands claims to have designed
them first. Some teens trace them
to the Philippines and Japan.
Laurie Louie, 16, says she enjoys
the double-takes she gets from
01.helWise
_grown-upc. who
innocent-looking girls have done
permanent damage to themselves.
Eneida Merlos, whose 11-yearold daughter Tiffany wears one of
the necklaces, said: "At first I
thought, 'Oh my God, people are
(atfoahrffietrrieeksl-But-as hang
as it wasn't permanent, it was

some parents might not want their
children to buy the $3 plastic ornaments.

AC).477-/S

-

Tattoo jewelry a hit with teens
SAN FRANCISCO(AP)-The
latest fashion trend for girls doesn't involve piercing, dyeing or
Britney Spears. But it still has
shock potential.
Tattoo jewelry, stretchy bands
of woven plastic that from a distance look remarkably like tattoos.
is all the rage among the 6-to-16
set. It adorns necks, fingers, ankles
and tummies of girl§, who want
__19Awcar just_ a .)?it wicked.
"At first my parents were
freaked," says Melissa Colon, 15,
who takes any opportunity to make
her school uniform look cool.
The lacy jewelry stretches to
fit over the head, foot or hand. It
also fits a teen-ager's budget: A
necklace sells for about $3.
"They're so hot it's unbelievable," says David Wolfe, a fashion oreagter at New York-Ls-Dane-gar Group. "I think people like
them because they give the impression you're cool enough to have
a tattoo, but you don't have to
be brave enough to endure the
_pain of a one."
Cynthia Sutton, director of m keting for Claire's Stores, which
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Mrs. Shellie Mohon Latimer
Mrs. Shellie Mohon Latimer. 93, died Wednesday. Nov. 3, 1999,
at 3:10 a.m. at West View Nursing Home, Murray.
A member. of Hazel Church of Christ. she was formerly employed
at West View Nursing Home.
She was married in 1926 to -Ted Latimer who died March 6, 1985.
Born March 23. 1906, in Henry County, Tenn., she was the daughter
of the late Benjamin Franklin Mohon and Ada Brockwell Mohon. One
son, Billy Latimer, one sister, Gertie Morris, and three brothers, Allen,
Arnie and Tom Mohon, also preceded her in death.
Survivors include one daughter, Mrs. Betty Vaughn and husband,
Roger, New Port Richey, Fla.; one son, Bobby Latimer, Murray; four
grandchildren, Mrs. Josephine Rigli and husband, Steve, Denver, Colo..
Mike Vaughn, Reno, Nev., Tuyla Vaughn, Detroit, Mich., and Mrs. .
great-grandchildren; two great-great-grandchildren, several nieces and
nephews.
Graveside services will be Friday at 11 a.m. at Murray Memorial
Gardens. Parker French will officiate.
Visitation will be at Miller Funeral Home of Hazel from 5 to 8
p.m. today (Thursday).

DINNER CONVERSATION:
Parents and children sometimes
have different views about fashion. If you were a parent, would
you mind if your daughter wore
Mrs. Conley Louise ,Paschall, 68. Southside Manor Apartments,
tattoo .,jewelry? Imagine a dinns_t___
at 1-1---p.m. at her bottle.
conversatiii'iiiig'rw
with _Murray:died Tuesday; Nov. 2, 1999,
of
charge
in
is
Home
Blalock-Coleman
Funeral
fits.
arriFigerrie
your child about the "latest fashion trend." Write the dialog in the
form of a short play. Is tattoo
The funeral for Herbert Woodman Farris is today at 10:30 a.m. in
jewelry all the rage at your school?
Answer Key: 1,T. 2,F. the chapel of J.H. Churchill Funeral Home. Dr. David C. Roos and
t•,F. 7,F.
-•
Pallbearers are Allen Russell, Max Barnett, Dan Farris, Bob Dunn,
10.F. Bonus, T.
John Lassiter, Jimmy Lassiter, Jerry B. Lassiter and Hubert Jackson.
Burial will follow in the Murray City Cemetery.
Mr. Farris, 94, formerly of Murray, died Monday, Nov. 1, 1999, ,at
10:15 p.m. at Frank Wells Nursing _Center, MacClenny Fla..
His wife. Mrs. Vera Ann Bailey Farris, died Jan. 20, 1990. Born
Sept. 16, 1905, in Calloway County he was the son of the late Jim
formed a virtually_identical net- Henry- Farris and Mary Ellen Burton Farris.
work under a new name, OwensA retired sheet metal worker for Union Carbide. Paducah. he was
boro Community Health Network, a ,member of First
Christian Church of Murray and Murray Lodge No.
and plan to lease it to self-funded 105 Free and Accepted Masons.
groups and others.
Survivors include one daughter, Mrs. Joanne Covington and husEd Heath, chief operating officer band, Tom, MacClenny; one granddaughter. Mrs. Karen Snipes, and
for the new network, recently said three great-grandchildren. Cameron, Ashley and Clegg Snipes, all of
most providers and self-funded em- Tallahassee, Fla.: one brother, Hardy Farris, Clarksdale. Miss.: one sisployer groups that were part of the ter-in-law, Mrs. Anna Mae Lassiter and husband, John, Murray.
MedQUest network have signed on
for the new plan.

Mrs. Conley Louise Paschall

Herbert Woodman Farris

•

Lawsuit seeks to dissolve MedQuest
OWENSBORO, Ky.'AP) Kentucky insurance officials have
filed a lawsuit seeking to dissolve
MedQuest, a failed health-maintenance organization taken over by
the state.
The suit, filed Wednesday in
Franklin Circuit Court in Frankfort.
wants the dissolution of the failed
health-maintenance organization
retroactive to Oct. 31.
Department of Insurance
spokesman Roger Snell said the action will allow the state. to liquidate
the HMO's assets to cover claims
incurred by some 11.000 policyholders since the state announced
the takeover in August.
The department also is dissolv-
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large urns from
front porch
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Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
A city woman has reported the
theft of two large pots, valued at
$300, from the porch of her Keenland Drive home.
Doris Rose reported the theft of
the 2 1/2-foot-tall urns, which are
cream-colored with -broWn swifts:
to the Murray Police Department
on Friday, a police press release
said.

al states
eluding
ence is
current
rvey by
1, found
as been

ing MedQuest's preferred-provider tinue to be reimbursed dollar for
organization, a network that cov- dollar.
The Insurance Department is
ered about 18.000 people in selfurging former MedQuest policyfunded insurance groups.
Snell said the company's cash holders to submit outstanding
reserves so far have been sufficient claims as quickly as possible. State
to reimburse doctors and other .law protects policyholders from limedical providers in full. But until ability for unpaid claims, he said.
Owensboro Mercy Health Sysmore claims arrive over the next
several weeks, the state will not tem and the physicians group that
know whether providers will con.- formed MedQuest in 1996 have

REUSE THE NEWS

Tiger band to begin fruit sale

RECYCLE

ber,just in time for the holiday season.

Hamlin oranges, grapefruit and tan -

We can provide information and coverage for your

The fruit sale, as well as donations, provides funds for both the
MHS marching band and the concert band for purchasing and upkeep of instruments; travel to competitions and festivals; and uniform
purchases and upkeep.

Sales are by the carton with both
small and large boxes available.
Washington apples will be sold by
the bushel.
The event is sponsored by the
Murray High Band Boosters. For
more information about the citrus
sale, contact Sherry McClain at
489-2980, Sue Farley at 753-3991
or Taufiq Rashid at 759-9080.

ESS
BUSIN
INSURANCE

The Murray High School Tiger
Band will kick off its annual fruit
sale Nov. 5.
The yearly fund-raiser offers a
variety of fresh citrus fruit from
Florida, as well as Washington apples.
Band members and volunteers
will take orders door to door
throughout Murray until Nov. 19.
Delivery of the fruit will take place
during the second week of Decem-

Buyers may choose from grovefresh Florida navel oranges or

Retail Stores
Offices
Apartments
Rental Dwellings

Attend The Church of Your Choice

Coverage for:
Building
Business Personal Property
Loss of Income
Business Liablity

MELVIN'S TIRE STORE
Specializing in General,
Bridgestone, Firestone & Summit Tires

Ask About Shelter's

HOME, LIFE, AUTO,FARM
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Call For Openings

ARE HERE

Since 194r

• Best Wild Shelled Halves & Pieces
[Kentucky Nut Corporation •"Munchin" Pecans,..Roasted/Salted
Box 150, Hickman, Ky. 42050 • Custom Cracking Of Your In
• New Chocolate Pecans and Almonds
Phone (270) 236-2662
Roasted Cashews & Popping Corn
kvnut@apex net

Harold "Jack" Romaine
105 N. 12th St. • Murray
759-1033 or 753-0873
Licensed in KY & TN

Ages

Shelter Insurance Cos., Horne Office: 1817 W. Broadway, Columbia, MO 65218

753-5227

CHEROKEE HILLS
STEAK HOUSE

109 S. 15th St.
Murray. KY 42071

For any special occasion or to make any
occasion special... Dine Al The Ranch!
Open Wed.. Thurs., Fri., Sat. & Sun. at 4 p.m.

41
-GLENDOLE ROOD /
CHUIRCI-1 Of CHRIST

Wednesday Thursday & Sunday

SPECIALS

...or choose from our regular menu

invites you to hear-

$4.50

Peel & Eat Shrimp 1/4 Lb.
Served with a tangy cocktail sauce

HARVEY STARLING

Seafood Gumbo

$3.75

Chili

S2.49

Homemade wrthsta special calun blend that is lust nght

NOVEMBER 7-10, 1999

Homemade with fresh ,ngredrents seasoned lust right

$18.95

Sirloin Dinner For Two

SPEAKING ON THE THEME:"SAYINGS OF JESUS"

Potato Salad Baked Beans and a.Hot Yeast Roil

Texas Prime Rib Dinner

$8.95

Chop Sirloin Steak

$6.95

880 Pork Plate

$6.95

Potato Salad Baked Beans and Texas Toast

SCHEDULE OF ACTIVITIES

Nov. 7

Nov.8
Nov. 9

.

HiwARD
LYONS

PECANS

Shell]

Reg US Patent Otto

t

n make

NEW CROP

Full Day Educational
Preschool Program

Nov. 10

Potato Salad Baked Beans and a Hot Yeast Roll

"He That Has Seen Me Has Seen the Father"
9:00 a.m.
Bible Class:"He That Is Greatest Among You
10:15 a.m.
Shall Be Your Servant"
"I Am The Good Shepherd"
6:00 p.m.
"Unless One Is Born Again He Cannot See
7:00 p.m.
The Kingdom Of God"
5:15 p.m.-6:30 p.m. Dinner Before Service - Everyone Invited
"Blessed Are The Merciful, For They Shall
7:00 p.m.
Obtain Mercy"
"I Go To Prepare A Place For You"
7:00 p.ni.
Coffee and Potluck Desserts
After Service

Potato Salad Baked Beans and a Hot Yeast Roll

BBO Pork Rib Dinner

$9.95

•

Potato Salad Baked Beans and Texas Toast

$8,49
$8.99
V.95

Fajitas Chicken or Steak
Fajitas Combo Chicken and Steak
Prime Rib Sandwich
Served with potato salad

PATTY'SHOMEMADE PIZZAS
'Made with fresh ingredzents"
$6.00
10" Cheese
-7
- 1
$8.00
14" Cheese
$6.95
10"
Cherokee Hills Special
Call Now & Book Your Holiday Parties Rooms
Available For 10 to 150People
For Reservations Call 270-436-5566 KY • 901-232-6006 TN
Hwy. 121 South go approx.15 miles to KY/TN line. Follow signs.

For More Information Write Or Calk
Glendale Road Church of Christ, 1101 Glendale Rd., Murray, KY 42071 • 270-753-3714
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Jackson Clark Wells
Mr. and Mrs. Steve Wells of Charleston. S.C., are the parents ot
a son, Jackson Clark Wells. born on Monday. Oct. 25, 1999, at Fast
Cooper Medical Center, Mt. Pleasant. S.C.
The baby weighed nine pounds six ounces and measured 21 inch
es. Mrs. Wells is the former Dr. Randi Popp of Gainesville, Fla.
Paternal grandparents are Martin and Faye Wells of Murray. Maternal grandparents are Barbara Hintermister of Gainesville and Dr. David
_
• Grcatr-andpdrntsare Rat)*-Ciark and—the-4e-Gova Clark-15
Hazel, and the late Dr. and Mrs. Milton Popp and Mr. and Mrs.
Harold Marsh, 'all of whom resided in Fort Wayne. Ind.

Yalencta Adriana Thorn

Mark Thorn of Benton and Rita Perry of ,Mlyfield are the parents
..---oLa.claughtrz—ialsacia.Askiauajhoru.. WE° 0.11Friclz.....Qa...2.2.129.2.
at Jackson Purchase Medical Center, Mayfield.
The baby weighed six pounds one ounce and measured 18 inches.
Paternal grandparents are Kay and Billy Thorn of Dexter and maternal grandparents are Alfonzo and Anna Perry of Sedalia.
Great-grandmothers are Mrs. Elizabeth Puckett of Dexter and Mrs
Gussie Wright of Detroit. Mich.

Gallery ofKentucky Artist Phillip Powell

IAAP DINNER - Dr. Steve Cobb is pictured speaking at the
Bosses Day dinner of Murray Chapter of IAAP at the Murray Woman's Club House. Pictured at left is Gale Vinson,
chapter president.

We were out driving Sunday through the Coles Camp Ground
and North Villa subdivision areas. It is almost unbelievable at
the number of new houses being ended. in the subdivisions in
the county and the city'.
Building a new home is such a wonderful occasion. Of course
there is lots of planning, financing, constructing, and the many
other numerous decisions. Having gone through the construction of two houses, we would almost dread going through the
many decisions again. Just remodeling or adding to a home is
• a chare...Of course, we have lived- in-our present home
since
Oct. 31, 1954, and maybe just feel at ease there.
When we passed Coles Camp Ground United Methodist
Church Sunday, we noticed the saying listed on the marquee
as "Conflict is Inevitable, Combat is Optional."

Special event Friday

Boss of the Year speaks
to local chapter of IAAP

Voices of Praise Ministries of Murray State University will sponsor a free fall festival ory Friday from 7 to 10 .m. in the Sunset
Strips area of the MSU Curris Center.

Dr. Steve Cobb, 1999 Boss of
the Year, spoke to the Murray Chapter of International Association of
Administrative
Professionals
(IAAP) at the October meeting at
the Murray-Woman's Club House.
Each year, the October meeting is set aside to observe Boss-

Murray Country Club Ladies Thanksgiving luncheon will be Wednesday, Nov. 10, at noon at the club. Co-chairs for the event are
Jeanne Clark and Jennifer Hewlett. Fall fashions will be shown by
D.K. Kelly. Reservations will be accepted through Sunday, Nov. 7,
at 6 p.m. by calling Jo Crass' at 753-2863.

Official 1999
Print
ofPaducah
Dogwood
Trail
Pier 1 Imports
is pleased to have
Shara McDougal

Sciturday, Novem-ber 6
10 a.m. tql 4 p.m.
at the home of..
Phillip, Susie, Charlie & Lydia Powell
For Directions call (270) 436-2684

Chestnut St.. Murray
753-1851

Dr. Cobb, chair of the department of Physics and engipeering
physics at Murray State -University, spoke about his and his family's experiences during their oneyear stay in Russia while he served
as a Fulbright Scholar at the
Moscow State Pedagogical University in Moscow.
His comparisons of Russian university and office procedures to
those of the United States (Murray in particular) were delightful,
a chapter member said.
Cobb's wife, Teri, joined the
group at lunch as did bosses and
associates of 19 members. Vicki
Geurin catered the luncheon meeting for 50 members and guests.
The next meeting of the chapter will be. Monday, Nov. 15, at
5:15 p.m. in the Cumberland Room
of Murray State University Curris Center.
All. area office professionals are
invited and encouraged to join
members in attending. For more
information, call Cathy Thompson
CPS at 762-1680.
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Ladies luncheon on Nov. 10

Lady Laker Boosters plan event
Calloway County High School Lady Laker Booster Club will
have a special fund-raising event on Saturday from 10 a.m. to 2
p.m. in front of Lowes on Highway 121 Bypass. This will be a
cookout for hamburgers and hot dogs. Proceeds will g6 toward the
Lady Laker basketball program.

Community Prayer Friday
Community Prayer Hour will be Friday at 11 a.m. at the Greater
Hope Missionary Baptist Church. 711 South Fourth St.,.Murray.

TOPS

meeting tonight

TOPS Ky. #469 of Murray will meet tonight (Thursday) in the
annex of the Calloway County Public Library. Weight-in will
be
from 6 to 6:45 p.m. with the meeting to begin at 7 p.m. TOPS
(take off pounds sensibly) is a non-profit organization dedicated
to
those interested in weight loss. Visitors are invited.

Bazaar at Catholic Center

The Ladies Guild of St. Leo Catholic Church will have its annual Sugar Plum Christmas Bazaar on Saturday from 8 a.m.
to 3
p.m. in the Parish Center, Payne and North 12th Streets, Murray.
A continental breakfast and lunch will be available. For information call Christine De Nezzo at 753-0391.
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Noel Market on Saturday
The Christian Women's Fellowship Bazaar, "Noel Market,- will
be Saturday beginning at 8 a.m. in the educational building of the
church. A soup luncheon will be served from "II a.m. to I p.m.
Tickets for the luncheon and for thc piomotion of an antique _quilt
are now on sale from any CWF member or from the church office.

Ticket Request Form

Corner 8th & South Streets
Mayfield, Kentucky

PRESENTATIONS:
Ensemble and
special performances
6:40 p.m. Nightly
The Road To Bethlehem
7:00 P.M. NIGHTLY
Monday, December 6
Tuesday, December 7
Wednesday, December 8
Thursday, December 9
Friday, December 10
Saturday, December 11
Sunday, December 12

Requests will be honored on a first-come -first served basis beginning November 12, 1999.
Tickets are FREE.
Doors will open at 6:15 P.M.
To order, please complete this form and turn in at
the church office or mail to:
THE LIVING CHRISTMAS TREE
First Baptist Church
118W. South St., Mayfield, KY 42066

Goshen bazaar at library

Goshen United Methodist Church Women's annual bazaar will
be Saturday from 9 a.m. to noon at the Calloway County Public
Library. Featured will be homemade foods, tote bags and Christmas items. Money raised will be donated to local charities.

1008 Chestnut St.
Matinees Saturday
& Sunday Only

4-H Club organization Saturday

A new community 4-H club will . be organized Saturday at 2
p.m. at the home of Karen Collins, Wildwood Farm, 96 Pheasant
Dr.; Murray. Youth are encouraged to bring their dogs on ,leashes.
Activities for the year will be planned. For more information call
Ginny Harper at 753-1452 or Collins at 753-2294.

The House on Haunted Hill
R - 1:05 - 3:15 - 7:05 - 9:15
Three To Tango
PG13 - 1:25 - 3:35 - 7:30 - 9:35
The Story of Us
R- 1:05 - 3:10 - 7:05 - 9:10

Enclose a stamped, self-addressed envelope if you
wish to have your tickets mailed to you,or your
tickets may be picked up at the church office the
week of Nov. 29-Dec. 3 between the hours of
9 a.m.-4 p.m.
If you have a group that will be arriving in a bus
(16 passengers or more), please *kale to us and we will
reserve a parking placefor your vehicle.

Chorus rehearsal tonight

The Chorus of the Music Department of the Murray Woman's
Club will have a rehearsal tonight (Thursday) at 6 p.m. in the
basement of the club house just prior to the New Member Orientation meeting. Marge Shown, director, urges ,all members to attend
to prepare for an upcoming program. Accompanists are Beth Runnels and Pamela Seward.

North Stars will meet tonight

Superstar
PG13 - 1:20- 3:20 - 7:20 - 9:20
Double Jeopardy
R - 1:10 - 3:25 - 7:10 - 9:25
Three Kings
R - 1:15 - 3:40 - 7:25 - 9:40

Date request received (for office use only)__ _

North Stars 4-H Club will meet tonight (Thursday) at 6:30 p.m.
in the senior citizens area of Weaks Community Center. All
North
students. ages 9 and up, are invited to join. For more information
call Connie Talent at 753-9894 or Ginny Harper at 753-1452.

Bethel event on Friday
An all you can eat chili and hot tamale supper will be Friday
from 5 to 8 p.m. at Bethel United Methodist Church, located
on
Bethel Church Road off Highway 94 East. Drinks and desserts will
be included. A love offering will be taken.

•••••••••••••

Program Information
Call 753-3314

15-50% off throughout the store
save even more with 5-hour doorbusters
and get an extra 10% off selected sale price
7am-noon only!
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The Sigma Department of the
Murray Woman's Club has granted Lucy Lilly, one of the founding members, with lifetime membership status.
This action was taken •at the
meeting on Oct. 13 at the club
house. Mrs. Lilly is a retired teacher
of home economics at Murray
High School.
As a special project. for October members brought bags of candy
for the Safe—Haltoweert evenT at
A merth(At nn, MflfTer—
Hostesses for the social hour
were Terri Benton, Lee Ann Taylor and Tammi Crouse.
The department will meet Monday at 6:30 p.m. at the club house.
•This will be a planning meeting
for "Breakfast with Santa," sched- SIGMA MEETING
Serving as hostesses for the October
uled for Saturday, Dec. 11, at the meeting of the Sigma Department of the Murray Woman's
club house.
Club were, from left, Lee Ann Taylor, Tammi Crouse and
10..2 Terri Benton.
_
attend and to bring small Bit
prizes for patients at the Long
Term Care Unit of the MurrayCalloway County Hospital. These
prizes could. be socks, crackers,
shaving cream, powder,tiption,

Smotherman-Settle
vows said at church
Julie Gale Smotherman and Jeremy Rhea Settle were married Saturday, May 22, 1999, -at 4:30 p.m. at Westside Baptist Church.
The bride is the daughter of David and Judy Smotherman of Murray. She is the granddaughter of Mrs. Dorthy Brandon and the late
James R. Brandon, and John and Catherine Smotherman, all of Murray.
The groom is the son of William and Debbie Settle of Murray. He
is the grandson of Mrs. Essie Settle and the late Walter F. Settle of
Dover, Tenn., and Johnnie and Mary Hicks of Goodlettsville, Tenn.
The Rev. Glynn Orr officiated. Music was provided by Sherma
Scott, pianist, Margaret Wilkins, organist, Tim Smith, trumpeter, and
Rob Roy, Stacy Wortham and Tommy Scott, soloists.
Lisa Roy of Ft. Thomas served as the matron of honor. Brides- .ar
maids were Emily 'Scott, Molly Melson and Catherine Settle, all of
Murray.
The flower girl was Taylor Roy of Ft. Thomas.
William Settle, father of the groom, served as best man. Groomsmen were Brian Settle, Jonathan Smotherman and Ryan Vanover, all
of Murray.
Ushers- were Nathan Garvin and. Shane Schroader of Murray and
Scott Earwood of Georgetown.
The,ring bearer was Tanner Richerson of Murray.
Ken Davis of Mayfield directed the Wedding.
Attending the pest register were Elizabeth Blackford and Ashley
Gilson of Murray.
Following the ceremony, a reception was held in the Christian
Activity Center of the church.
Charlotte Key of Murray directed the wedding. Servers included
Krisy Whitfield and Melissa Johnson of Murray and Mindy Galbraith
of Water Valley.
After a wedding trip to Cancun, Mexico, the couple is now residing in Murray.
The groom's parents hosted a rehearsal dinner at Dutch Essenhaus
restaurant, Murray.
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tinuing -monthly project of the
department.
. Jeanne', Carroll, Jeannetta
Williams and Shirley Toon are
listed as lionesses for the Novem-her meeting.

began last week with an eager
group of volunteers clearing cemeteries in areas declared off-limits
for the annual Youth' Hunt.
Of the 228 known cemeteries
in LBL, approximately 60 are routinely cared for by• individuals,
families, chtirches or are provided for by trust funds established
for that purpose.
All but six of the remaining .
cemeteries have been •found..
Anyone with knowledge of
unrecorded cemeteries is urged to
contact Beale or Sylvia Canon at

Veterinary Medical Center
Call for appointment 753-7011
November 8th
Portraits by Allison Photography

Annual Department 56
Retirement Day
The Billie Ray Walston Detachment of the Marine Corps League
will host a gathering-for all veterans on Wednesday; Nov. 10,
from 7 to 8:30 p.m. at the Heartland House Restaurant, Hwy.. 641
North and Utterback Road, Murray.
The gathering will be to commemorate the 224th anniversary
of the founding of the United
States Marine Corps and to honor
and observe Veterans' Day.
Dr. William A. Holman of the
Holman Heart Clinic, Murray, will
be the guest speaker.
He was commissioned in the
U.S. Navy- Reserve in November
1967 and has served various tours
as a flight surgeon during conflicts ranging from the Vietnam War
to Desert Storm.

Cemeteries cleaning schedule released
By SYLVIA M. CANON
Special to the Ledger
In order to avoid disturbing quota
deer hunters, Rescue Our Cemeteries-(ROC) votunteers will work
only in the Kentucky section of
the Land Between the, Lakes on
Saturday, Nov. 13 and 27, and
only in the Tennessee section on
Nov: 20.
ROC is -a non-profit, nonpartisan group dedicated to locating,
identifying, preserving . and protecting all lost cemeteries in LBL.
The third season of their work

Christmas Pet Portraits
1- 5x7 $5

753-4934 or Jim Baccus at 1-270388-2555.
More than two dozen cemeteries remain on the cleaning lists.
Willing workers are invited to participate in this endeavor.
Volunteers should wear work
clothes and gloves and bring -pruning shears, yard .tools and a sack
lunch.
Assembly time will be Saturday,-Nov. 6, at 9 a.m. at the Cedar
Pond Picnic area, on the Trace
near the Kentucky-Tennessee state
line.

Friday, November 5th
Opening 5 minutes til 6 o'clock
Come Early For Best Selection on Retired Pieces!

Welcome to Department 56

Friday, November 5th
,

— place for special gifts. For a
wonderful surprise, peek
inside. Each Gift Set house features 3-dimensional scene.
Purchase a Gift Set and receive
4 free holiday note cards(while
supplies last).

Chancery Carrier
8-Piece Gift Set

2000 Holly Lane
11-Piece Gift Set

Santa's Visiting Center
6-Piece Gift Set

$65 US 4105 CAN;

$65 US($105 CAN(

$65 US ($105 'AN+
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Door Prizes & Refreshments

408 East 12th St.• Benton, KY 42025
1-800-9:74-1848
Holiday Hours: Sun. 1-5; Mon.-Sat. 9-6

Wellness Center - Located in a separate, reining
environment. Co-ed & women only classes.

Try Our 30 Minute
Lunchtime
Workout Circuit
in the
Wellness
Center!
Weights
Cardio
Training

12 Week Step-By-Step Program Designed For The New Or Returning Exerciser

•Free with a YMCA Membership
•Four individual appointments with your Counselor.
•A fitness plan based on your exercise history, personal goals and aspirations.
•An appropriate cardiovascular workout and an orientation to equipment.
•An expectation that you will w'pric out three times per week.
•Verbal, written, and face-to-face feedback.
•Non-intimidating environment.

For more information,
the YMCA can answer
your questions
regarding the Personal
Fitness Program.
Please contact Dee Hill
'at (270) 759-9622
if you require further
information.

Stay motivated with guidance and encouragement.

extra
10% off
selected
sale prices 7

Chestnut Hills Shopping Center (270)
759-1400
Mor, -Sat 10 a -9 p m
Sun lpm..6pm

For the second consecutive year.
The Murrae, State News has been
named one of top university newspapers in the country.
The student newspaper Was named a national Pacemaker winner Saturday_ at the National College Media Convention in Atlanta.
• In September, the. newspaper
staff learned it was a 1999 national
Pacemaker -finalist in tfie concpeti-tion sponsored by the Associated
Collegiate Press Association and
the Newspaper Association of
America Foundation.
From 35 non-daily finalists, 12
newspapers were named Pacemaker winners at the 78th National
College Media Convention Oct. 2731 at the Westin Peachtree
AUanra7
The Murray State News was a
Pacemaker winner last year and has
been a finalist in five of the past

nine years.
The Pacemaker is the nation's
highest collegiate newspaper honor
and is often referred to as college
-media's equivalent to the Pulitzer
Prize. Judges for this year's contest
were from The Atlanta 'JournalConstitution.
The Murray State News shares
:the national award with student
from -auburn Llia4er,
sity, Pepperdine University. Loyola
University, California State at
Chico, Emory University, University of Missouri, University of Wisconsin and Western Kentucky.
In the daily category, the University of Kentucky was a winner,
giving three Kentucky schools national aeco nition.
The.Murray State ews is produced weekly during the fall and
spring semesters by a staff of 40
students. Each week, 7,770 copies
of the newspaper are distributed on

and off campus.
"I hope this kind of recognition
Jennifer Sacharnoski, a print will motivate our staff to continue
journalism major from Maryland, to strive for excellence and seek a
wv editor in chief for the 1998-99 third Pacemaker- next year," hc
year and is currently serving a sec- said.
ond year as editor.
Darin Shock, the editorial car"This was a team effort," Sa- toonist for the paper last year, re
chainoski said. "Every staff mem- ceived second place in the stand
ber contributed to make this hap- alone cartoon category.
pen. We all work so hard every day
Attending the convention were
and-this-is-one justifteation.-f-of The - Hedges; if-SachaTnoski-;-- hours:
Billingsley of Buncombe, Ill.; Don"I couldn't tell if I screamed or ald Lawson of Shepherdsville; Tara
yelped when they announced our Shelby of Paducah; Brandi Wilname," she said.
liams of Bells, Tenn.; Morgan
"Being a repeat winner was a Hardy of Camden, Tenn.; and
goal we set last year and reflects Melissa Stoneberger of Tennyson,
the commitment and hard work of Ind.
out staff," adviser Joe Hedges said.
Hedges presented two conven"Our staff devotes long hours to tion workshops on staff recruiting
Int-deni-pubttra-amtprombIlbriffi
make The Murray -Male- NUTSsuccess. That isn't always easy tions. He also worked with staff of
with their class schedules and other four newspapers on design at the
activities," Hedges said.
four-day convention.

JNWFQNKA
Early Bird Bingo 6:30 p.m.• Regular Bingo 7:00 pm.

MOCCASINS

New Location - 121 North
Lariat Leather Additions
Men & Women Hardsole

(Next to Calloway County Fairgrounds)

* Special Games
Double Bingo Pays
600/o, 750/0 and 90%

* $1,000 Letter H
(30 calls or less)
$500 Jack ot Eve Weeek

'Air Conditioned - Accommodations for Smokers and Non-Smokers
Sponsored by Murray Shrine Club - License #0181

From savory stews to classic cookies, it's homemade or no way! Send us your
favorite recipe — the one that draws rave reviews from your friends and family
— and share it with our readers! Recipes will appear in our upcoming annual
cookbook to be published on Friac:iy, November 19, 1999.
Recipes must be submitted under one of the
following 'categories: Lite & Luscious:
Appetizers; Soups & Salads: Main Courses:
Vegetables/Vegetarian: Desserts & Breads.
All recipes should be typed or printed legibly
on a separate sheet of paper. Spell out all
measurements — do not abbreviate.
Include your name, address and telephone
number on your recipe. Include pan size,
oven temperature and cooking time, if
appropriate.
Recipes should not be taken • directly from
cans, boxes or other publications.

Each person submitting on entry or entries
will be eligible to win the following: 1st Prize
- 1 year subscription to the Murray Ledger &
Times: 2nd Prize - 6 month subscription; 3rd
Prize - 3 month subscription. (Only one
chance per person regardless of the number of entries).
6. Murray Ledger & Times employees
and families may submit entries
but are ineligible for prizes.

tj

Mail or
hand-deliver
entries to:
What's
Cookin'?
P.O. Box 1040,
I Time to Prepare (approximate)

Don't Forget To Include Your Recipe
On A Separate Sheet Of Paper!
s. --

-Kinkel told psychologist
voices told him to kill
EUGENE, Ore. (AP) — Com- ecutor LaterriTiFy.
"I am," Bolstad answered.
paring
Kip Kinkel to the
Kaczynski, a Harvard-trained
Unabomber, a psychologist said
the teen-ager killed his parents mathematician who became a forand went on a deadly school shoot- est recluse; ple'aded—giiilty in Janing rampage because he was obey- uary 1998 to mail bombings that
killed three people and injured 23.
ing voices in his head.
"I feel the -primary thing--camii—,....1"eteut4—tu be _three
ing him to kill was the voices," voices in his head as A, B, and
Orin Bolstad, a child psychologist C. saying they got louder and
who treats young killers in Ore- louder as they told him to kill his
gon's juvenile prisons, testified father after they returned home
Wednesday at Kinkel's sentencing following Kip's expulsion from
hearing. "I don't think he is a school, Bolstad said.
"A said, 'You have to kill him.
killer separate from his mental illShoot him,— Bolstad quoted Kinkel
ness."
Kinkel abandoned an insanity as saying. "My dad was sitting at
defense and pleaded guilty Sept. the (breakfast) bar. The voices
24 to four counts of murder and said, 'Shoot him.' I had no choice.
26 counts of attempted murder for The voices said I had no choice."
After he killed his mother, Kinkel
the May 1998 slayings- of his parsaid
the voices told him RI "Go
ents and two students at Springfield's Thurston High School. He to school and kill everybody. Look
also wounded 25 students and what you've already done," Bolstad said.
attempted to stab a detective.
Kinkel told Bolstad he first
Kinkel, 17, agreed to serve 25
years for the murders, but Judge heard the voices when he was 12
Jack Mattison can extend the sen- after getting off the school bus
and standing in the driveway of
tence to as much as 220 years.
Bolstad said Kinkel had had been his home looking at a bush.
"It said, 'You need to kill everyable to resist the urge to obey the
voices for years. But he succumbed one, everyone in the world,— Bolto the commands due to the stress stad said, adding that Kinkel told
of being discovered with a gun him the voices may have come
in his locker. at school and his from the devil, a satellite or a
father's anger. the psychologist said. computer chip inserted in his head
Bolstad said he was convinced by the government.
• During her testimony, Kristin
Kinkel was psychotic, depressed
and suicidal, and also suffers from Kinkel. 22, choked up and her
brother wiped away teats as she
paranoid schizophrenia.
Though Kinkel cannot be cured, read a letter to Judge Mattison
he said, he can be managed with asking that Kip have some hope
anti-psychotic drugs and might br'gating out of prison someday.
someday be safely let out of prison. adding her brother hoped- to someBolstad noted that Unabomber day .study law to help others.
Theodore Kaczynski was an exam"I believe what he needs is the
ple of someone who was mental- hope. that he has a chance of
ly ill but could still be clever and achieving these goals," she read.
calculating.
"I believe he is aware of the pain
"Are you aware Mr. Kinkel told that he has caused, and is just as
several people he saw himself as shocked as the rest of us that he
the next Unabomber?" asked pros- was capable of such horror,"

1001 Whitnell Ave., Murray, KY 42071'

Owned & Operated
By Opal Hart

912 South 12th Street

Boyle County teacher earns
state's Teacher of Year honor

Murray. Kentucky 42071

Store Hours: Sun. 12-5:
Mon.-Sat. 9-6

(270) 753-2310

Saturday is customer appreciation day!
One Day Only...Take

Register to
win $100
shopping
spree give by
Opal Hart!

TIMBER...Murray Elementary students learn about woodworking on a field trip to the Homeplace recently.

everything...even sale prices
Saturday, November 6

IrdrPORTahf. CREDIT TERMS SdIP5 tax delivery or Insaallatan nO1 induded m morally payments shown *Thmor November 6 Sawn% are oe regular prices
and sale prices Exclude cis,arance. C.Wrie,
Specral Purchases Boro, Maytag Gernert and Neptune products
ii V
•

DAN VILLE. Ky.(API-- Mardi
Montgomery did what everyone
predicted she would do. She cried
when state education officials and
her family walked into her classroom at Boyle County High School.
They were there to congratulate Montgomery as Kentucky's
Teacher of the Year.
Last year's winner, Janice James
of the Jefferson County schools,
presented Montgomery with a
plaque, and Superintendent Pam

Rogers brought a bouquet of yellow roses.
A freshman and senior honors
English teacher, Montgomery was
nominated by her fellow teachers
for the award sponsored by the
Kentucky Department of Education.
Three educators are selected
statewide for elementary, middle
and high schools and the overall
winner goes on to nationwide competition.
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IT'S TIRE TIME
• Michelin • Monarch
• Uniroyal • Laramie
• Firestone
• General
• B.F. Goodrich
6,A

A

HOLLAND
TIRE CO.

MARK YOUNG/Ledger & Times photo

THE GREAT ESCAPE: Calloway County quarterback Tony Ryan (15) tries to escape the clutches of a
Muhlenberg North defender during the Lakers' regular season-ending win last Friday at Jack Rose Stadium.
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Warren Central (4-6)

Quality Glass At Unbeatable

Prices
auto gtass•table tops • rmfrDr
•doors•storm windows • store
fronts •shower & tub•safety glass
•insulated glass
nsurance

Beanies
& PLUSH
AVAILABLE

nor
&ea Internatiotwl
Bean Bag Collecrion

Court Square • Downtown • Murray • 753-7222

By SCOTT NANNEY
Sports Editor
Calloway County sports an impressive 8-2 record entering the opening round of the Class 3A state playoffs.
One could say that the Lakers' record speaks for itself.
However, that may not be the case with Warren Central
High School.
At first glance, the Dragons would appear to be limping
into the playoffs at a meager 4-6. But a second look reveals
something a little more telling.
Warren Central's brutal schedule has included a double
• overtime loss to Owensboro and close defeats to Franklin
Simpson and perennial powerhouse Bowling Green.
"You can't get caught up in their record," said Laker
head- coach Joe Stonecipher. "We've told our kids that
they're a pretty good football team ... We've got to play
good technique and be in good position defensively, or it
could be one(game)and out for us."
The Dragons' offense is powered by tailback Stephen
Goodbar, whom Stonecipher likens to Paducah Tilghman
speedster Jerry Southward.
"He's very similar to Southward because of his speed
and athleticism," he noted. "He's not quite as big as-Southward, but he's just as athletic and fast."
According to Stonecipher, the key to Friday's contest
wilrbe limiting mistakes offensively and playing good defense.
"We've got to get control of the ball and control the
tempo of the game," he said: "We can't turn the ball over
and let thk game turn into a track meet. We're going to be

WEST KY GLASS 6 MIRROR
Your Auto Glass Specialist"
203 So. 2nd St. (r‘ext to Murray Lumber)

Banking
On Laker
Pride!

in trouble if we do."
Warren Central is a team in stark contrast to the squad
Calloway faced in last Friday's regular-season finale.
The Lakers wasted little energy in disposing of inferior
opponent Muhlenberg North 42-14.
Stonecipher said the state playoffs assures his team of no
easy ride at this point.
"All of a sudden, we're back to playing a team that has
some great athletes," he explained. "All of that speed and
athleticism conies back into the picture ... There are no
easy games left."
However, Calloway couldice—iffaded o.ne luxury, this
postseason — homefield advantage.
Provided they stay in contention, the Lakers will be in
the friendly confines of Jack Rose Stadium until the Class
3A. state championship game — played at Louisville's Cardinal Stadium.
"It's going to be a nice advantage for us because we haven't played at home (in thb playoffs) in the last few
years," Stonecipher said.
"We think that it's going to be to our advantage because
we'll have our student.body here. and we can,stay in our
own little_routine."
The Lakers enter Friday's game relatively healthy, but
will have to cover for the loss of starting defensive back
Jesse Bazzell, who was recently injured in a car accident.
"We're going to be a little shorthanded in the secondary." said Stonecipher. "But we don't have any other injuries besides that.:

exi e
Woodmen offers a wife variety of life
insurance plans which provide flexibility on insurance protection and taxdeferred interest features. To find the
plan that meets your needs, contact:
James D. Parker
Woodmen Bldg
3rd & Maple
Murray 753-8546

Jjt

WOODMEN OF THE WCILD
LIFE INSURANCE SOCIETY

Dees Bank
of Hazel
Member FDIC

Here's To A
Winning Season! i
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$7

Deep Dish Extra
Carry Out or Delmer.

Valid at participating stores only Not valid with any other
offer Prices may vary Customer pays sales tax where applicable Our drivers carry less than $20.00. Cash value 1/20a
Expires December 1999_

117 S. 12th Street

,753-3030
Delivering a Million Smiles a Day.
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J.H. Churchill
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Kentucky Lake
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Anderson nervous about expectations

1r •

By SCOTT flANNEL.4._

Challenging schedule awaits

-;417;:—Sporiltiiitor
•A
.

---

•

he said. "But we're weak in the
V,
ItTrddre V.ttOlielvike diya-t-tave the• strength there that we did last
year."
While the inside game might
suffer a bit, Anderson thinks the
Racers can compensate with their
up-tempo style.
"AS far as running an up-tempo
game, we will be a much improved
team," he said. "We're going to
do mere-pFessing - and more trap
ping ... We're going to be more
aggressive this year."
Another concern for Anderson
is a highly-competitive schedule,
which could be the toughest in
school history.
Murray's non-conference slate
includes the HOop & Quill Clas-

Tevester Anderson is not nor- as good as, the media thinks we Anderson.
malty a nervous person.
are.
Other returning players for the
But mention preseason expec"Last year, I didn't know what Racers include backup point guard
tations, and the second-year Racer to expect. But we started off strong Justin Burdine, guard Aaron Page,
head coach does get a little queasy. and never let up," he added.
reserve guard/forward Ray Cun"I was nervous in Nashville (at
Murray sailed to a 27-6 over- ningham, and forward Mike TurnOVC Media Day) last week, and all mark and once again played er.
neryous_ over here," said in the opening round of the NCAA
They will be joined by newAnderson, who _ addressed local Tournament. In 411, dm.-11seers-liectsuers_thiyiak Bedeau, Anthony
----media representatives during media ----won or-shared 11 of the iast-12- -WoodaLd, Chris Stionalie7lifid losrl
day activities Wednesday at the OVC -titles.
Ramage.
Regional Special Events Center.
Along with Spencer, MSU
Forward Antione Welchel and
What does Anderson have to returns All-OVC first-team point guard Kevin Paschel were recentworry about?
guard Aubrey Reese, guard Mar- ly ruled academically ineligible for
Living up to the Racers' lofty lon Towns and forward Rod Mur- the 1999-2000 season by the
status entering the 1999-2000.
ray.
NCAA. Bedeau is currently awaitase on a rosteTTSIT ultluter— However,Thr
"
1rict
-e7
-areTh
ing word oti-nis status.
four returning starters - including bled by injuries heading into the
"Our bench is not going to be,
Ohio Valley Conference Preseason new season.
quite as deep as it was last year,
Player of the Year Isaac Spencer
Towns will remain out of the hut we're going to be strong,"
• See Page 11
7 Murray State was picked to finlineup for the early part of . the Anderson noted.
ish on top once again during a schedule, nursing a foot injury sufOne main concern for AnderBERNARD KANE/Ledger photo
league-wide meeting at the Gay- fered in the NCAA Tournament son js the Racers' status in the
lord Entertainment Center last Tues- loss to Ohio State. Murray has low post which took a hit with ON THE SPOT: Murray State
day.
also missed practice time with a the loss of Trinidad natives Duane men's • baskeball—coach
"I certainly hope we don't dis- severely separated finger.
Virgil and Marvin' Gay to gradu- Tevester Anderson addressappoint anyone this year," Anderes the media during MSU
"We have some injuries, but ation.
son noted. "No matter how well we're working hard to get every"We're strong at the wing posi- Media Day activities Wedneswe play, we're only going to be body back into the lineup," said tion and we're strong at guard," day

.
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Fields ready for season

,

By SCOTT NANNEY
Sports Editor
With a bigger team budget and
a solid group of returning players, it's easy to see why Murray
State Lady Racer head coach Eddie
Fields is excited about the 19992000 season.
The Lady Racers finished just
10-17 in 1998-99, but were a surprise contender in the Ohio Valley Conference - finishing at an
even 9-9.
"We've got a lot of good things
going on in our program," said
Fields, who addressed local media
representatives during media day
activities at the Regional Special
Events Center Wednesday.
"Our returning players will help

us a lot, and we're recruiting better players. The reason we're able
to do this is because of our athletic director. E. W. Dennison. He's
given us the extra money we needed to recruit," he added.
Murray returns three starters to
this year's unit - including guards
Eniko Verebes and Heather Bates
and forward Monika Gadson, who
was third in the conference in
rebounding a year ago.

UK offense
to get test

man, Socorro Dennis, Efin Fetcher, ithadija Head, Liz Stansberry
and Danielle Zimmerman.
"Last year, you would just walk
down the bench searching for someone to put into the game because
we didn't have a very deep bench,"
Fields explained.

By STEPHEN HAWKINS
AP Sports Writer
STARKVILLE, Miss. (AP)
- Mississippi State's topranked defense is about to get
its toughest test. So will Kentucky's "Air Raid" offense.
Dusty Bonner has replaced
record-setting Tim Couch at
quarterback, but Kentucky (53, 3-2 Southeastern Conference) still is averaging 325
yards passing per game. The
Wildcats lead the SEC with
472 total yards a game and
have scored less than four
touchdowns only once this sea-

"But our bench is going to be
better this year. If someone is ,not
getting it done on the floor, then
we'll be able to substitute somebody else in the game."

"(Gadson) is a natural scorer,"
noted Fields. "Eniko knows how
to play, and she's also a little
stronger and a little bigger this
year. Heather's a strong, quick and
aggressive guard .:. Our guard
play is going to be our strength
this year."

The Lady Racers opened their
exhibition schedule last Sunday
with a 79-72 loss to Freestyle
Express at the Regional Special
Events Center.

son.

Murray will return to action
Saturday. Nov. 13 with a home exhibition against the Shooting Stars
before opening the 1999-2000 campaign in the American University
Tipoff Classic in Washington, D.C.
Noll. 19.

BERNARD KANEledger photo

Other returning players include
forward Susan Tackett, and guards
Shana Sieve, Shannon Preston and
Kern Shields.
They will be joined by newcomers Shelly Broughton, Jill Buck-

ATTENTION PLEASE: Murray
State Lady Racer head coach
Eddie Fields speaks with
media
representatives
Wednesday afternoon.

"It's a statement game for
both teams," State cornerback
Fred Smoot said. "Offense sells
tickets and defense wins cham• See

Page 11
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Orioles hire
Hargrove as
new manager

• • ••1

Celtics honor
Auerbach; LA.
wins 103-88
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By The Associated Press
After honoring Red Auerbach at halftime, the Boston
Celtics put on a show he could appreciate.
Displaying the teamwork and unselfishness that Auerbach preached during the team's golden era, the Celtics
beat the Washington Wizards 112-101 Wednesday night
in Boston.
"We've got a new era," Auerbach, 82, said during the
halftime ceremony to mark the start of his 50th year
with th. franchise. "We've got Rick Pitino and the boys.
They're young, they're aggressive. Let's get behind them."
Vitaly Potapenko scored 20 points, and Antoine Walker and Kenny Anderson each had 19 for the Celtics, 20 for the first time in nine years.
"I'm tired of losing. I want to get in the playoffs,"
said Walker, who hasn't played a postseason game in
three seasons with the Celtics. "I think we're on the
way."
The Celtics are still a long way from the glory days
of Auerbach and Bill Russell, a coach-player combination that led Boston to nine NBA championships in 10
years. But with Auerbach and Russell Watching, they
played classic Celtics-style ball against the Wizards, making the extra pass, hustling for loose balls and forcing
turnovers with pressure defense.
•

By DAVID GINSBURG
AP Sports Writer
BALTIMORE (APi - The man known as The Human
Rain Delay certainly didn't waste any time latching onto
another job.
Mike Hargrove, who wept three weeks ago when he
was fired as manager of the Cleveland Indians, ended his
brief absence from the game Wednesday .by signing a
three-year contract to manage the Baltimore Orioles.
Despite winning five straight AL Central titles and
twice taking the Indians to the World Series, Hargrove
was fired Oct. 15, shortly after Cleveland blew a 2-0 lead
in the best-of-5 division series against Boston.
He took the dismissal with a great deal of pain and
anguish, but he was all smiles as he donned an Orioles
orange and black warmup jacket during a news conference to announce his signing.
"It's good to be back in the big leagues - though I
was only gone for- a couple of weeks - and it's good
to be back as a Baltimore Oriole." he said. "I never
thought I'd be wearing the orange and black of the Bartimore Orioles. but it's a thought that gives me a lot of
pleasure and a lot of excitement. I'm looking forward to
making a difference."
The 50-year-old Hargrove had one year left on his contract and stood to receive $600,000 from the Indians in
severance pay. But he was seriously interested in the Orioles' job, and his effort was rewarded when owner Peter
Angelos selected him as the team's third manager in five
seasons.

IN See

Page 11

Shaquille O'Neal scored 28 points and collected
10 rebounds as the Los Angeles Lakers improved
to 2-0 with a 103-88 win over the Grizzlies.

Martinez named AP Player of the Year
4•••,.. 4

4..

•
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By RONALD BLUM
AP Sports Writer
NEW YORK (AP) - Pedro
Martinez was as dominant in voting for The Associated Press Major
League Player of the Year as he
was on the mound this season.
The Boston Red Sox pitcher. who
led the big leagues in wins and

ERA. received 56 votes in nationwide balloting by sports writers
and broadcasters that was released
Wednesday.
Atlanta third baseman Chipper
Jones, who finished second, got
just 14 votes - one-fourth the
total Martinez received.
•
Cleveland outfielder Manny

Ramirez was the only other player to reach double digits, getting
12 votes.
Martinez, a 28-year-old righthander, was in his native Dominican Republic and not available for
comment.
He became the first Boston player to win the award, going 23-4

with a 2.07 ERA in 31 starts and
striking out a league-leading 313
batters in 213 1-3 innings.
He is only, the second pitcher
to win the award, which began in
1988, joining Atlanta's Greg Maddux, the 1995 winner.
Martinez, traded from Montreal to Boston in November 1997,

was the anchor of the Red Sox,
who won the AL wild-card and
upset Cleveland in the first round
of the playoffs before losing to
the New York Yankees.
When he strained a back muscle and left in the fourth inning
Of Boston's postseason opener,
Cleveland rallied to win.

/•
•

But the Red Sox came back to
win the series 3-2, with Martinez
pitching six hitless innings in Game
5. He entered in the fourth inning
with the score 8-8, and the Red
Sox went on to win 12-8.
"Once I got in, that's all I needed. I wouldn't come out," Martinez said then.
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SPORTS BRIEFS

Sponsored By.

The Insurance Center
of Murray
BUSINESS • HOME • CAR • HEALTH • LIFE
"Your more than one company agency"
O1 Sycamore
NFL STANDINGS
AMERICAN CONFERENCE
East
W
L
T PcL
`Mtami
817
857
New England
6
0.750
2
Indianapolis
2
5
0 714
Buffalo
5
3
0 625
NY Jets
0 143
6
1
Central
Jacksonville
6
1
0 857
Tennessee
6
0.857
1
Pittsburgh
O .571
Baltimore
O 286
Cincinnati
O .125
Cleveland
O .125

-o.

Kansas City

0 .714
O 667
San Diego
4
0 571
3
Oakland
4
4
0 500
Denver
2
6
0 250
NATIONAL CONFERENCE
East
W
L
Washington
5
2
Vs( Giants
5
0 .625
3
Dallas
4
3
0 571
Arizona
2
0 286
5
Philadelphia
2
0 250
6
Central
Detroit
2
5
0 714
Green Bay
3
4
0 667
4
4
Minnesota
0.500
Tampa Bay
3
4
0 42
Chicago
3_5
0 37
West
St Louis
1
0 857
San Francisco
4
0 42
Carolina
5
Atlanta
0 25C
6
New Orleans
6
0 14
5

2

sic in St. Charles, Mo. Thanksgiving weekend, the Sun Bowl
Tournament in El Paso, Texas,
trips to Big Ten powerhouse Purdue and rival Western Kentucky
and home contests against Detroit
se.
laced
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753-8355

Sunday's Games
Buffalo 13, Baltimore 10
Atlanta 27, Carolina 20
Washington 48, Chicago 22
ClavsMod 21. Nave Celeas 16
Jacksonville 41, Cincinnati 10
New York Giants 23, Philadelphia 17, OT
Tennessee 24, St Louis 21
Kansas City 34. San Diego 0
New England 27, Arizona 3
Miami 16, Oakland 9
Indianapolis 34, Dallas 24
Minnesota 23, Denver 20
Detroit 20, Tampa Bay 3
OPEN Pittsburgh, New York Jets, San
Francisco
Monday's Game
Seattle 27, Green Bay 7
Sunday, Nov. 7
Arizona at New York Jets, 12 p.m.
Baltimore at Cleveland, 12 p.m.
Buffalo at Washington, 12 p.m.
Chicago at Green Bay, 12 p.m.
Jacksonville at Atlanta, 12 p.m
Kansas City at Indianapolis, 12 pm
Philadelphia at Carolina, 12 p.m.
k. •Letes-at Detroit, 12
Tampa Bay at New Orleans, 3:05 p.m.
Cincinnati at Seattle, 3 15 p.m.
Denver at San Diego, 3 15 p.m.
Pittsburgh at San Francisco, 3:15 p.m.
Tennessee at Miami, 720 p.m.
OPEN New England, New York Giants.
Oakland
Monday, Nov. 8
Dallas at Minnesota, 8 p.m

"I wanted to make our schedule stronger because I think our
seniors and our fans deserve that,"
said Anderson. "It's a good schedule, but - at the same time -=
we're going to have to play well
every night to win."

Look before you
Check the depth of water before jumping
into it. Diving depth should be at least nine
feet when diving from the edge of the pool.

Mumme said. "They've got a coorpionships. What we have to do is dinator who you never know what
make sure that statement rings true." he's going to do. You basically
If the eighth-ranked Bulldogs have to be ready for anything all
i
...
(7-0, 4-0) are going to extend the the time."
best record in school history, and
Since defensive coordinator Joe
win their 11th straight regular sea- Lee Dunn brought his aggressiv'e,
,..
4
• At
son game, their defense will have uncomentional schemes to Mis.
to slow down the league's top sissippi State in 1996, the Bull( /
offense tonight.
dogs have gone from being the
,
Even when he was sacked 11 league's worst defense to one of
times by Georgia in a 49-34 loss the nation's best.
. 161110
in Kentucky's last game- Oct. 23,
Conversely, the Bulldogs went:.
Bonner threw for 421 yards
from the bottom of the SEC standP.
tE
and, TO -in0J-thdCOE'.
... .
spend time on the turf at Scott last year. And the defense deserves
FINISHING FIRST: The U-12 soccer team, coached by RusField, but also anticipates some most of the credit for State reach- ,sell Johnson and Brian Gray, are pictured
with first-place
chances to make plays.
ing 7-0 for the first time ever.
trophies for undefeated play at the end of the season. The
"They come at you and they
State's offense has done just
team compiled a 11-0-1 record. Team members include
come after you hard. They're one enough to get by, scoring more
Trent Cossey, Ryan Nolan, Taylor Thieke, Blake True,
of those teams that run a little than 18 points only three times.
Wesley Adams, Clint Cornelison, Justin Alexander. B.T.
bit different defense," Bonner said. The Bulldogs are undefeated only
Gray Bradley Black, Jamison Carstens, Anthony Van Horn.
"I like blitzing teams. You can after Come-from -behind victories
Tyler Brockman, Brennan Johnson and Scott Holbrook.
make big plays when teams blitz in their last two games against strug;
you."
.--_,
gling SEC teams with long -los----—1
.
But there haven't been many ing streaks.
,.....,
big plays against Mississippi State.
•.
.-.
The Bulldogs scored twice in
- •
r..•
The Bulldogs are allowing only the final two minutes ,to win 18., Tr- ‘
- 11
A
..
202 totai yards and 138 passing 16 at Auburn, which has lost five
. •
..
...
• dit '
yards, and the defense hasn't straight games. Rod Gibson's
1
.1.. ,
6 a.
a -* ..-.K. r-.. 1
allowed more than one touchdown fourth-down touchdown with 1:39
•
.
lit %:A
in a game.
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"They outplayed us and they
outhustled us," 2Washington coach
Gar Heard said.
Mitch Richmond led the Wizards with 20 Points and passed
Julius Erving for 40th place in
NBA career scoring with 18,380.
In other games, it was Cleveland 97, New Jersey 90; Orlando
103, Detroit 94; New York 84,
Chicago 74; Portland 121. Los
Angeles Clippers 98; and Los
Angeles Lakers 103, Vancouver
88.
Cavaliers 97, Nets 90
Shawn Kemp had 27 points and
15 rebounds as Cleveland won its
home opener and gave Randy
Wittman his first win as an NBA
coach.
Stephon Marbury led New Jersey with 27 points, but shot 7for-25 from the field with six
turnovers and only one assist.
Magic 103, Pistons 94
At Orlando. reserve Pat Garrity scored 20 points as the Magic

gave Doc Rivers his first NBA
coaching victory.
Garrity, one of eight newcomers on the Magic, led a third-quarter surge the carried the Magic to
an 11-point lead. Grant Hill, who
scored 41 points in an openingnight, double-overtime loss to
Miami, led the Pistons with 30.
Knicks 84, Bulls 74
Allan Houston scored 23 points
and Latrell Sprewell had all 19
of his points in the second half
as New York spoiled the Bulls'
opener at Chicago.
One night after holding Cleveland to 39 percent shooting in a
season-op:ming victory, the Knicks
limited the Bulls to just 30 percent Dickey Simpkins led Chicago with 17 points.
Lakers 103, Grizzlies 88
Shaquille O'Neal had 28 points
Ind 10 rebounds as the Lakers.
overcame a lackluster first half in
their first game at Staples Center
in Los Angeles.
O'Neal also had four assists
and three blocks.
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STADIA-CROSS CHAMPS: Winners in the 9th annual Tennessee State Stadia-Cross Championship series included:
(Top row, from left) Jerod Logemon, David Brown. Brady
Orr, Allen Brody, Matt Kuykendall, Kenny Pale Orr and Mark
Garrison. (Middle row) Eric Klinkhammer. Clint Burkeen,
Darrell Blankenship, Matt Moore, Keith Lovins. Melissa Bailey and Darrell Bighorn.(Bottom row) Josh Burres, John Ragon. Derek Smith, Alien Brazzell and David Esch.

Locals participate in Stadia-Cross

.

Several Calloway County residents recently competed in the ninth annual
Tennessee State Stada-Cross Championship Series, held at the Henry County Fairgrounds in Pans, Tenn.
Local riders receiving awards included Kenny Dale Orr 185 SR and Supermini class winner,. Brady or (65 cldss winner and fifth in the 85 JR class)
and Clint Burkeen of Dexter (125 8 champion and second in the Schoolboy
class).
Other local riders placing well in the series included: Ben Crittendon (85
SR and Supermini, Sherry Crittendon (women's class), Mike Garrison (30 +
B/C), Tony Travis (250 C). Junior Holland (30 + Vet Quad), David Crittendon (Two Stroke C Quad) and Austin Wells (third in the 85 JR class).
Over 800 riders ehtered the three rounds.

TO SUBSCRIBE TO THE LEDGER & TIMES

CALL 753-1916

Eastern Kentucky
Colonels
aturday,, Nov. 6th • 11:30 a.m.
Roy Stewart Stadium
For Tickets Call:

762-4895

41001014;
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We're #1 when it comes

TOWING...

to
It's our job to keep you

GOING!
Malard's Towing
-

612 South

9th St.

'2& 7th St. a-Murray _

753-9132
is a good agent! An independent State Auto agent is
dedicated to servicing the
customer. You get personalized attention to all your
insurance,needs.

Westsuie of the Court Square
118 S. 5th St. • Murray • 753-4451

PARKEPI
FORD LINCOLN-MERCURY
753-5273

701

Main Street

Good Luck
From All Your _Friends At

Automotive Service &
Off-Road Equipment

SCOTT NANNEY/Ledger & Times photo

800 Coldwater Road
Murray, KY 42071
(270)753-1399
HAMProN

WHAT'S THE WORD: Backup quarterback Josh Garland (6) and fullback Jon Hedges (32) listen to assistant coach Tony Boone during a timeout in the Murray High Tigers regular-season finale against
Lone Oak last Friday.

TODD BROOKS

BROOKS

Stop by
for a great
meal before
or after
the game!

Russellville(64)
Nov. 5, 1999 -- 7:30 p.m.
Ty Holland Stadium

•10 Minute Oil Change
Most Major Brands

-Brake Service
•Transmission Service
•Cooling System Flush

507 S. 12th
(next to Log Cabln
restaurant)

Kickboxing For
Fun & Fitness

Tigers look for revenge
against rival Russellville
By SCOTT NANNEY
Sports Editor
The Murray High Tigers will get a rare opportunity on
Friday, night - a chance to avenge a regular season loss.
Earlier this season, the Tigers dropped a 30-24 triple
overtime decision to the Russellville Panthers at Ty Holland Stadium.
Those same two squads will face off again at the same
location this week. Only this time, the stakes are much
higher - the loser goes home.
Murray comes into the Class A state playoffs off an impressive victory over Class 3A Lone Oak last Friday in
Paducah. The Tigers have won their last two games, and
would like nothing better than to spoil Russellville's playoff hopes.
"We had a chance to redeem a couple of our losses in
1994," said Tiger head coach Rick Fisher. "And we have a
chance to do that again Friday."
However, Fisher knows getting past one of the Tigers'
biggest rivals will be easier said than done. -They have a pretty good football team,- he noted."We
certainly felt like we had a chance to beat them the first
time. But they're going to make you play honest because
they have some good skill people."
At the top of that list is tailback Teco Dickerson, who
n over the Tigers with 110 yards on 20 carries in the PanHers' earlier win.
"He's one of the leading rushers in that district," said
isher. "We've got to be able to stop him in order to be
successful.

"They have the type of team that is going to execute
well ... We're going to have to play a good game to beat
them because they'll come ready to play," he added.
According to Fisher, the Tigers can use their early loss
to Russellville as a guide. But he also noted that both
squads have changed since mid-season.
"I really believe we're a much better football team right
now than we were earlier in the season," Fisher explained.
"And they're going to be a better team also.
- "We've both had a chance to lock some people into positions. A lot of that happens because of injuries. But a lot
of it also makes us better ... Everybody's gained some experience now."
Murray enters the Contest with a couple of injury concerns.
Quarterback Justin Garland threw for 155 first-half
yards in the win over Lone Oak, but didn't play in the second half because a nagging leg injury. Starting center Peyton Mastera also remains banged up.
"We've had some injuries this season, and we've still
got some concerns,- Fisher said. "But, for this time of year,
we're in pretty good shape.The Tigers. who opened the 1998 state playoffs against
the same Russellville squad, will begin the postseason at
home - a luxury the team hasn't been afforded in recent
seasons.
"I think being at home is a great advantage,- said Fisher.
"Anytime you don't have to pack up your program and
travel is a plus. But we still have to go out and execute to
win the football game."

Calloway County's Only
Home Owned & Operated

302 Main St.
Office:
753-9935
Home:
753-1540

Woodmel's Modified Endowment Universal Life
Insurance certificate, The Enhancer, lets your beneficiary
avoid the hassle of probate and the bite of federal income
tax!
•Your cash value may accumulate faster than in a CD.
*Your gain is tax-deferred until received.
And Best of all:
*The death benefit paid to your beneficiary avoids
probate and is federal income tax-free.
Ask your local Woodmen representative to find out more.

Woodmen.,,"The FAMILY Fraternity"'
Tim Scruggs
Woodmen Bldg., 3rd & Maple,
Murray. KY 42071
270-753-4377
Fratern6."

WOODMEN OF THE WORLD
LIFE INSURANCE SOCIETY
,A
HOME OFFICE OMAHA HEIRAS

hen Cabinets
anities

•Office Furniture
& Entertainment
Centers
• Solid Surface Counter Tops

Larger Aerobic Room offering
cool innovative fitness:• Hip Hop
Kickirf Cardio • Cardio-Pump

77=3(chTE571
Wellness Center - Located
in a separate, relaxing environment. Co-ed & women
only classes. Expect Success
Classes!
Family Center Expanding programs for the whole family! Larger
Bahysitfing area & longer hours!

o

808 Chestnut St.• Murray, KY 42071
(270)759-9622

off"'A

The Murray High School Tiger Band closed its 1999 marching season Saturday with a
trip to the Kentucky Music Educators Association State Marching Band Championship.
Only 16 bands in each of the four KMEA-designated classes advance from Regional Ctuartyffinals competition .to participete in the statewide contest. The Tiger Band performed in
the Class AA Semifinals held it Barren County High School and placed 10th.

Ten students at Murray High ing challenging coVege-level coursThe College BOar
-d- is a- not:
School have been named AP Schol- es at their high school, are grad- tor-profit educational association
ars by the College Board in recog- ed on a 5-point scale (5 is the that supports academic ireparation
nition Of their exceptional achieve- highest).
and transition. to highe
ment on the college-level AP ExamMost of the nation's colleges for students around the world
inations.
and universities award credit, through the ongoing collaboration
Approximately 23 percent of advanced placement, or both for of its member schools, colleges,
America's graduating seniors have grades of 3 of higher. More than universities, educational systems
taken one or more AP Examina- ,1,400 institutions award a year of and organizations.
tions Only about 13 percent of credit (sophomore standing) to stuIn all of its activities, the board
the more than mow students dents presenting a sufficient num- promotes equity through universal
who took AP txaminations in May ber of qualifying grades.
access to high standards- of teach1999 performed at a sufficiently.
There are 32 AP Examinations ing and learning and sufficient
high level to ,merit such recogni- offered in 18 subject areas, each financial resources so that every
tion.
consisting of multiple-choice and student has the opportunity to sucThe College Board recognizes free-response (essay or problem- ceed in college and work. ,
several levels of achievement based solving) questions.
The College Board champions
on the number of year-long coursby means of superior research.
es and exams. At MHS: AdvanCW,- Parents may find out more about curricular development,assessment,
Placement Biology, Calculus, this program by contacting Dr. guidance, placement, and admisFrench, European History, Ameri- Bob ,Lewis, Advanced Place- sion information, professional
Diploma development,forums, policy analycan History, American Literature ment/Commonwealth
Coordinator, at 753-4363 or sis and public outreach educaand Spanish.
• One student qualified for the blewis@murray.k12.ky.us.
tional excellence for all students.
AP Scholar with Distinction Award
by earning an -average grade of at
least 3.5 on all AP Exams taken
and grades of 3 or higher on five
or more of these exams. This student is Colin Wier.
• Three students qualified for
Located in
the AP Scholar with Honor Award
the Calloway
by earning an average grade of at
Inn on
641 S.,
least 3.25 on all AP Exams taken
Murray. KY
and grades of 3 or higher on four
or more of these exams. These
students are Elizabeth Allen, Amanda Conley and Emily Porterfield.
• Six students qualified for the
AP Scholar Award by completing
three or more AP Examinations,
with grades of 3 or higher. The
OPEN HOUSE
AP Scholars are Kristen Koppe1903 Westwood Subdivision
rud, Christina Sames,Jessica Smith,
November 7, 1999 • 2-4 p.m.
Sunday,
Drew Thompson, Jessica Worful
and Sarah Wurgler.
AP Examinations, which students take in May after complet-

The ultimate in gas.log heat and beauty.
Monessen vent-free gas Togs offeTyou
. lherniisT
choices in log styles and_aperation modes. The
most realistic hand crafted logs with glowing
coals and yellow flanies.combined with the high
efficiency of vent-free space heating makes
Monessen the ultimate choice when you're lookingfor gas logs wit heat and personality.

THE CALLOWAY 11sIN

RESTAVRANT

Kopperud Realty

Calloway County's Exclusive Monessen Dealer

U. Who could have a stroke?
t. Anyone.

(;1R1)INAL
,60(i) 254-5-'01

You will agree that the reduced price on this 3 bedroom, 1 1/2 bath
brick home with enclosed garage warrants action. Delightfully decorated with new H/A unit, new vinyl & roof new in 95. Now priced at
$69,750. MIS #3001716
For more information. call or come by..

711 Main St.

753-1222

What Person,Place or Thing Do You Think Was
the Biggest Local Newsmaker of the Century?
Tell us,and you could win a • • 3 month subscription
•6 month subscription or a I year subscription!
9
'

I. One paragraph consisting of no more than SO words describing what person,
place or thing you think was the biggest local newsmaker of the century
2. Entry must be received by this newspaper before 5 p.m. on Nov. IS, 1999.
3. Employees of this newspaper and their immediate families are not eligible
4. Winner's story and runners' up stories could appear in a special news issue

Three winners will be selected by random drawing on Nov.30.1999
Winners will be selected from all eligible entries and notified by
phene or letter no later than Dec 15.1999
Enter as many times as you like, but each entry must be accompanied
by a new nomination

S. All entries become sole property Of this newspaper.

Please attach this form to a, separate sheet describing in 50 words or less the person, place or thing you think was the biggest local newsmaker of
the century.

Entries must be received by:
5 p.m. on Nov. 1.5, 1999

Send entry to:
Newsmaker c/o The Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040
Murray, KY 42071

The performance will begin at
The Jackson Purchase Dance
Company will begin its year 2000 7 p.m. at the North Branch of
membership drive Nov. 13 with People's Bank Community Center
the Dessert Cabaret production of located at Chestnut and 12th streets
(Hwy. 6411 in Murray.
Dancefest.

Cooper Discover
HT and AT
Truck Tires
.50.000 Mile Tread warranty

WAREHOU
400 Industrial Rd.• Murray • 753-1111

While spipling an array of
desserts, audience members will
enjoy a concert of contemporary
dance pieces presented by 21 JPDC
dancers.
Included in The Dancefest performance are Murray dancers Kate
DWICIlictr Darlene Kippllut, Heather
Lowe. Brette Shaeffer, Raquel Bandana, Megan Schell, Isabelle
Duarte-Gray, Samantha Thurman.
Lillian Bourland, Katie Barnett.
Megan Pember, Lynley Sullivan.
Brooke Salley and soloist Maggie
- .
JPDC Artistic Director Karen
Balzer will perform.a solo piece
based on poetry written 'by her
uncle, Joe Harris of Virginia, with
musical composition by her cousin,
Johnnye Burnham of Atlanta, Ga.
Harris wrote the poem "Take
My Hand Miss Ann" 50 ye-es ago
for his bride-to-be. Balzer will also
perform a duo piece with Paduc-

ah resident Rita-McKeel, choreographed by Murray student choreographers Shannon Kipphut and
Elizabeth Kilby.
The Dancefest evening will conclude with a drawing for a set of
Byer's Choice Hallmark Christmas
_Collectihles. Entries for the drawing are donation ofone for $'I
or six for $5.
Admission for Dancefest is
$7.50, which includes dessert.
Admission for the performance only
is $5. Children under 5 are $2.50,
For more information, contact
Balzer at (270) 7670579.
The Jackson Purchase Dance
Company is West Kentucky's nonprofit regional touring dance Company. JPDC is funded in part by
the Kentucky Arts Council, a state
agency. All JPDC actiyitiec are
held in facilities that are handicap accessible.

JPDC dancers rehearsing for Dancefest (from
are Amber Franklin, Kate Duncan, Maggie Tate,
phut, Heather Lowe and Elizabeth Whitesell.

• Complete Computer Systems • Computer Upgrades • Cable Modem !nstallation
• Networking • On-Site and In-Store Service., Apex Internet S,p,'
Russell Shanklin—oi Joe Nance (Bo)

211 Maple Street, Murray, KY 42071 • 759-1111

-
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RAM 1500 SWB REG. CAB
Sport, Loaded, Black MSRP $23,950

The leaves are falling and holidays are right around the corner.
If you're an early shopper in
search of unique gifts or just like

'19,049
'23 791
'1
2 596
9

JEEP CHEROKEE
CLASSIC 4X4
JEEP CHEROKEE
CLASSIC 4X4
Every Option, Black. MSRP $27,870

DODGE DURANGO
SLT-PLUS
3 Seat, Leather, Blue.

GRAND CHEROKEE
LIMITED
Leather, 10 Disc CD. MSRP $36,585

9

The department of art sponsors
the auction, with proceeds going
toward funding art student scholarships and the visiting artist program.
Offered for auction will be many
art forms in a variety of media,
including jewelry, wooden boxes,
artistic drawer • pulls, paintings,
drawings, sculpture, ceramics and
prints, among many others.
The art was created and donated by MSU art students and mem-

bers of the faculty.
The silent auction has become
a permanent. part of the event. It
will run from Nov. 3 through to
live auction time and can be viewed
and bid on any time after 8 a.m.
Wednesday.
The gallery hours are Wednesday 8 a.m. to 9 p.m., Thursday 8
a.m. to 6 p.m. and Friday 8 a.m.
to auction time.
For more information, call Dick
Dougherty at (270) 762-3784.

SAVE
$4901

SAVE
S5539

Sil
of Li
tende
City
and c
the
some

SAVE
$4224

'22 999
9

collecting high quality art, mark
your calendar now to attend the
sixth annual MSU Art Auction, Nov.
5 at 7 p.m.
The auction will be held at the
Clara M. Eagle Art Gallery on the
sixth floor of Price Doyle Fine
Arts Center at 15th and Olive
streets.
The faculty will try their skills
at calling the auction. A preview
reception will begin at 6 p.m. in
the sixth floor lobby.

SAVE
$4870

SAVE
S3931

'28 779
MISAVE
$31,

Sills

Primestar Customers
FREE DISH
(Mfg. suggested retail
price $149)
Plus 6 Months

America's Top 40

INtr

(valued at $1999 per
month).
1 Year Committment
Required

I.: 17

1' () R K

Nlot ( hounds...1101i Chnii

GRAND CHEROKEE
LIMITED
4 7 V8, Leather. Moon Roof. MSRP $37,800

FEcIEVE A FREE
SYSTErl IpT\LLEf
FREE . YoU ALco GET
OF AMEVICA'5 ToP 90
FREf.50 FAL_ IN ov,
•roy MORE INFaMivrioN
GR ER-r orrEp.

*Yes, we know it's way after Easter...
That's why you save so much.

Ab.

All prices plus tax,
title, license Dealer
retains all rebates, it
any. Prices good
thru 11/14/99.
Subject to prior sale.

Cain's*,/
CHRYSLER•PLYMOUTH•DODGE•JEEP

1400 N. 12TH • MURRAY, KY
Email: 2cains@cablecomm-ky.net
(270) 753-6448 •(270) 753-6670 FAX

FIVE STAR

00
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0
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DISH NETWORK

AI3SoLuTELY
51)( MoRT15
"pRoGRIMING
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Pius: ABC, NBC, CBS,PBS & Fox are Available

Well prove It

S
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Service/
Maintenance
Agreement
Offered for
$24.00 Per Year
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Powell stresses education
-NASHVILLE; Tenn. t AP) —

•:
school freshmen to fight for their
right to an education.
"No matter what else happens,
you've got to finish high school,"
the retired Gulf War general told a

group of 500 Tuesday at_ PearlKohn Compr4.13School
powell, now working with a
youth -group, spoke at a kickoff
ceremony for Project GRAD,a'program to inspire students to graduate
from high school and go to college.

-.•e•••,-••••-.,
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BRAND NEW LOCA
SAME EXCELLENT cIZ CE

(The Essential•
-Massage Therapy -Facials •AVEDA
&OPI• Aromatherapy • Sugaring
Murray State University recently hosted Kehtly—CtieSney—tOl_tri
R1STMAS GALLERY- - Patricia- -Cterk, Jane Combs and
a performance at the Regional Special Events Center in
Cyndi Cohoon display the banner for the ninth annual
Murray. Pictured are (left to right) venue manager Shelley
Christmas Gallery at the Murray Art Guild, 103 North Sixth
Todd, Chesney, Police Production's Brad Garrett and MSU
St., on Friday from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. and Saturday from
development director Jim Carter.
10 a.m. to 4 p.m. Featured will be ceramics, wood pieces,
weaving, quilted items, teddy bears calligraphy, fabric pieces,
jewelry, cards and paintings.
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Magician-comedian Startin_to
visit Curris Center Saturday

Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
Magician/comedian Brian Staron
will perform in the Curris Center
Theatre Nov. 6 at 7 p.m. The
show is being sponsored by the
Amerihost Inn, 1210 N. 12th St.,
and the Vintage Rose Emporium,
111 S. 4th St.
The show is being presented
by the Murray Business and Professional Women Club.
Staron performs approximately
225 shows a year at comedy clubs,
trade shows, casinos, colleges and
corporate events.
His combination of slapstick
comedy,deadpan humor and incredible magic tricks has drawn rave
reviews. Walt Disney World called
Staron's Vow ."creative and very
entertaining."
Staron was also chosen as the
1983 Magician of the Year by the
Academy of Magic. His show
include numerous chances for audience Member& to become involved
in the action. •
Advance tickets are currently
on sale at Faye's Custom Embroi-

ome
t It
to
wed
a.m.
nesy 8
a.m.
ick

Buzz over sound
system not good
NEW YORK (AP) — The new
sound system at Lincoln Center has
Beverly Sills singing the blues.
Sills, a soprano and chairwoman
of Lincoln Center, said she attended a recent performance of the
City Opera's "II Viaggio a Reims"
and could.hear "a buzz, a sound in
the air which makes me know
something is.there."
The women's voices, she said,
were "a little homogenous. There
was a lack of contrast."
"I'm not terrorized by this," Ms.
Sills said. "But I didn't enjoy it."
The new system is made up of
two dozen microphones around the
stage and orchestra, and more than
100 speakers in the 2,700-seat theater's walls and under balconies
The system was installed over the
summer.

t

M.s. Sills, the opera's former
general_ director, said before the
renovation that the theater's acoustics should be improved through
structural changes rather than with
microphones.

WOW OPEN

HWY.641 N. — MURRAY
753-1725 — 800-472-8852

MURRAY FAMILY YMCA

;

170-22r7

Upholstery• Bedspreads
Furniture •Accessories
or

759-1776

We come to you

Pamela Clark

O

MURRAY STATE RACER

.0elicious
RAILROAD DINING CAR FOOD
Lunch & Dinner• Thursday - Sunday
11t,zdimBoixtherix Railroad

sitate /101:11t.
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Hwy. 641 North • Murray, KY • 502-753-7229
Hours: Mon.-Frt. 7-5; Sat. 7-12
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Tony Boyd

302 N 12th St.
Murray
753-5842
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Now Playing In
Cutchin Fieldhousel

•

437-4200
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Murray State Racers
VS.

lift

•
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Morehead State
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Merillat Kitchen Cabinet Displays

7 p.m. • Cutchin Fieldhouse

60°10 Off In-Stock Oak & Birch Cabinets

20% Off Schlage Locks
-, SALE•SALE•SALE•SALE
Treated

1x6x8
Treated

5/4x6x8
Treated

51.39

52.79

52.78

1x4x8
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Murray State Racers

VIREIRELLA DECK WATERPROOFING

VS.

5 Gal. 537.43

Quality Beats Out That "T" Brand And The Price Does Too.
f-crovitlir
Starting at
For Custom
Sizes/Colors
Available ,
Call Your
Local
COVERALL
DEALER -

2411;k4. za,Aat

$a
The
Strongest.
Free
Standing
Deluxe
Carport
at an
icaeb le
ord
A ttp

S695.00

--,,,-, io, fintshed
Standard Features
20 year limited warranty

79 gauge STEEL
roof
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20 yr Itrneed warranty on rust through of frarnong matenal assurtung normal
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Eastern KY Colonels

•

2P"
FREE
INSTALLATION

Your partner in protection

Western
Kentucky
Insurance
Agency, Inc,

•

: VOLLEYBALL •

13wed. '
Railroad 1:30litter
IS"TAPI.TJ Rik AT
Et

ran
INSURANCE

ce
nt

Hours: Mon.-Sat.
9 a.m.-5 p.m.
Sunday 1-5

CALL 753-1916

1 Gal. 58.09

Ge

Candles - Nativities - Snowmen
Crackle Santis & Nutcrackers
Custom-Made Wreaths & Bows

TO SUBSCRIBE TO THE LEDGER & TIMES

Light Fixtures, Pole Lamps 5 1 0.00 U-Pick

You Can Count
On Us To Solve
Your Problems
Quickly.

Decorated With Thousands
Of Unique Ornaments

Hyacinths
Now For
Plenty'
Of
Spring
Blooms!

Window Treatments • Carpet

753 1184

Twelve Theme
Christmas Trees,

and

Denii
Deco-a/in LATERIOR:S

BRIAN STARON
Screen Printing, 308 N.
and
dery
12th St. Tickets will be available
the day of the show for $7 each.

Your Christmas Place

Plant
Tulips
Daffodils

808 CHESTNUT STREET • MURRAY

USW CAA 8'Montanans°
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CLASSIFIE
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TO PLACE. CORRECT OR CANCEL YOUR AD. CALL:

CLASSIFIED AD RATES
Dvpia,

7534916

$6.25 Column Inch,60% Discount 2nd Run,40% Discount 3rd Run.
,AR 3 Ads M•• Run With., 6 nu, Period

$2.25 per column inch

extra

for Tuesday (Shopping Guide)

Ad Deadlines

OFFICE

Deadline Day & Time

Publish

Fri. 11 a.m.
Fri. 3 p.m.
Mon. 3 p.m.
Tues. 3 p.m.
Wed. 3 p.m.
Thurs. 3 p.m.

Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
Saturday

HOURS: 7:30 AM-5 PM, Mon. thru Fri.

nunanurn 1st day ta pa word pet day for cacti addruonal consecutive day
Lane Ads $b
ng Guide $2 OD extra for blind hot ads
for Shopper (Toes Classifieds • into S

BUILD
concr
2500
3500 s
heat a
8
Co
Buil

$2.00

Jpst Say "Charge It"
010

Lost and Found

Legal
Hoke

Invitation To Bid
Gasoline and Diesel Fuel
The Calloway County Board of Education- is
accepting se-aled -bids for Gakliffe-and Mese
Fuel,. Bids will be accepted until 11:30 a.m.
on Thursday, November 11, 1999.
Specifications are on file at the Board office
at 2110 College Farm Road, Murray, KY
-42071. Interested bidders may obtain copies
at that location. Further information may be
obtained by calling Karen Brandon at 7627300. The Calloway County Board of
_Education reserves the right to reject any
and/or all bids and to waive any minor irregularities in the bids
020
Notice
A BEAUTIFUL CANDLE
LIGHT- Old Fashioned
Wedding Chapel overlooking
river,
Smoky
Mountains, TN. Horsedrawn carriage, cabins,
jacuzzi, ordained ministers,
no tests. Heartland
800-448-8697 (VOWS).
4ittn:/;www.heartlandwedcting.com.
ADORABLE
AND
-AFFORDABLE
WEDDINGS!- In the Smoky
Mountains Log Chapel. All
services
provided.
Including formal wear, honeymoon rentals. Ordained
ministers. Dollywood country. Before deciding. 800262-5683.
ALTERATIONS
Ruth's See & Sew
753-6981
BETH'S New & Redo
' Sewing Phone 759-0768.
• -Anytime!
132T Ceramic is going out
of business Greenware,
- Disque. mold, yard sale
!terns, and beanie babies.
474-2702.
94E Calloway & Marshall
County Cine. ,
DISPLAY Homes Wanted,
siding windows, patio
rooms no payments until
March 2000. All credit qualifies. Payments starting at
$89 a month. Call 800-2510
. 843.
GET MARRIED- Smoky
Mountains, areas most
beautiful chapels, ordained
complete
ministers,
honeyarrangements,
cabins,
moon! family
views.
breathtaking
arrangements
Wedding
80-893-7274. Vacation
lodging,
800-634-5814.
CHRISTIAN couple looking
for house to rent Please
call 767-9821

NURSING HOME
INSURANCE
Available Tfirb Age 84.
Our most comprehensive policy pays for
Skilled. Intermediate or
Custodial Care. With
Medicare's new guidelines for confinement,
Nursing Home Insurance
is more important than
ever.

For free
information call:

Jerry McConnell
Insurance, Inc.

753-4199
'free local claim service"

National
DRIVERSDistributors new plan!
Singles =.30 cpm. Teams
=.35 cpm. Trainers =.25
cpm (all miles) South &
West Lanes, conventional
tractors. Great benefits
800-334-9677 ext. 596 or
522.

MAINTENANCE Needed.
Must know minor plumbing, electric, carpentry &
painting skills. Good people skills. Experience necessary. Apply MondayFriday, 7-3 at Hill Dale
Apts. Office No phone
calls please,
NEED Holiday Cash?
Don't have time for another
JOB? Earn $1200 this
week. Call now (24hr. 3
min recording). Toll free888-305-1413, code #219.

DSW Auto

literature. P.C.D.I., Atlanta,
Georgia. 800-362-7070,
Dept, YYC742.
Computers
GATEWAY Computers..
Factory direct. $0 money
down. Some credit problems okay. Pentium-III 500low monthly payments. Ask
about waiving first payment. Call OMC: 800-4779016.
KELLERS

COMPUTER PLACE.
New Hardware & Software
Upgrades &
Free Estimates.
Internet Service.
South On Route 121

NEW LOWER RATES AT MOST AGES
MALE
FEMALE
$8.40
$10.04
$12.48
$14.76
$22.00
$30 64

McCONNELL
INSURANCE
AGENCY, INC.

•

905 SYCAMORE, MURRAY. KY
Local 753-4199
Nationwide TOLL FREE 1-800-455-4199

and owner opeiators Call
today and ask about our
great new compensation
and bonus packages' Boyd
Bros 800-543-8923 (00's
call 800-633-1377) EOE
DRIVER. CONVENANT
TRANSPORT$1.000
sign-on bonus for Exp.
company drivers 800-4414394, Owner-Operators,
call 888-667-3729 Bud
Meyer - Truck
Lines
Refrigerated Hauling, Call
toll free 877-283-6393 solo
drivers and contractors.
- -DRIVER,
INEXPERIENCED"
)- Learn to be an
OTR professional from a
top carrier Great pay.
executive-style
benefits
and conventional equipment Call today' U S
Xpress, 888-936-3338
DRIVER/ Inexp'd
Earn
up to $35.000 the first
year! Tuition reimbursement available
800-237-4642

Kentucky Family Services Office:

Office Manager - Requirements: excellent
written and spoken communication skills,
ability to work effectively with a variety of
people, PC computer literate (familiarity with
Quick Books a plus), experience with
accounts payable and accounts receivable.
and ability to process clinical and state
billings.

WANTED: Drivers. Must
be 23 yrs. old w/ clean
MVR. Conventional trucks
Home on weekends
270-382-3940
after 500.
270-382-2715.

320

1 &2

$220
from
paid.
prem s
9037.
1 OR
town,
$200/
1BR a
ances
Realty
1BR
paint,
refrig
Close
0919
1-8001BR Ii
w/d,
Cole
1BR.
hospit
paid
1BR
clean,
Applia
753-8
1BR.
$225/

MOBILE 1-16ME LOANS MAPLE Drop Leaf table
5% down, Refinancing/
with 4 chairs, Pecan coffee
Equity Loans. Free sellers
table, electric heaters
kit. Land or home loans.
or
435-4372
753-6546
Repo and assumable
Green
Tree
loans.
Antiques
Financial, 800-221-8204;
800-554-8717.
EMPIRE Sofa, Rose wood, NEW 28x56 doublewide. 3
excellent. condition. $650. Br., 2 bath, stove, refrigeraWalnut Victorian marble tor, dishwasher and fire$275.
dressertop
place on 3/4 acre wooded
Southwestern motif rug. lot. Also, new 16X80
Walnut
$150.
5x8.
mobile home. Financing no
melodeon, $250. Victorian problem. For information
upright piano- walnut with call 270-437-4062 or
candelabra- $350. Pump 270-767-9787
organ, walnut. $500.
TRAILER & Lot $13,000.
753-4573.
753-2738

Store Hours- 9a.m -7p m
Mon-Sat.
Visa/ Mastercard Accepted

2 Bottom Breaking plow
Ferguson Brand $250
436-5275

On-site Commercial & Residential

2BR
quiet
Story
nishe
Lease
Call 7
2BR
await
Avail
RE 7
2BR,
ances
Cole
2BR,
Wes
pets.
2BR.
Real
2BR.
condi
inclu
ties.
Leas
759-3

MOBILE home for rent
492-8488.
NICE 14x70 2br, 2 bath
No pets 753-9866

2BR.,
.garb

SMALL 2Br. Completely
furnished $100 + deposit
436-5697
WATERFRONT 3Br., 2
bath mobile home in
Jonathan Creek. $400 +
deposit No pets. 270-4928360.

Computer Consulting
Troubleshooting • Installation • Repair,

Upgrades • Training • Networking
• Programming

3BR
Appli
C/H/
4118.
3BR.
ator.
703
436-2

Mobile Home Lots For Rent
1E3

4BR,
Avail
RE. 7

John R. Laffoon
LOT for rent 492-8188
LOT For Rent 753-9866

(270) 759-0431
MDM COMPUTERS
ON SITE SERVICE
New Computer Systems
Parts Upgrades Install
Hardware and Software
Internet Setup
759-3556

DUP
ref rig
hook
1790.
NICE
bath.
kitch
micr
dryer,
maint
Secu
No p
753-9

She loves
going out on
the court,
and GAME
plus ten is
her new
score!
Mama Sue
We Love You!

140
Want to Buy
ANTIQUES- Toys Before
1970 Cash paid
Call 759-3456
CASH paid for good. used
rifles, shotguns, and pistols. Benson Sporting
Goods, 519 S
12th,
Murray.
FURNITURE (Antique or
Primitive), Collectables,
and other antiques, 1 piece
or all. Call 753-3633.

Sect'
acce
1, 2
Pleas
EHO
SMA
Gas
depo
Dece
VER
C/H/A
W/D
nanc
Call 2

Calloway Garden/Essex Downs
Apartments

?XXV
'7611-12t-agna.

1505 Diuguid Drive • Murray, KY 42071
502-753-8556

TDD 1-800-545-1833-EXT 283

do•it• **
ow
Have Map

Foster Care Case Manager- Responsible for
case management and delivery of services to
clients. Requirements: minimum of Bachelors
degree in human services field, experience in
social services, reliable transportation.

OFFI
It

436-5933.

DRIVERS

Call 753-1916

All b
70
753-0

FIREWOOD for sale
KY registered & trained
$35.00 rick, Delivered!
nursing assistant/LPN stu436-5014.
dent will care for children,
sick, and /or elderly. CPR,
first aid certified. Fri., Sat.,
Ottekal
Sun., & Mon., nights &
Experienced
evenings.
MAIN STREET MUSIC
with caring for children.& _cdt.5
tipating_ Stove. $150.
.
•- • ------342-Maio.Suset. Muuay.
elderly. Call 753-1123- after 753.0062.
Guitars, Amps, Stnngs,
5:00 PM.
GAS space heater $175
Picks, etc Hours:
GE washer & dryer $220
10am- 6pm. Mon- Fri.
& ChlIdeare
Sectional 5pc 5100.7539am- 3pm Sat.
6275
PIANO FOR SALE!
AROUND The clock child
SHOWCASES For Sale
Take on low monthly paycare. Nights, weekends.
lighted jewelry cases 6t1 ments- Beautiful console
3
accepted.
Audubon
long 2 with glass shelves. piano No money down
Reference available. 767759-1141
1-800-371-1220
9349.
WOLFF TANNING BEDS- WARSULIZER
Piano.
CLEANING houses is my
business. Reliable. Call Tan at home. Buy direct $300. Good condition Call
and save! Commercial/ 759-4142 after 5pm.
Linda. 759-9553.
home units from $199. Low
House
EXPERIENCED
monthly payments. Free
Cleaning.
Reasonable
color catalog. Gaff' today
Rates. 492-6267.
800-842-1310.
1983 Fleetwood 14x60
HOME and office cleaning.
WOOD Splitter. Excellent
2Br., 1 bath, C/H/A, very
753-3802.
condition. 759-4142 after
nice. Must sell $5000. obo.
MAKE Your home shiny & 5pm.
Call w-753-4547 or h-759bright for the holidays
Help with decorating and 18" Direct TV. Satellite 9559.
FLEETWOOD.
party clean up available Systems. Single system 1994
only $59.00. Two box sys- 14x70, 2 bedroom, 2 bath.
Call 759-9439
tems $149.00 $00. worth of Stove, refrigerator, washer,
110
programming. dryer, Central heat & air,
free
EJectromes
www.integratedsatellite.co electric serVice pole. Front
800-325-7836 & rear deck, underpinning.
BECOME A MEDICAL
Restrictions may apply.
Great condition, must be
TRANSCRIPTIONISTmoved. Price
Opportunity to work at
Reduced to $13,500 Call
home or in office typing for
• 270-354-6347.
doctors. Home study. Free

CLASSIFIED!

If you are in average health and can
answer no to a few questions you may qualify for preferred rates. Below are a few
monthly preferred rates at different ages for
$4000 policy.

$9.84
$12.24
$14.12
$20.64
$27.96
$37.76

060

WANTED

AVAILABLE THRU AGE 80
No Physical Examinations

'an ,
wit.

Home Every
DRIVER
Weekend. 97% no touch.
Company exp_ start up to _
33c a mile (Includes .03
bonus). Free insurances.
401K retirement. Owner
Operator- .82c a mile (LIE)
(Includes .02 bonus). Paid
liability/ Cargo _Inc. Paid
fuel taxes. OptiorQ insurances available. Paid toll/
scale receipts. Qualify for
orientation in 2 hours.
EPES Transport-800-9486766.
www.epestranport.com
DRIVERS A-r-Td- Driver
Trainees_ Local & OTR
great pay and benefits. For
more information, call 800865-7284.
DRIVERS And Teams
OTR- Assigned freightliner
conventtonals, excellent
miles great home time &
morel Experienced drivers
call Heartland Express toll
free at 877-763-7483
EOE
DRIVERS US Trucking/
Landstar Ligon... $2500
sign on bonus, regional &
local runs. Starting pay 2932 cents per mile+ bonuses. Great benefits & home
Owner
weekends.
Operators welcome. 800828-8338 ext. 15.
DRIVERS, All new '98 or
newer conventional 70"
sleepers and condos Top
miles and pay for solo and
team Coast to coast runs
available 888-216-5627

Articles
For Sale
SALE- No
BUILDING
salesman_ Go direct and
save 25x30 $1,999 30x40
$2,900. 35x50 $4.300.
40x60 $5,300. 40x90
$7,300. 4,x100 $11,000.
Others. Final clearance.
Pioneer, 800-286-3196.

DRIVERS: Experienced or
truck school grads. CDL-A.
Hiring OTR drivers. Earn
Help Wanted
up to 39c a mile. Great
ASAP.
benefits. Start
BANKCARD
Reps
0/0's: $1.05 a mile. Call
National company needs
Candy, 877-315-1163.
NOW taking applications
local experienced indeESTABLISHED
Murray for assistant management.
pendent credit/ bankcard
business seeks outgoing Must be clean and neat in
reps Must have credit/
person for office work. appearance. Apply in per
bankcard experience. We
Send resume to 1203-B son at D&T foods. 623 S.
offer guaranteed leasing, a
Yury, Union City, Tn 4th St., Murray. Ask to
lifetime residential opportuspeak to Frank only.
38261.
nity and a leads proilram
800-351-2591 ext 923
HARDEE'S Is now hiring OPERATOR & Laborers,
for cook & cashier posi- experienced case back-.
County
CALLOWAY
tions. Please apply at hoes. Apply at 1272 Old
DIVORCE $195 Property, Baptist Church seeking BiRoad,
Valley
Draffenville, HWY 68 & Fern
children, missing spouse vocational minister of
Louisville. EOE Employer.
Murray,
HWY
641.
morning
Sunday
Bankruptcy
Call
music.
OK
tree
Midnight positions avail- PROGRESSIVE,
and ask us! Stop creditor service 8.45 &11:00AM
able at Murray location Preventive and quality oricalls 8am-8pm Mon-Sat Send resume to:
ented private Dental praconly. EOE.
800-688-3188 800-990- P.O.Box 1040-P,
Murray, Ky. 42071
9835
INSTALLER'S NEEDED tice is seeking a full/ part
FOR SATELLITE- DSS. time registered Dental
CITY Clerk/ Treasurer
FREE Pregnancy Tests'
and Dish. All of Kentucky. Hygienist. Our practice is
Hazel ,Ky. The city is now
Life House 753-0700
Must have own truck and established and growing
for
accepting
resumes
this
HEARTLAND Shuttle,
Only dependable through quality care for our
tools.
position.
time
part
Inc.
apply. Plenty of work. Call patients. If you are interestApplicants
must
posses
a
Daily shuttle service to
ed in working in this envi800-250-7735.
diploma or
and from Nashville Airport- high school
ronment please submit a
Residential
equivalent, be experienced
LIVE-IN
Call early to make your
resume with professional
Keepassistant
in
double
entry
book
Manager
and
reservations...
references to P.O. Box 623
ing and be familiar with PC
manager needed to overbefore the holidays
Paris, TN 38242.
communisupported
application
of
Windows
98
see
a
270-554-7527
SALES Position
ty living home for developand MS Works. Mail
MACHINE Quilting. Full
. resumes to. City Of Hazel DRIVERS. experienced mentally disabled adults. The WIVR 94.7 Continues
531.50.
Murray
size
P.O. Box 156 Hazel, Ky.
High school diploma/ GED to grow and we are looking
students needed. CDL
Sewing Center. 759-8400.
required. Previous supervi- for a sales representative
42049. All resumes must training
provided
MEDICARE RECIPIENTS- be received by Nov. 15,
experience and work to work primarily in Murray
Immediate employment' sory
Are you using a Nebulizer 1999.
MR/DD clients pre- and Benton. Send your
with
Benefits retirement, up to
Machine? Stop paying lull
ferred.
Room and board resume to: WIVR P.O. Box
COMPUTER Aided
40K You pick the employprice
for
Albuterol,
provided,
in addition to 679 Mayfield, KY 42066 or
Mechanical designer
er, no employment conAtrovent. etc. Solutions.
competitive wages and call 502-247-5122. WIVR
needed. Good pay/
tract Call now' 860-842Medicare will pay for them.
excellent benefits (401K, is an equal opportunity
benefits. 270-362-4763.
6760
We bill MediCare for you
stock purchase plan, paid employer.
DRIVERS, OVER THE
and ship directly to your
training, holiday, vacation , SECURE Your Future. Up
ROAD- 35 states. Flat with
door. MED-A-SAVE.
sick leave; medical, dental,
sides, late model conven- short-trem disability, and to .37 cents a mile to start,
800-538-9849.
full benefits, new conventionals. 3 years experiAutomotive
free life insurance.) Apply tionals, great home time.
ence. Start 30c- 33c a
at: Community Alternatives Regional or OTR dnvers
Personals
Glass Installer
miles + benefits. Call 800Kentucky,
6145 needed call Arctic Express.
of
For More Info
444-6648. $1250 Sign-on Symsonia
Highway, 800-927-0431. www.arcticMALE. late fifties, seeking
Bonus.
Call 753-4563
Symsonia, Ky 42082.(270) express.com
emale about the same
or
apply
at
DRIVERS. OWNER
527-2255. EOFJM/F/DN.
age. Respond to P.O.Box
The
SPORTS
Editor.
OPERATORS- No escrow.
297, Hardin. Ky 42048
LPN
base plate free, equipment Green Acres Healthcare is Kentucky Standard, a triSINGLE, tired of being.
newspaper in
weekly
insurance, home weeklooking for motivated, self
alone? Meet available,
DIESEL
Mechanics ends, 2500-3000 miles per confident LPN's to join our Bardstown. has an opening
high
quality
singles.
Penske Truck Leasing is week, planned back hauls. team on the 2-10 and for sports editor. Applicants
Heartland Connections. 1should have journalism
currently accepting appli- L&N Transportation, Inc.
10pm-6am
shifts.
800-879-7385.
experience & be able to
cations for fully qualified 800-632-4332. Louisville,
Competitive salary, 401K, write sports stories, take
experience diesel truck KY.
Health and Life insurance. photos, design & paginate
030
technicians, to work secApply in person at 402 pages. Good pay & beneFinandal
ond and third shifts at their
West Farthing. Mayfield, fits. Send resume & work
Louisville facility. Offering
KY
DEBT Problem? We can
samples to: David Greer,
an excellent starting salary
help with
Bankruptcy,
Publisher. The Kentucky
and a competitive benefits
Mortgages, Business &
Standard, P.O. Box 639,
that , include matching
Consolidation Loans Call
Bardstown, KY 40004.
401K, minimum two weeks
toll free 1-877-392-1641
SAY GOOD BYE TO 'OUR BOSS!
START Your own business'
vacation, insurance, paid
Good or bad credit, we
Set your own schedule
NOW YOU CAN BE AN OWNER
sick days, holidays, tool
have a solution
Control your own income
insurance. If qualified send
OPERATOR WITH NO MONEY DOWN!
Sell from your home, at
resume, fax, or complete
1997-1999 FREIGHTLINER CONDO
work, through fund raiser.
application: Penske Truck
100% NO TOUCH FREIGHT.
Lost and Found
Avon
Be
an
Leasing, 4300 Petersburg
SLOW AND POOR CREDIT OK!
Representative Call 888Road,. Louisville,
KY
EARN UP TO $1,000 A WK. OR MORE!
942-4053
FOUND 10/24 on 3rd St 40218. Fax# 502-459-7300
DO
YOU NEED A CDL? 15 DAY CDL TRAINING
EOE.
TRUCK DRIVER
Sharp 200X Camcorder
WE HAVE BEEN IN BUSINESS fORE THAN
TRAINING
Black, Ambico Case
and
Owner,'
DRIVER
West KY Technical College
753-4671
Operators. Needed with
26 YRS. CALL 1-800-253-3047
Truck Driver Training. Did
flatbed experience to run'
THIS space is reserved
you know that many'comthe Southeast. Home
the day might come,
panies offer over $30,000
weekends. Terminal pay.
Your pet has strayed
KENTUCKY FAMILY SERVICES
the very first year? Not to
Great benefit package. Call
can't find its way home. Welborn Transport, 800mentionOFFICE OPENING
'Guaranteed Home time
828-6452. ext. SC0.2.
Just give us a call, we'll
Fir more than a century, Holston United
*401K Retirement Plans
UHIVER, Absolutely the
be glad to help.
Methodist Home for Children has been pro'Paid Vacations
best
time
to
call
Carco
Your loved one we'll
% iding quality compassionate care for chil'Satellite Communications
Carrier is now! Ask about
try to find,
and Virginia. Licensed and
dren
in
Tennessee
Train in Mayfield,
per
36
cents
mile
OTR
'Cause we all have Furry
Kentucky!
driver, 0/0 students Class
nationally accredited. Holston is now beginor Feathered Friends.
ASK ABOUT TUITION
A
CDL
with
HazMat
888ning
for
children
and
services
families
in
the
Here at the
REIMBURSEMENT'
(Toll Free)
462-2726
Ledger & Times
Purchase area of Kentucky.We curreritly have
www carcotrans com
(270)744-8866
the following position available in our
EEEO M/FiD
DRIVER, Company drivers

BURIAL INSURANCE

rdge 50
age 55
age 60
age 65
age 70
age 75

MISSING: 27' Raleigh
Olympian 12sp touring
bicycle. Burgundy with gold
lettering Rack on rear of
bike, also has a yellow bag
on seat. Noticed missing
October 17, 1999. Report
'filed with MPD. If you have
any Information. call 7531621, 753-9085.

150

070
Position Wanted

11211lielp Wanted
[

One and Two Bedroom Apartments
-Central Heat and Air
Accepting Applications

\ Will Traye/
At Total Cleaning Service

Cr

Office Hours 8 am.-12 p.m.
1 p.m. to 5 p.m.

759-4222
•

• General Cleaning • Carpet & Upholstery
• Churches
Odor)
(Pet
• Residential

Recruiter/Trainer - Recruit and train foster
and adoptive families. Requirements:
Bachelors degree in human services field,
excellent communication skills, experience in
social services. Prefer MAPP certified
instructor.

•

• Commercial

• Stripping &
Waxing
Floors

• Bonded &
Insured

Competitive salary and benefits. Send resume
o Holston United Methodist"'Home for
:Children, 739 Washington, Paducah, KY
42003. Equal Opportunity Employer. See web
page:.www.holstonhome.org.

ta
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II filmn
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Recipe For A Beautiful Home....
Fine Furrushings at 'Everyday' Discount Prices
-Norwalk -Stanley -Hooker
I -Broyhill
-Kimball lint
Pulaski -Restonle -Basset -Kesler
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Owner - I3everly DeVries
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460

400

Yard Sale

Acreage

Yard Sale

lir
fet Utility Vehicles

For Sale

•••

MAKE University Heights
Apts your home
Now
Various size units
Available" 1 & 2br rental
Walnut Plaza
assisted apts. These are
104 N. 5th
apts for families, disabled,
handicapped, senior citi753-8302 or
zens, wheel chair accessi753-9621
ble For more info call
BUILDING #1 120ft.X5Oft. 270-759-2282. Mon, Wed
& Thurs. 9am- 5pm 1734
concrete block building.
Campbell Street For
2500 sq ft in sales and
3500 sq ft in storage. Gas hearing impaired only call
heat and large parking lot. 1-800-247-2510_
Equal
-Building42 41ftX264. - Housing Opportunity.
Concrete building.
MUR-CAL Apartments has
Buildtpg#3 16ftX361
1,_openings for 1 & 2br apts.
Wood building.
Rental assisted. Apply at
All buildings located at
902 Northwood Dr. Mon,
701 S. 4th St Call
Wed & Fn. 759-4984 MD
753-0839 or 436-2935 for 888-662-2406
Equal
more information.
Housing Opportunity.
OFFICE Space for rent. NICE 1-2 & 3br apts or 3113 South 13th St
4br house w/washer &
753-6001
dryer, furnished, near
MSU Inquire at 1210 Main
St 753-1252 before 5pm
753-0606 after 5pm

Office Space

ale
red!

IC

1 & 2br apts Starling a
$220 per month. 11/2 miles
from MSU. Some utilities
paid. Washers & dryers on
premises No pets. 7679037.
1 OR 2br apts. near downtown. Murray starting at
$200/mo. 753-4109.
1BR apt available, all appliances furnished Mur-Cal
Realty. 753-4444

S.

paynsole

iano
Call

1BR COTTAGE. New
paint, carpet. Stove &
refrigerator
furnished
Close to Campus. 7530919 or
1-800-589-7956

4x60
, very
obo
-759-

1BR like new, dishwasher
w/d,
available
now
Coleman RE 759-4118

000.
bath.
asher,
&
Front
inning
st be

1BR. close to University &
hospital. Some utilities
paid. Call 753-8756.

2BR, 2 bath with possible
3rd BR 10 miles outside of
Murray. Kirksey area
1BR. duplex apt Very
$375 a month, 435-4180
clean,
nice
area.
Appliances furnished. Call 2BR 2 bath Call Mur-Cal
753-4444
753-8588.
1BR. Low utilities. No pets 2BR house on Kirksey
Hwy. References, no pets
$225/mo. 753-3949.
in house
Call Joyce
2BR Brick Duplex apt on
Underwood
898-2340
quiet dead end St. 913
Story Ave. Appliances fur- 3BR, 1 bath with garage.
nished. C/H/A. No pets_ $400. a month. 5 miles
Lease & deposit required. North. 759-4826.
Call 753-7185.
3BR, 112 bath. Cute
brick house with garage.
2BR duplex, central It/a,
Nice area in town. C/H/A,
appliances
furnished
appliances, hardwood
Available now. Coleman
floc" $695/ month.
RE 759-4118.
2BR, central gas h/a, appli- Lease, deposit. 559-2842
or 753-8734
ances furnished $300/mo
brick in country
3BR
Coleman RE
$475/ mo 753-3787
753-9898
2BR, Duplex
1909-B 3BR. brick w/1 car carport
Westwood Dr. Lease, no Lawncare provided. 2 1/2
miles west of Murray.
pets. Deposit. 753-8002
$550/mo. Days 759-5547
2BR. 1 bath. Call Mer-Cal
evenings 753-3125.
Realty 753-4444
260
2BR. Duplex. Excellent
Storage Rentals
condition. All appliances

Call
ANS ncing/
sellers
loans.
mable
Tree
-8204;
ide. 3
frigerad fireooded
16X80
cing no
mation

3.000.

including W/D. Low utilities. 1 month deposit.
Lease required. $450/mo.
759-3781.

r rent
bath
66
pletely
deposit
Br. 2
me in
$400 +
70-492-

8
-9866

on

is

ue
6u!

BEDROOM in pleasan
home. Share large living
room. kitchen, & bath, w/d.
cable Iv. Walk to Hospital
or down town industry.
$180 plus deposit of $125.
utilities included. 753-9211
or 759-6000.
2BR, 1 -Rath house tor rent.
Stove, refrigerator, washer.
Gas heat, $350./ month
plus deposit. No pets
please! 4 Miles South of
Murray, Call 492-8566.
2BR. 1 bath. stove & refrigerator furnished. W/D hook
up. Gas heat, 1 month
deposit No pets 7532905.

2BR., water, sewer, gas
.garbage. 753-8355.
3BR
Available
now.
Appliances.
furnished,
C/H/A. Coleman RE. 7594118.

1

3BR. apt. Stove & refrigerator. 1 yr lease. Located
703 S. 4th St. ,Murray. Call
436-2935.
4BR, 2 bath on Diuguid
Available now Coleman
RE 759-4118
DUPLEX 2br. stove &
refrigerator furnished. W/D
hook up Gas heat. 7531790.
NICE DUPLEX, 2br. 2
bath.
Fully
equipped
kitchen
including
microwave. Washer and
dryer, carpet and tile. Yard
maintenance
included.
Security deposit and lease.
No pets.
753-9240.
RED OAKS APTS.
Special
$100 Deposit
1BR From $280
2BR From $325
Call Today!
753-8668.
Section 8 Properly now
accepting applications for
1, 2 & 3BR apartments
Please call 753-8221
EHO
SMALL 2br Duplex apt
Gas heat. $250 plus
deposit No pets Available
December. 1st. 489-2741
VERY Nice 2br duplex
C/H/A. appliances furnish.
W/D hook up, yard maintenance included No pets
Call 270-926-4427

CLASSIFIED

641 Storage

COMM 4 dr refrigeration
unit 8ftx6ftx32 in $1,000
obo 753-4879 after 5

AKC Dachshund Puppies
Red smooth 1 Female
$200. 2 Males. $150.
270-247-5119.
AKC English Bull dog
puppy. 8 weeks old 4892599.
AKC Golden Retriever
puppies $15000 males
$12500 femates Can after5PM 759-4009
AKC miniature Pinchers.
Red and black/rust. Some
breeding
stock.
(References
required).
Pets available, puppies.
Call 901-593-0061 for
prices.
AKC Registered Chocolate
Labs. 1st shots & wormed.
Boetperents on site' $450AKC Registered Miniature
Dachshunds. 1st shots &
wormed. $200. 435-4656.
DOG obedience classes or
private Serving Murray 17
years 436-2858
POMERANIAN Puppy
Male, cream color.
7 weeks old. $200.
270-362-7593. Cali
between Sam-ham.
Livestock & Supplies
2 Year old Appaloosa Mule
Needs breaking $450
753-0062
HAY- horse and dairy quality in large rectangular
bales. 700- 750 lbs. avg.
Pure alfalfa or alfalfagrass mix. 270-345-2800

400
Yard Sale

YARD SALE
(Big)
Fri. & Sat.
Nov. 5 & 6
8 a.m. - ?
121 S. Smiles.
Watch for signs
Name brand clothes
& shoes, boat &
motor. 72 VW Bug,
household
items,
Barbie dolls.
YARD SALE
(Very Large Sale)
Thurs., Fri., Sat.,
Sun., Mon.
7 a.m. - ?
Brick house on hill
in New Concord
Doors, baseball
cards, dolls, furniture, antiques,
clothes, lots of
bargains.
436-2487

INSIDE SALE

40'X40' metal building,
gas heat Located at
406 Sunbury Circle
Call 436-2935.
C-STORAGE
10x15 storage units, 4th St
& Sycamore E Next to
Cunningham Auto Repair
753-3571

EASTSIDE

2105 Villa Sq.
in Southwest
Villa
Fri. Nov. 5 &
Sat. Nov.6
7 a.m.-4 p.m.

& Supplies

All Sizes Available

753-5585

GARAGE
SALE

Saturday
From Hardin take
Hwy. 80 West,
2 miles, corner
Hwy. 80 &
Wadesboro Rd.
Available Now 19"
Toshiba TV $65 &
Alpine Skiier $65
767-0150

Lots of good items
cheap. Something
for everyone

9670 Hwy. 121 N. Two story
house on R. before
Calloway-Graves Co. line.
Thurs., Fri. & Sat.

Support
Cheerleaders

Nice women, men'sehil-ciren & baby, boy
clothes, Skyline 245 electric organ, computer donk, pictures. bedspreads, glass,
flowers, tools, new items.

YARD SALE
(4-Family)
706 Earl Court
(off Circarama)
Fri. & Sat.
6:30 a.m.
Clothes (kids to
adult X-Lg), furniture,
appl.,
4
wheeler, dirt bike,
toys, misc. odds &
ends.

YARD SALE
838 East
Broadway,
Mayfield
Nov. 6
7 a.m.-2 p.m.
Nov. 7
1 p.m.-4 p.m.
Mayfield Junior
Welfare League
Children's
Consignment Sale

GARAGE SALE

GARAGE
SALE
Sat., Nov. 6
7-30 a.m.-1:30 p.m.
2108 Brookhaven
Murray
Some furniture,
clothes and misc.
items.

organizing system

5 FAMILIES
More added to last sale Lots of winter
clothes all sizes. household glassware

GIGANTIC YARD SALE
1503 Chaucer Dr.
Fri. 3 p.m.-6:30 p.m.
Sat. 7 a.m.-All Day
Lots of really nice children, men & women
clothing, dress clothes several sizes, nice
vertical blind for sliding door, 2 sofas, 1
lovely french provential, home furnishings,
t.v., lamps, tables, nice chest, old dresser.
bed, adding machine, electric heaters, discontinued Stanley products, & much more.

16 AC/CABIN with water
fall- $34,900. Incredible
mountain views, mature
hardwoods, wildlife. Great
financing.
Call
TN
Timberline 800-814-9965.
ext 7066.
FREE TENN Lakefront
Brochure. Starling
at
$29,900. Incredible TN
lakefront bargains. Minutes
to state parks. Great
financing. Call now while
available. 800-861-5253,
ext 7083.
TENNESSEE'
Lake
Bargain- 3 acres with boat
slip $24,900. Beautifully
wooded,
spectacular
views, with access to crystal clear mtn lake next to 18
hole golf course' Paved
roads, utilities, soils tested.
Low, low financing. Call
LMS 800-704-3154 ext.
6041.

Lots Fc,r Sale

(Huge)
Thursday - Friday - Saturday
94E to 280, 4-1/2 miles to Wright
Rd., 4th place on left.
Gas-electric range, coffee & end
tables, chest, dresser, air conditioner,
.lots of household items, bedspreads,
comforters, lots of clothes $1.00 bag,
lamps, desk, table, tires.

a real do-it-yourself

753-3853

121 N. to Hwy. 299 Kirksey Hwy.
onto Poor Farm Rd. or 641 N.
Fisher Price light 4 miles.
Thurs. & Fri.

440

GARAGE SALE

EASY TRACK

GARAGE SALE

[
112211Lalte Property

6731 St. Rt., 94W,
7
miles from
Murray. Look for
balloons on left
hand side.
Fri. & Sat.
8 a.m.-2 p.m.
Christmas,
Halloween & Easter
decorations,
toys, etc

119 Main • 753-6266

All Size UnitsAvailable

YARD SALE

(Multi-Family)
1551
Mockingbird
In Martin Heights
Off of S. 16th &
Canterbury Sub.
Friday

CLASSIFIED

Neon Beach
Mini-Storage

F you live in a late model
mobile home and are renting a lot, you can own your
own for about the same
price. Lot sizes 3/4 to 1
acre, prices $10.000 to
$12.000, includes water,
septic, and driveway. 10
min. north of Murray. Also
lancVhome packages available. Call 270-437-4838. •
MURRAY Estates. Lots for
sale, city limits. Private
country style living Watch
for our entrance on 94W.
Call 270-435-4487 or 1888-673-0040.
Farms For Sale
110 acre farm
Road
frontage Southwest schoo
district. Small lake &
woods. Call 489-2036

• Innovative Design - Easy Installation
• Sturdy Furniture Quality Particle
Board
• Durable, Cnsp White Laminate Finish
• All Components Fully Adiustable

START WITH THIS 8' Starter Unit AA01.

For Sale Or Lease

4•

129°°

CONVENIENT
Store
Restaurant 641 South at
Midway 753-0877

GARAGE
SALE

805 Doran
Fri. & Sat.
Sat., Nov. 6
7 a.m.-4 p.m.
7 a.m.-2 p.m.
Toys, collectibles,
antiques,
glass4 piece complete
ware, household
bedroom suite,
goods, gemstones,
desk & other odds
A----furniture & _much,
& ends
much more.

YARD SALE

STORAGE
CREEKVIEW STORAGE
$20-$40. On Center Drive.
Behind Tom's Grille
759-4081.
MURRAY LOCK
& STORE
Presently has units
available. 753-2905.
NORTHWOOD
storage
presently has units available 753-2905 or 7537536

GARAGE
SALE
1100 S. 16th

11 TRACTS OF LAND
7-12 Acres per tract
Property located off of Hwy
94E onto Hwy 1551, Old
Shiloh Rd. Redbud Lane &
proposed new Hwy 80. For
more information please
view property, review posted data, then please call.
270-441-2253.
3/4 ACRE wooded lots
Close to Murray Quiet
neighborhood. 437-4062 or
767-9787:- ---'
BEAUTIFUL Building sites
available Pick your wood-.
ed hillside choice of
acreage from 2 on up
Restricted. 1 tract with
pond located 5 minutes
North of town. Call for private showmg today. 753290
460
homes For Sale
1712 Framer Ave..._
3BR,. 2sBaihs, LA wlfire
place w/ gas logs, kitchen
utility room w/ built-ins
large den w/
cabi
nets, fenced in back yard
WI building in back., grea
office or hobby house 753
7122
3BR. 2 bath brick home
Great
location,
new
throughout Must see at
1061 Johnny Robertson
Road. North. $113.000.
767-0405 Must Sell!
3BR. 2 bath brick. Central
gas H/A, fenced backyard
Immediate- possession
Low 60's 206 Woodlawn.
759-9246
AFFORDABLE HOME
Walking
distance
of
Church.
Post
Office,
Grocery restaurant, beauty shop and good friends.
3br. 2 bath 1746 SO. FT.
Central gas heat, vinyl trim,
den with fireplace 801
South 9th Street.
753-5561, 759-1610.
ALMO area Apprdximately
3360sq.ft. home. Has two
separate living areas.
Great for large family or iniaws or rental. Only
89,500 Call Kim 0 Park
Avenue Properties. 270362-4224 or 362-4148
EXCEPTIONAL 3br,
2 bath, brick Double tot,
towns edge
Easy financing
753-4109 759-8093

1996 WARRIOR $2850 753-2905

350

83 BMW R65. 650cc
Black, windshield,' saddle
bags. 16,000 miles Nice
bike $4000 753-8066
ATV Trailer, 48x80" Floor
treated 2x4 Fold up loading ramp $250 436-5275

1994
Grand
JEEP
Cherokee Limited 270527-6048 days
1996 JEEP Cherokee 4x4
Dark blue, trimmed in silver Loaded, extra nice
Leather seats & new tires
$15000 436-2672

1986 CHEVY Cavalier
Z-24 $1195 1990 $aab,. -_
9,090 series $4795. -753-4445
1-88eep Cherokee. PS,
PB, AC auto Excellent
$6200. obo 759-3693.
1990 Ford Probe. Auto, air.
$2900 obo 489-6262.
1992 Plymouth Acclaim
52,xxi miles $2600
753-5035, 762-0209
1994 ESCORT Wagon
Good condition, auto air
$3850 Call 753-2479
19913 DODGE Avenger'
ES Green $9800
753-8390
1998 Camaro , red, RS
package. 25K loaded, V-6
$16,400. 767-0241 after
5PM
79 Olds Cutlass cruiser
/wagon. Good work car.
needs minor repair $500
obo 753-7897 or 522-2616.
85 TRANS- AM. 305, auto
New
tires, Blaupunkf
stereo/ CD player. 2-10"
box speakers. $1250
753-8066.

CHEVY 4- speed Trans
w/ hurst shifter. $15000
/995 NEON. 4dr, AM/FM,
Call 270-489-2987
1 owner Dependable car.
$4800. 354-6145 after 5.
Sport Utility Vehicles
92 Grand Prix white, 4
door. (Days) 753-6106
1985 CHEVY Suburban
(night) 753-3258
492-8411
1991 FORD Explorer 4X4
Good condition $5995
753-4445

CLASSIFIED

Global Mortgage Link
YOU SHOW US:
•Average credit(not perfect)
•Steady income history
WE SHOW YOU
•100% loan, no money
down
•Flexible, forgiving program
•Current rate 8.5%, APR 8.9% - 30 yr. fixed
Refer to Ad #21 and ask for Gerry Puckett.

753-7407

ABSOLUTE AUCTION
SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 13, 1999

9:00 A.M. RAIN OR SHINE
At the farm of the late Roy L. Townsend 4.7/10 miles north east of Mayfield, Kentucky. 7/10
miles east of 440 Highway on 945 Highway.

REAL ESTATE, TRUCK, TRACTOR, DOZER, EQUIP.,
& PERSONAL PROPERTY
103 ACRES IN TRACTS

103 ACRES IN TRACTS

TRACT I: 3.08 acres 291.92 feet of highway frontage on 945 with.good building spot.
TRACT II: 3.14 acres 290.90 feet of highway frontage on 945 with good building spot.
TRACT III: 5.06 acres with I 1/2 story frame home living, room dining room, kitchen, two

bedrooms down
one bath, large bedroom upstairs with lots of storage, wash house, smoke house. rade A milk barn, tool shed &
other out buildings.
TRACT IV: 7.29 acres located on Gilbert Road with 445 feet of road frontage with good building spot.
TRACT V: 10.90 acres located on Gilbert Road with 559 feet of road frontage & beautiful building spot.
TRACT VI: 12.26 acres located on 440 Highway with 0.60 acres across road making total tract 12.86 acres with
391.76 feet of frontage on 440 Highway.
TRACT VII: 62.20 acres of real good farm land in High Stac of Cultivation.
TERMS: 10'4- clown day of sale cash balance with Passing of deed with 30 days.
NOTE: Tobacco bases to be sold from 'arm according to F.S.A. The I999 quota sas. 760 lb. Burley. 70 Dark Fired. .09 Air Cured. Real Estate
will sell absolute to the highest bidder. at 1200t noon Will be offered in tracts combination and in its entirety. You can see this property -t - •
day before sale date by contacting selling agents 674-5659 or 614-5523 Pre Auction inspection on house is encouraged you will be required '•
sign lead paint Ysaiver. All tracts will be sold from home place on 945 Tract MY.Any announcement made day of sale take precedence over pow
ed matter

ANTIQUES, COLLECTIBLES,PERSONAL PROPERTY
FURNITURE: Spool corner what knot, two comer cabinets, mantle clock, Ingram Lion's head clock, old ros:ker, drop front secretary, two old drop leaf country tables, tin door pie safe.(Rome Agle lassie wood cook stove
two spindle oak chairs, oval pictures. large flower picture & several other nice pictures. white metal table with
pull out leaves, old treadle sewing machine, hide-a-bed couch. recliner, swivel rockers, odd chairs, side tables.
magazine table. Zenith color Iv.. Zenith radio record player. Kenmore electric sewing machine. Bassett 3 piece
bedroom suite, metal clothes closet with mirror, iron bed, metal bed. Roper electric range. Sears Coldspot refrigerator, microwave. Kinmore automatic washer. Frigidaire. dryer. Frigidaire 110 window unit. Maytag wringer
washer.
GLASS & CROCK: Three kerosene lamps one pick & white.(Wheat dishes, creamer, sugar. plates, cups &
saucers), cake stand. McCoy cookie jar, etched butter dishes. Blue Ridge plates & bowls, fluted green & white
piece. Empire green bowl, egg nog set, covered dishes, churn's, brown & white crocks some with lids, crock
bowls, brown jug, ceramic-pieces. odd & end dishes, several trinkets & what knots.
1111,SC. St COLLECTIBLES: Metal Pepsi Cola carrier, two wash kettles, milk cans, nail kegs, chicken coop.
cross cut saws, lanterns, bean pot. two old sleds, two eye kerosene burners, several pieces of old Grante Red &
White, Black & White & other, quilting frames, 1 lot of toe sacks, spoon collection, gas iron, costume jewelry.
linens, hand work, doilies, towels & such, cookware, small electrical appliances, one laige lot of oak lumber 1
bys & 2 bys several tobacco sticks, cut off saw. H Farrnall steel wheels.
TRACTOR & EQCTIP.: 424 International tractor gas. International 2-14 breaking plows, Land Pride finishing
mower. #503 3 P.H. John Deere Rotary cutter. Spreey Rand 7' cycle mower. AC: 330 4 row drill, two row cul-

tivator, tractor post hole digge-r. two row J.D. drill. International sub seller, 3 point hitch pond scoop. drag disc.
Bush & Bog drag dive, Cobey Power take off wagon. 4 wheel rubber tire wagon, 16' Elevator with gas engine,
250 gallon fuel tank with stand & 206 gallons of gas
TEAM DRAWN: Metal wheel wheat drill, mount dRie turning

plow, Rastus. Harrow, collars hanes & etc.

MOWERS & TOOLS: 8 H.P. Snapper riding lawn mower, 5 H.P. Troyl3uili rear tine tiller, 3.75 H.P. Murray
push mower. 20 ton'5 HR wood splitter Craftsman electric trimmer. Weed Eater gas trimmer, Poulan 245 A
chain saw. Husqvama chain saw. #49 Craftsman circular saw. B&D 4" side grinder. B&D 3/8 drill, bench
grinder, #400 vice, post hole digger, sGivels, hoes, rakes, wrenches, hand tools & much more.
1976 C 60 Chevrolet Truck with spreader bed and grain bed with only 10.015 actual miles.
1)9 G Caterpillar serial #66A10501 straight blade with TIH open Reps cab and extra cab. Will be offered
with reserve.

Need Furniture? Bedding?

2 rings at times.
Refreshments available by Pat Haidison.

Come expecting tolind much more, will be selling from

For the best possible prices
since 1958....

COL PAUL WILKERSON & SONS
Real Estate & Auction

LOw0S Kenucky 42061
(270)674-5523 or (270)674-5669
Fax:(270) 674-6517
Toll Free:988-740-5214
FrenAllnArixt
Fortill Elliott. (27V) 247-1205
)674 5946
A
amok R ASSOCIATE

Wiggins Furniture
2 miles N. of Murray on 641 - 4 lane
(across from Memorial Gardens)

Severs! Combinations In Stock
'corns, Sh•tv••
"no & Bog RSCIES
•Deseqns ar• L,Adted lo Tow Idsognsthon

Open Mon.-Fri 9-5 • Sat. 9-4
With 12, 24 or 36 month financing
Free Delivery • 753-4566

VISA - MASTERCARD
Long Blue I IV••••l• Bldg

Hwy. 641 Purysar,114
1P2 mi. South of Hazel. KY
Mon -Fri. til 5pm.. Sat. 9-4.30

901-498-8161

I:RAW1/V.1 WI_(ERSON. C270)674-65K)
AUCnONEERA REAL ESTATE BROKER

OUR Service doesn't cost it PAYS!
Family °timed • Amplify Or1en1iK1
ger=111=

,

•

4

HOUSE & 4 lots within
mile of Cypress Springs
24x40 garage
30x30
garage Garage attached
on house Fish dressing
house with electric & water
will split up or will carry
note with small down payment Call 436-5170
HOUSE With 2, 1br apts
Call 753-2738
IMMACULATE 2br, 2 bath
brick Carport & vinyl trim,
New C/H/A-, 0/W,--01sp,
new paint, carpet & vinyl
New bathroom fixtures.
Comes with stove & refngerator Paved drive, quiet
street, near University
Very nice and priced in the
$60's 753-1769
UNDER Construction
Murray Area
3br, 2 full bath 21,2 car
garage 3/4 acre corner lot
901-247-5648

r 7

••••

•
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•••••••
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MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

Vans

Clewed

Campers

Used Ducts

530
Services Mai*

530
Senna* Offered

530

510

500

D&D ROOFING
ASPHALT paving new o
repair. Also rock hauling of Call us ler all of your roof98 Plymouth Gran Voyager
ing needs 436-2613
all types. 759-1039.
SE V-6, cranberry. dua
Cleaning
doors, rear air. local 1
DAVID'S
BACKHOE SERVICE
owner Nice
ROY HILL. Septic system, Services. "Cleaning" vinyl
Asking $16,900
drive-ways, hauling, foun- siding, homes, mobile
days 759-1429
homes,'boats, brick drivedations, etc. 436-2113
nights 492-8899
ways, parking lots, all exteand
cars
for
CARPORTS
around
all
AFFORDABLE
cleaning, acid cleaning
rior
1995 FORD Aerostar Van.
for
sizes
Special
hauling, tree work, gutter trucks
David Borders,
85,xxx miles $7300
cleaning, cleaning out motor home, boats. RVs available
Completely
Insured,
489-6087
protecExcellent
etc.
and
clean-up
sheds, & junk
tion, high quality, excellent Mobile Phone 502-759436-2867
4734.
600
ALL Carpentry Service -- value. Roy Hill 436-2113.
Used Trucks
ELECTRICAL
Chim
Chimney
From Foundation to -CHIM
New construction,
Sweep Chimney Cleaning.
Finish
racy remocfehrig, or feel reciiac107oS1t3jOUflL-T----18Yrs experiende.
1979 CHEVY Silverado
mg a switch
•
Construction
Manning.
435-4006.
New
LWB, A/T, tilt, A/C, new
& Insured
Licensed
Repairs*
Remodeling*
COLSON HOME REPAIR
paint. 759-3824.
753-0834
Custom Cabinets* , Additions, garages, decks,
1987 MAZDA 4x4 pick up
Concrete Work. AGC
remodeling, vinyl siding
Air & power steering.
Certified. •
FENCING
20Yrs experience
$2800. 435-4243.
435-4272
Midway Fence Company
753-5592
1987 Toyota pickup 2WD
Chain link, & custom wood
All
Carpentry,
ALL
COMPLETE HOME
PS, PB, AC, auto Bedliner,
privacy fences, installation
Electrical. Home building,
REPAIR
toolbox, nice Must see
er-MeC1ail)
remodeling, Specializing in Drywall, and repairs at reasonable
additions,
753-2848 After 6PM
porches, decks. Rotten Plaster,
Ceramic, prices. Dickie Farley.
1988 S-10 4x4 Clean-- "14411'e
.76%.15.19..
•
noon:- - sagging roofs. Concrete,
-- Fencing:truck. 767-9461 $3500.•
1 MERCURY
=
LINCOLN 4
• Home & Mobile repair, Flooring,
Carpentry, FUTRELL'S Tree Service
247-93841
Ma,field
obo
U.S. Highoay
vinyl siding. References. Roofing, Doors
Water Trimming, removal, stump
I-800-874-0256
Kentuck)
45 South
Licensed & insured. Call Damage, Termite Damage, grinding, firewood Insured
1989 Chev. 4wd, short bed
Silverado. 340 V-8 131,000
Larry Nimmo. Day- 753- Fire Damage Servicing 489-2839
miles. $6,900 759-4730
9372. Night- 753-0353. Most of Western KY. 24hr GUTTERS:
Pre-Quality Yourself For Financing
Highest
Accept Visa or Mastercard. Emergency Service. Free Quality
1990 FORD Truck. F-150
Seamless
Bankruptcy, Repo, Slow Pay - No Problem.'
Ext. cab, Iwb. Call
Aluminum Gutters, gutter
Including Estimates.
ANTENNAS
5500 Cash or Trade Dc),...n
270-354-5138.
436-2935 or see at .
supplies and shutters.
RV's, TV Towers rotors,
2. $1300 Gross Income
701 South 4th Street.
Variety of colors. Free estiamplifiers, and accesCONTRACTING
Proof of Insurance
Call Kenny at
4 Proof of Residence
sories
Roofing, vinyl siding, addi- mates. Call West KY
Valid Drib ers Licen.c.
12701247-9300 or 18001874-0250
Seamless Gutters, 753Dish Network & Direct TV
tions, decks, kitchen
0278.
Satellite Systems, Sales, remodeling, restoration
Service and Installation
work. Guaranteed Quality
Roofing,
HANDYMAN,
Beasley's Antenna
Work. 25 Years experiCarpentry, Plumbing, Yard
& Satellite,
ence. Call Walters
Work, Porches & Decks.
Any job.
500 N. 4th St, Murray, KY Contracting, 753-2592_
Call Danny Paschall
502-759-0901.
Antiques
CUSTOM bulldozing &
"
Collect
492-8500.
sysseptic
work,
furbeckhoe
refinishing,
ANTIQUE
Items
niture repair & custom tems, 354-8161 after 4pm, HANDYWORK/ odd jobs
Horace Sholar.
wanted. No job too small.
woodworking. 753-8056.
Yes,
we clean gutters. Ph
CLOSETS.
CUSTOM
On Hwy. 80 East, Mayfield, KY. From Murray, KY take Hwy. 121
APPLIANCE REPAIR
Epoxy covered wire shelv- 753-2388 or 436-5759.
North. Follow to Mayfield. Take by-pass to Hwy. 80. Turn right 1
All brands, Kenmore. 30+
ing Free estimates
JONES Body Shop still
mile. Watch for auction signs. The Earl Shupe estate.
years experience, BOBBY
Interior Solutions
serving Murray for over 28
HOPPER, 436-5848
Edward Peery
years. Insurance work welNorman Rockwell plates - McCoy' pieces - Fenton carnival pieces - other
270-753-4499
come. Free estimates.
carnival pieces - Hull & Roseville pieces - wood butter mold - 20 centu270-753-0706
ry Star War decanter - many other unusual decanters - old Marbles - old
1969 Chevy truck Body CHEV Fiberglass Camper
L W B $60000 obo 270- shell. Long bed, fits 19891998. $200. Collar white,
489-2987
good condition. Call
1996 Chev. Ext cab 2wd,
270-436-6081
short bed Silverado. 5.7
530
27.000
liter vortec V-8
Maid
miles. $17,900. 759-4730.
85 Chev S-10. p.s., p b.,4A-1 Tree Service
speed, new tires, new
Stump removal & tree
runs
green,
paint. Light
spraying
good. call 767:0363.
492-8737 or 437-3044
JEEP Cherokee, 1984 4x4
Free estimates
V-6, 5sp., AC $1400. Leer, AAA CUSTOM
BUILT,
svfete. fiberglass tower_-CustOnv•-Decks, fen
garages, pole barns, car1993 GMC Sonoma SLE. ports. Hardwood floors
installed & finished. All
Loaded, excellent
condition Price reduced
repairs. Quality workmanto sell below book value. ship. Licensed. 753-7860.
270-354-8264,
753-9308.
leave message

L

ADAM'S HOME
IMPROVEMENTS
Decks, paintiog. remodeling, repairs, sidewalks,
etc. No job too small
492-6267

FIVE To DRIVE

,

CLASSIFIED

•

amb Brothers
Tree Service
270-436-2269
1-800-821-6907
Tree Trimming
Cleanup .Senii e
24 Hr Senair
Hedge Trimming Full Line of
Equipm‘nt
Tree A Slump
Rernowil
'au/ 1.1tori I

LLLEISSFX a

bLEILED Free Esnmaies

DRIVE A
HARD
BARGAIN

By Pe
DE
and,or
ing on
DE
sure t
breath
in fact
in the
expell
a per
based
contai
tered
lant c
show

With the ClassliTeds!
Pick up a sportscar
Or unload the family
wagon in our

Classified pages.
Check our
Automotive listings
daily.

Carpet Installation Inc.

----teat: -

Residential'or Commercial
Carpet, vinyl, tile,
laminated floors &
hardwood floors installed.
"Satisfaction
Guaranteed"

In o
ti yes,

„ibout
test,
inspe
end of
vapor
sipate
DE
news
them
paper
Now t
has im
DE

7_59 11591
0 no
r Apr \,Airog_liik

t

Jeraindippilk-olaks.._

16mPa Prescott

toxic.

General Contracting
& Remodeling
Specializing in small /tames

reade
Non et
be all
If the

4270)489-2842

ness.
visio

impr
readi
grade
ed in
copy
Other
shoul

ESTATE AUCTION

•

Sat., Nov. 6th, 1999•10:00 a.m.

CLASSIFIED

Grainer pipe tobacco tins - porcelain items - flat irons - punch bowl set
- milk glass items - blue ridge piece - Homor Laughlin dishes - bowl &
pitcher set - hen on nest - blue dishes - cookie jars - spice & tea sets pink depression - old candle stick holders - kerosene lamps & lanterns kerosene heater - old veg bowl - stone buttermilk pitcher - old vanity'
lamps -r stone jug,jars & churns - hand saw - cow bells - castiron pieces
,- wash kettle - tea kettles - corn bread stick pans - dutch oven - meat
grinder - meal barrel - old wash boards - 4" well buckets - scale weights
- shop vise -*milk cans - horse collars - hay needle - castiron Clydesdale
Coke delivery wagon - Popeye whistle - old pocket watches & knives old oval picture frames w/bubble glass - child's chair - old oak hi-chair
small lamp table - good old roller scale - elect. fans - hand & garden tools
& much more.

PO

s49.95

LEE'S
CARPET
CLEANING

Wood
Electronics, Inc.

18" Satellite

753-0530

Systems

FREE to PRIMESTAR
Ctzatomers!!

Emergency Water
Removal, Furniture,
FREE Estimates
Call Today.

753-5827

Dish Network

d sfi

OR

DirecTV

••

lice Sell Install Kits

1

PLUMBING REPAIR SERVICE All work guaranteed
Free estimates
753-1134

DIRE CTV

www.woodsatellite.com

PLUMBING
Repairs, fast service
436-5255

Not reSponsible for accidents. Lunch available Auction held rain or shine.

Dan Miller - Darrell Beane
Terry Paschall - Auctioneers

JELD Lawncare
and
LandSCaPing
LEAF REMOVAL
•Nowing • Gutter Cleaning
• Hedge Trimming • Dirt Work
• Seeding • New Yard Preparation
• • Power Overseeding

To pits a autoilod ad
al slur oeri cite

753-1916.
Murray
Ledger &
Times

- Free Estimates Call (270) 354-9489 or (270)210-1022

Metal Roofing
for houses, barns & sheds. Metal
cut to the inch the same day. Trim
& accessories in stock. Also post
frame building material.
Call Metal Mall,
Mayfield

YARD SALE
1650 121 N.
behind Dutch
Essenshaus
Fri. & Sat.

BL
I J
4•11

Curtains, clothes,
double stroller,
knick-knacks.
baked goods &
much more.

Va.)
JOB
•
•
•

SUREWAY Tree & Stump
Removal. Insured with full
line of equipment. Free
estimates. Day or night,
753-5484.
TUCKER LAWN CARE
SERVICES
nets. Everyone changes! Tonight: At a
Mowing, trimming, leaf & BY JACQUELINE BIGAR
favorite spot.
clipping removal, dethatchVIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
ing, aeration, overseeding
*** Your nerves are frayed. and dealfertilization,
bed HAPPY BIRTHDAY for Fnclay. Nov. 5, ing with another proves to be touchy, if
&
mulching. Free Estimates. 1999:
not difficult. Listen more to a co-work759-9609
You'll frequently be dealing with the er's great ideas and insights. A child
Replacement unexpected this year, especially on the could be extremely strong-willed, but try
VINYL
Windows. Siding, roofing, homefront. As the result of many extra hard to, understand where he is
room additions, plumbing changes. you transform and, in many coming from Another could be aggresrepairs, and electrical ways. become more your own person sive in demanding what he wants'
repairs. Fully insured labor than you were before. You are assertive Tonight: Surprise-plans could change
& material. Guaranteedl
and go after what you want. If you are LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
759-9414.
single, romance could have a hidden or ***** Your degree of determination
YARD TECH
mystenous tone to it. Be careful not to can make a big difference in an important
Full Lawn Care
become involved with someone who is matter. You don't have to push as hard to
Dependable & insured
emotionally unavailable. If attached. get things your way. Another is clearly
437-4723
with your mate over your
by you. Dealing with a family

1-800-909-9064

HOROSCOPES

ABSOLUTE AUCTION

A

REAL ESTATE & COMPLETE
HOUSEHOLD FURNISHINGS
Saturday, November 6 • 10:00 a.m.
401 South 16th Street, Murray, KY

PUBLIC AUCTION

(Real Estate Sells At Noon)
Unique Opportunity To Own A
South 16th Street Property!
Very near MSU campus & within walking distance of
Murray High School & Main Street.

Saturday, November 6, 1999• 10 a.m.
Hazel, KY - 302 4th St. - 1 block from downtown. Auction held indoors with plenty of
seating.
Selling for Collectable Treasures going out of business.
PARTIAL LISTING

S.

"vik•

elf

FARRIS AUCTION & ACTION REALTY
• :toe

W. Dan Farris- CAI Auctiiineer
Roger Stubblefield - Apprentice
Max R. Dodd - Broker
"The Sound of Selling"
P.O. Box 149 Hazel, KY (270) 492-8796

4
'
$;
fr

51.4
:0, <TA
i"".7.iti.

P 4.1

•

Madam Alexander, Horsman, Effanbee, Beard,
Loveless, Rustie, Cracker Jack, Spanos, Lee
Middleton, Willa, Barbie. just to name a few +
Kimberly bears + Ty Bears + 3 Beanie Babies
- Snort, Prance & Snip + lots of doll furniture +
9 piece Nativity set + small display cases + tea
pots + (2) carousels + glass shelving + elect.
train set + gift baskets + oil & vinegar cruet sets
+ doll buggy + lots of new Home Interior pieces
+ wing back chair + barbie telephone (in box) +
card display stand w/cards + new designer
clothes + new purses & wallets + stuffed animals + elect. OPEN sign + walk in door bell +
yard water fountain + lots of new jewelry + ruby
ring + Black Hills gold necklace + Marcasile
stones + sterling silver necklaces + lots of costume jewelry + filigree gold ring + garnet fashion ring + waterfall + man's gold eagle ring and
more not listed + Frank Sinatra special collection edition (books, tapes, etc.) + wall mirror +
print by Sieburg Muller + cedar chest + computer table + wooden storage chest + commercial floor mats + floor pots & plant stands + set
of Tienshaw stoneware + old wash kettle +
Xerox vacuum cleaner + 2 books of removable
tattoos, app. 1000 assorted + wooden rocker +
party favors, New Years boxes + New GE 20.6'
refrigerator w/ice maker + bed & dresser + roll
top desk + set of pull down stairs + 14.5 h.p.
Poulan, 6 speed lawn tractor 42" cut +. lawn
trailer + 12 h.p., 38" cut, mower + 2 wheel trailer, 4x8 w/ramp + 1/2 h.p garage door opener
w/2 remotes + MUCH MORE
Make plans to spend the day. Not responsible
for accidents. Lunch available.

'yew re..p.misiNge fog accidents Announcements dot, of sale take precedence cot, all ponied material

E.
Everyone s talking
about the Ledger &
Times Classifieds'

My car was sold so
lost I thought I d
get o ticket i

said the house on6`
the furniture with Nee
one'

For More Information Contact:

9011 YizAt
AUCTION SERVICE

200 Adkins Lane
Puryear, TN 38251
(901)247-3784
Firm 01782
Doug Taylor
Auctioneer
Tn. Lic. *2027

ATTE
SHOPP
OFFIC
IMME
HERE

taken
member requires a strong hand. Establish
limits. Tonight: Go with surprises and
spontaneity.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
The Stars Show the Kind of Day You'll ** Build on existing ground rules. A
4-Positive, family member might be creating quite
5-Dynamic,
Have
an uproar. Do a winter checkup of your
3-Average, 2-So-so, 1-Difficult
home before there is a problem. Your
communication sty le is far more
ARIES (March 21-Apnl 19)
**** Unexpected developments keep assertive than you realize. Listen to your-.
you busy, but you don't mind. Your tem- self. Tonight: Take time for you!
per could explode when another inter- SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
rupts your pace, however. Children, **** Unexpected developments push
friends and work challenge your ability you hard. Think about long-term goals
to be productive and focused. You can do _ and needs. Spending gets a bit out of
it. Tonight: Go along with another's control, but you know how to rope yourrequest.
self in. You could take another's comTAURUS (Apnl 20-May 20)
ments way too personally. Tonight:
*** Plunge into work, but expect what Where lots of people are.
you are doing to change quickly or per- CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
haps send you in another direction. **** Be sure another is aware of
Vagueness from another could be prob- what you (and he) want. You are a lot
lematic at times. Don't push or listen to more strong-willed than you realize
gossip. There could be a backfire! Others could be reacting to your natural
Tonight: Do your weekend grocery.shop- sense of authonty. Make a must appearping on the way to work.
ance, even if it is hard on your checkGEMINI(May 21-June 201
book. Tonight: Out and about.
***** Fortunately, you deal with AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
jolts and the unexpected well You could ***** Take an overview, reach out
discover that another might not be as for those at a distance. Be careful how
anchored as you would like. On some you verbalize frustration; another could
level, he feels threatened by your natural take it personally. Your sense of fun
charm and gregarious ways. Tonight: Be comes out when you tease a boss or parspontaneous - after all, it is Friday ent. Make sure he thinks it is funny. too!
night!
Tonight: Consider the absurd, have fun!
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
PISCES (Feb I9-March 20)
**** Isn't it amazing what can hap- *** It really isn't important that a
pen when you least expect it? You might partner agrees with you. A clash might
have to hold on tightly as a partner does occur over a project. Even simple plans,
the unexpected. needing to clear the air. like bnnging fnends together. prove to
Don't think that a money agreement is be a hassle. Stay light end open, and
carved in stone until it is signed on the avoid taking a "no" answer personally
dotted line. Become more of a stickler Tonight: With your best friend in life!
for paperwork. Tonight: Homeward
BORN TODAY
bound.
Singer Bryan Adams (1959). actor Conn
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
**** Details are important, though Nemec (1971), dramatist/actor Sam
another is definitely difficult to pin Shepard (1943)
down. Keep communication flowing,
staying in touch with what you want and
expect. Your high-voltage energy helps
SUBSCRIBE
you break ground at home and with part-

avoid clashing
home or domestic life. You could opt, as
a result, to levelop a very different
lifestyle. LIBRA eggs you on at times!

Selling 100 doll, limited editions w/certificates -

aks Spacious MO re,ft, + ildek Home tieing Sold with
No Minimum and So Resenanons'
Ms. Pauline Wainscott has moved and will offer her personally designed
home featuring four bedrooms. 3-1/2 baths and a two car garage to the
highest bidder. In the full basement, which exposes the quality craftsmanship. there is a recreation room, den, second kitchen and plenty of enclosed
storage. Upstairs on the main floor, the floors are hardwood, theclosets are
plenty and all wood tnm is natural. The kitchen is just off the wonderful
Florida room and has a great view. The spacious living room is just off a
front glassed foyer and leads to a dining room and an eat-in kitchen. The
main den is also on this level. On the second floor is a finished room that
covers the entire width of the house. The out back shop is the perfect touch
for the person that likes to tinker. You must see this to truly appreciate it.
Open House will be held on Sunday. Oct. 31 from 2:00-4:00 p.m. This
home was built for comfort and convenience with all city utilities and a
dual central heat/air unit.
Terms on Real Estate: JO% Down Day of Sale. Balance Within 30 Days.
Certified Bank Letter A Must. Terms On All Other Non-Real Estate Items
Are Cash Day of Sale.
ALSO SELLING WILL BE THE FOLLOWING ITEMS OF PERSONAL PROPERTY: Auto - 1972 Pontiac Grandville with 28.000 actual
miles, Candlewick glassware. Haviland china (dogwood pattern. complete
8-place setting and serving pieces), old etched stemware. Community silverplate flatware with case, a traveler's spoon collection with rack, a pristine Kendall piano, large gold framed mirror, many beautiful original oil
paintings, many items of bath, bedroom and decorative linens, several
pieces of costume jewelry. over 30 travel logs complete with post cards.
photos and notes in notebook form. Complete kitchen of utensils, serving
pieces and antique finds. Complete 8-piece wrought iron patio furniture.
set. stone jugs. lots of antique glass and china. Thomasville Furniture; 5piece bedroom set. 9-piece dining room set, several occasional upholstered
chairs and wooden chairs, round gate leg table. antique 3-piece bedroom
set, wooden chest, several art deco pieces including perfect chrome table
and four chairs. leather top table, all these pieces you will find in pnstine
condition! Frigidaire washer & dryer. radio. TV, refrigerator, freezer, and
gas cookstove.
SHOP TOOLS: including lawn and garden items. large hardware assortment. Gibson tiller, two lawn mowers, lawn roller, pull behind or push aerator, leaf gnnder. oil & gas cans.
77rere are more items being discovered daily. Ms. Wainscot: has lived
almost this entire century with some of these items and if it were not perfect she didn't keep it.'
Terms on Personal Properly: Payment in Full on Day of Sale.

CA

/-

Beth Taylor
App. Auctioneer
Tr Lic 04664

'Cori 270-753-1916 to
'Deice rev+ ledger &
Thssss Coistied ad now'

"Taylor Made Auctions Are Better"
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addressed, stamped envelope to P.O.
Box 2017. Murray Hill Station, New
DEAR DR. GOTT: What medicines York, NY 10156. Be sure to mention
andor foods may cause a false read- the title.
ing on a Breathalyzer test?
DEAR DR. GOTT: Is it true that
DEAR READER: Tests that mea- every time you sneeze, your heart
sure the amount of alcohol in the skips a beat?
breath are quite reliable. So reliable,
DEAR READER: False. Sneezing is
in fact that they will measure alcohol a reflex involving several actions,
in the mouth, as well as alcohol vapor including a sudden contraction of the
expelled from the lungs. Therefore, if diaphragm. The heart is not affected.
a person has just used an alcoholNonetheless, the vagus nerve based mouthwash, taken an alcoholcontaining cough syrup or adminis- which slows the heart rate - can be
tered an asthma inhaler (if the propel- stimulated by sneezing, coughing or
111k Therefore, a person with an
lant contains alcohol), he or she
show up positive on a breath-analysii-1)ver-sensitive vagu-s nerve might - detecLa slowing_g_the pulse after
•
repeated Npeezes.
In order to avoid such false posiDEAR DR. GOTT What causes hictives, most police officers will wait
about 15 minutes before giving the cups?
test This also allows the officers to
DEAR READER: Hiccups are due
inspect and observe the suspect for to periodic spasms of the flat
visible signs of intoxication. By the -diaphragm muscle, which controls
end of this period, any trivial alcohol respiration. This can result from irrivapors in the mouth should have dis- tation of the muscle itself or of the
sipated.
nerves that feed it. Some cases of hicDEAR DR. GOTT: How toxic is cups are associated with metabolic
newsprin444-41sed 4 -rub iny 'eyes in distuskancqor _ lung_ tumors._
the morning while reading my news- However, more often than not, docpaper and my vision started to fail. tors are unable to identify the precise
Now that I am more careful, my sight cause of this common phenomenon;
the hiccups just come and go.
has improved.
Several medical writers have
DEAR READER: Newsprint is not
toxic. Casual contact by newspaper described a surefire way to cure hicreaders is ordinarily harmless. cups: Quickly swallow one or two teaNonetheless, some people appear to spoonfuls of dry table sugar, with no
be allergic to the dyes used in the ink. liquid. No one knows why this is effecIf the material gets near the eyes, red- tive.
ness, itching. swelling and blurred
vision can occur. If your vision-improved since you changed your •
reading habits, you may have a lowgrade allergy to ink. To give you related information. I am sending you a
copy of my Health Report "Allergies."
Other readers who would like a copy
should send $2 plus a long. self-

Large Inventory of
Residential & Commerical

• Neu,unit sales • Service for most brands • Bags for most brands
Featuring Panasonic & Simplicity

'NAT'S GREAT, Boss.,
YOU WAVE NO IDEA
140W A. COMPLiMENT
CAN RELIEVE ALL r,

THE TENSiON j.
ANO ANXIETY!
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DEAR ABBY: My husband of 12
years has just informed me that he
has invited his former girlfriend to
our home for an upcoming weekend.
He wants her to see our home and
city. He says he just wants to talk
with an old friend with whom he
has a lot in common and has not
seen for 15 years.
Abby, over the last two years, he
has talked with this woman about
once a month or so. It never
occurred to me to be jealous or concerned because I trusted him and
he's never given me any reason not
mould tell me about their
conversations if I wasn't in when
she called. It was never an issue or
me until he invited her to spend the

weekend without consulting me.
When I 'told him I would feel
uncomfortable having "Rene" stay
with us, especially since she's not a
mutual -friend of ours, he accused
me of being insecUre, became
extremely angry and was silent for
several days. He also told me that if
I don't agree.to it, then he will see
her in secret, _ ' _
I was shocked and assumed he
spoke out of anger. Now I'm not so
sure. Have you any -thoughts on
this'?
ERODED TRUST
IN NORTHERN CALIFORNIA

in lieu of gifts, donations to Our
Daily Bread, a non-discriminatory
soup kitchen, will be accepted at the
door. All donations will be forwarded to Our Daily Bread in the
names of Bob and Mary Lou."
Abby, the 60 Or so guests responded with donations amounting
to more than $1,500. Our parents
were overwhelmed, as was the
director of the soup kitchen, at the
generosity of their friends and
family.
BOB AND MARY LOU
FOLZENLOGEN'S CHILDREN,
- __ CINCINNATI

Ten years ago
continuous employment with the
Jonathan D Rose, Calloway
University of Kentucky CooperaCounty High School senior and son
tive Extension Service.
of Dr. and Mrs. Jack Rose, has
Murray High School Tigers lost
been named the school's top Cento Russellville Panthers in the distury III leader, according to Jerry
trict One Football Championship
Ainley, principal.
game played at Ty Holland StaBirths reported include a girl to
dium, Murray.
David and Michele Gore, Sept. 27;
Births reported include a girl to
a boy to Eunice Ann and Junior
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Dan Bazzell,
Yoder and a boy to Anissa and Carl
Oct. 30.
Nelson, Oct. 29; a boy to Christy
Forty years ago
and David Parker and a boy to
Elected in the General Election
Tanuny and Robert Brelsford,
were Bert Combs as governor and
30; a boy to Renita and Ted
_Wilson W. Wyatt as lieutenant goy--DEAR'eHYLIIREN'T11ly con- trell,
Nov. 1
erpor of Kentucky; Lester Nanny,
gratulations to your parents.
Twenty years ago
Joe Disic, Prentice Lassiter, Charles
They have a great deal of which
A sum of $200,000 has been alM. Baiter, Alfred Youhg and
to be proud, and the values of'
their children are only the located to Murray State University
Maurice Crass Jr., Ward A, Ben
beginning. Your idea is terrific.
for the purchase 'of furniture and - Grogan, James Rudy Allbritten,
furnishings-for its -new .University --Richard T. Tuck, Leonard Vaughn,
Center by the Interim AppropriaMarvin Harris and Frank H. LanDEAR ABBY: This may seem tions and revenue
Committee of the
caster, Ward B. as Murray city
like a strange question, but I was
councilmen; Grover C. Wade.
trying to find out because this is Kentucky General Assembly.
Eugene Tarry, Homer Miller, judge, and Dr. J.B..Dover, Hoyt
kind of im_poimportant. You see,lhad
my niiipTes pierced, and I am preg- - Crusetr AdaniN and---Van Valentine
Lirribfiff-Mayer,WP. Rtissell
nant.
are new Officers of Murray Chapter
and Cyrus Miller, board of truStees,
I was wondering if I took the of National Association of Retired
for city of Hazel.
rings out and they healed, would I Federal Employees.
Fifty years ago
be able to breast-feed?
Births reported include a girl to
Dr, W.F.Blackburn of Murray
CRYSTAL IN CONNECTICUT Mr. and Mrs.
Billy Joe Pyle, Oct.
State College was elected president
DEAR CRYSTAL: I see no 20; a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Bobby K. of the Kentucky Academy of Scireason why you should not be Henry, Oct. 25; a boy to Mr. and
ences at the meeting at Richmond:
Mrs. Jim Pickens, Oct.. 26; a boy to
able to. I checked with the La
Dr. Liza Spann of MSC was reeLeche League, and their repre- Mr. and Mrs. Steve Holland. Oct.
lected secretary of the biological
sentative told me there are no 28.
. sciences section of the academy.
known cases where piercing the
Thirty years ago
ed include,a girl to
nipple interfered with nursing
U.S. Air Force Technical Sgt. Mr.Births-report
and Mrs. Chester Shaw, Oct.
a baby.
Larry N. Elkins is on duty at Cam
29; a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Odell Orr
Ranh Bay Air Base, Vietnam._ _ •
- and a boy to Mr. and Mrs. James D.C.O. Bondurant, area extension.
Futrell, Oct. 31; a boy to Mr. and
farm management specialist, has
• Mrs. Joe Hal Stewart, Nov.
retired after more than 41 years of

DEAR.,ERODED TRUST:
Many. If the situation were
reversed and you informed
your husband that an old
boyfriend he had never met was
coming to spend a weekend in
your home, I'm sure he would
have been shocked and angered
that you had acted without first
consulting him.
Ordinarly, I wouldn't advise
giving in to blackmail. However, since he's threatening to
"see her in secret" if you don't
agree to accommodate her, put
on your most charming face
and play hostess of the,year.
And if you or any of 'your
friends know an attractive, unattached bachelor, invite him
over for a lovely family dinner. East dealer.
Neither side vulnerable.
*.*
NORTH
DEAR ABBY: My parents did
•A 1085
riot peed more "stuff" to mark their
V—
50th anniversary. So we, their eight
•K Q 5 4
children, decided to include the fol+98 7 3 2
lowing on-the party invitation:
WEST
EAST
•J3
•K Q 9 7 4
A K 10 96 5 3
V Q J 742
•J 8 6
•—
410
4J 6 4
SOUTH
+62
8
•A 10 9 7 3 2
4A K Q 5
The bidding
East
South West
North
1+
2•
3•
Pass
5V
Pass
Pass
6
Pass
Pass
Dble
Opening lead —jack ofspades.
This deal occurred some years
ago in the Masters Pairs championship in England. The bidding
shown took place when Nico Gardener and Albert Rose,well-known
international stars,held the NorthSouth cards.
East opened one spade on a
hand
with which most players,
...AND I JUST 610T
using standard methods of bidAN OFFER ON THE
ding, would pass as dealer. HowOTHER HALF OF
ever,East-West were playing Acol,
YOUR SANDWICH,
which emphasizes good distribution, so East felt obliged to open

(tree)
39 Flower

li-IE COMBINAtioN To my
LOCK 16 EASy To RemEmBER
Ir5 2-11-72-

1)
ts push
goals
out of
yours cornnight:

1 Holy image
5 Trouble
8 Israeli
airline
(2 wds.)
12 Nota —
13 Heat unit
(abbr.)
14 Ali —
15 Come on the
scene
17 Experimented
19 Cosmetic
20 Networks
21 Son of Noah
23 Ms Meara
24 Pallor
26 For — sake!
28 River (Sp.)
31 C-F linkup
32 Ending with
auction
33 Negative
prefix
34 Baltic or
Arabian
36 Sedate
38 Douglas

.._
MINE'S 6-31-5 ,-My!\
___
SiSTER'S AGE,my
,
Mom'S AGE AN m y
\

ft,

ach out
ul how
r could
of fun
or parny, tool
ve fun'

1

2

3

RUI12

4

41 Vowel
sequence
43 Alluring
woman
45 Aquatic
mammal
48 Fealty
50 Having no
part left out
51 Newspaper
paragraph
52 Sum up
54 Ken or Lena
55 Shallow
vessels
56 Yorkshire
nver
57 Religious
body

ERIN
EP I
ENOS
TACT IC GABBLE
ALERT
DREAD
NOSE
DEAN
O UE
AA.RON
TVA
SUNT
C
AAA
FEMUR
BAR
ZEAL
T I DE
FLAKY
FOLIO
• .R I ER
ZEN I TH
N_E_. I NIB,S.AIN.E
N
S NAG
I,MtP
AFRO.

sound
5 Mar-is
nickname
6 Delirium
tremens
(abbr
7 Away
8 TV's Buddy

1 Construction
beam
(2 wds )
2 Game fish
3 Forward
dash
4 Equine

10

11

28 29

30

9

•
13 .

14
17

.

18

19

24

25

la--

1 JU5T CAME OUT
TO TELL YOU THAT
SUPPER WILL BE A
LITTLE LATE TONI6HT.,

34

di
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27

ill

31
SOMETIMES,IF'MU
STARE AT THE
E341:100OR YOUR
SUPPER COMES
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the bidding.
Rose made a normal overcall
of two diamonds, and West entered the fray with two hearts.
North's correct action at this point
is debatable — there are possibly
halfa dozen different bids he could.
reasonab'y make.
But Gardener felt that he was
not yet in good position to judge
how high to go in diamonds, so he
elected to pass! This unusual maneuver worked out very well when
Gardener eventually inched his
way into six diamonds,which West
doubled and which Rose made with
an overtrick.
West might possibly have bid
six hearts (clown one) instead of
doubling, even though it was hard
for him to tell -that his partner
would not take a trick after having
opened the bidding.
In general,in the situation West
was confronted with, it pays to go
on bidding even though you're sure
to go down and the opponents may
already have overextended themselves. The operative principle is
that you should be willing to accept
a relatively small loss in order to
avoid a large one.
None of these comments is
meant to detract in any way from
Orie year ago: In the wake of
Gardener, who started out with an
imaginative first-round pass and disappointing election results in
was ultimately rewarded for it with which House Republicans saw their
majority trimmed. GOP lawmakers talked of quickly wrapping up
impeachment proceedings against
President Clinton and raised the
prospect of challenges to Speaker
Newt' Gingrich and other party
leaders.
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By The Associated Press
Today is Thursday. Nov. 4, the
308th day of 1999. There are 57
days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On Nov. 4, 1979, the Iranian
hostage crisis began as militants
stormed the U.S. Embassy in
;ehtan. For some of the hostages.
it was the start of 444 days of
captivity.
On this date:
In 1842, Abraham Lincoln married Mary Todd in Springfield, Ill.
In 1884, Democrat Grover
Cleveland was elected to his first
term as president, defeating Republican James G. Blaine.
I
In 1922, the entrance to King
Tutankhamen's tomb was discovered in Egypt.
In 193V; the United States modified its rkutrality stance in World
War II, allowing "cash and carrypurchases of arms by belligerents,
a policy favoring Britain and
France.
In 1942, during World War II,
Axis forces retreated from El
Alamein in North Africa in a major
victory for British forces commanded by Field Marshal Bernard
Montgomery.

Strategic Pass

7

9 — Day Saints
10 — — in one's
bonnet
11 Young boys
16 Gore for
short
18 Seabirds
22 Encounters
23 Eagle's nest
24 Roman
bronze
25 Bishopric
27 Afternoon
social
29 Roman three
30 Hockey great
35 Male aviators
36 Warble
37 Celine —
38 Having no
useful result
40 Paper
measures
42 Preminger,
et al
43 Vessel
44 Speck
46 Singer
Clapton
47 Lease
49 -- de cologne
50 Netherlands
commune
53 Phys
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WASHINGTON (AP),7- Health- ,foods, their culture and family shouldn't be surprised," he said.
ier eating may go hand in hand environment and their activity level. "Any kind of public policy prowith growing older. Vegetables For example, people who exercise gram based on changing dietary
become more pleasing to the tongue, a lot tend to consume more fat behavior must take taste into
account. If you forget that it won't
researcher say, because sensitivity and sugar.
But researchers also have been happen."
to bitterness in food seems to diminfinding a strong inherited tendenHealth professionals, however.
ish with age.
A study to be published in cy to like or reject different types worry that his advice could increase
Health Psychology found that of food. Healthly foods like broc- intake of fat and unnecessary calowomen were less sensitive to bit- coli, brussels sprouts and mustard ries, exacerbating the very obesiter-tasting food as they got older. greens, which are naturally bitter ty problem that nutritionists are
They sbnwed an_increasing pref- anyway, can seem especially so trying to address.
erence for vegetables, whole-grain to people who are particuriirTY- sen- —"Part of the reascnr
to get children to eat fruits and
foods, sour fruits such as grape- sitive to bitterness.
Drewnowski believes oils and
vegetables is to limit fat confruit and lemons, and beverages
be
used
should
said Tom Baranowski
more
sugars
sumption,"
often
such as coffee and tea. Their like
A DIFFEFIENT CULTURE.. second-graders from Murray listen for meat and dairy products var- in cooking vegetables to make of the Baylor College of Medithem more attractive to people, cine in Houston. The trick is to
to Shi Haihong as she shares knowledge of her homeland of ied little. China.
-Taste is the driving facto?' in especially children, with sensitive avoid adding excessive fat, he said.
Drewnowski's study, conducted
what people decide to eat, said study palates.
"We're surprised that people at the University of Michigan, testauthor Adam Drewnowski, director of the-nutritional sciences pro- don't eat bad tasting foods. We ed the taste sensitivity of 329,
gram at the -University -orWash=
ington. "Your preferences will
change with age."
He presented his research
Wednesday
at an Agriculture
sands of fossils have been removed
By JEFF DONN
since the field was discovered in Department conference on dietary
Associated Press Writer
behavior. Scientists hope that by
Fossils of fish that wriggled the early 1900s.
"Why is there so little fossil better understanding why people
around the seas more than 500
choose certain foods, they can
record?"
he asked.
Good Friends! Good Food! Exciting
million years ago — about 50 milTwo Chinese teams uncovered improve nutrition and stop the
lion years before the oldest known
And A Great Cause!
_within_ the past nationwide increase in obesity.
vertebrates to man
have been the tWo. fossils
undergreater
gain
a
"Until
we
year at the Chengjiang fossil field.
found in China, researchers say.
standing of what drives dietary
Come Join Us November 6, 1999
,The discovery of the 2 1/2-inch Morris and researchers from China behavior, we cannot attempt to
and
studied
the
foksils
reported__
fossils suggests that vertebrates -design effective public policy orat Knights Columbus Hall
animals with primitive spines or their findings today in the journal provide meaningful guidance which
backbones — had already under- Nature.
• Doors open at 6:00 PM
They argue that the fossils are will substantially improve our curgone considerable evolution by the
clearly early agnathans, a type of rent eating habits," said Rajen
• Dinner starts at 6:30 PM
Cambrian epoch, from about 490
jawless fish that includes the mod- Anand, executive director of the
• Auction starts at 7:00 PM
million to 545 million years ago.
em lamprey and hagfish. They agency's Center for Nutrition PolMany other major animal groups
and
Promotion.
icy
• Tickets are $40.00 each or
point to clear signs of zigzag musappear in the fossil record for the
number
have
found
a
Studies
$55.00 per couple.
cle patterns and gill structures —
first time during this period of
both characteristics of modern fish. of factors influence what children
For more info call 759-5452 Bryan
•
rapid evolution.
One fossil shows marks of an and adults eat, including their preCambridge University scientist early. spine.
vious experience with different
Simon Conway Morris said the fishPhilippe Janvier. a paleontololike fossils are about 530 million gist at the Museum of Natural
years old, which would put them History, in Paris, said in a Nature
in the middle of the Cambrian commentary that the new fossils
period.
"are probably the long-awaited early
Up to now, the oldest known Cambrian vertebrates."
vertebrate fossil was about 480
The Chinese-British team said
million years old, or from the end the fin-bearing animals would have
of the Cambrian period.
been active swimmers, making it
Morris said the latest find means less likely they would have been
that -the so-called Cambrian explo- buried alive when storms stirred
sion was more abrupt and dra- up sediment from the bottom of
matic than we thought."
the sea. This may help explain
However, Desmond Collins, a why no other such animals have
paleontologist at the Royal OntaTio been found this early in history.
Museum in Toronto, said it is too
Morris said the two ancient
soon to say if the history of early agnathans appear quite evolved.
'evolution must be rewritten. He He suggested that the, first vertepointed out that no similar spec- brates must have developed much
imens have been uncovered in the earlier. perhaps 555 million years
same area, where tens of thou- ago or more.

women, ages 21 through 84, who
went to a breast-care clinic for
examination,diagnosis or treatment.
Such sensitivity is measured by
response to a a thyroid medicine
called 6-n-propylthiouracil. or
PROP. The women, none of whom
had surgery or chemotherapy yet,
also were asked what food they
' iked and what they actually ate.
Mete was a_ close correlation
between the decline in sensitivity
to bitternesS-and
nri-oodr-the
women liked and ate. "Age was
the best predictor of healthy diets,"
the study concluded.
Additional research must be done
to determine whether food preferences and taste sensitivities in males
change to the same extent,
Drewnowski

This Is Your Invitation
To The Murray Chapter Ducks Unlimited Banquet.
It's Coming Up Soon!

Judge dismisses suits
against city of Falmouth
McGinnis, in separate one-page
orders, dismissed both Schaffner's
lawsuit, which was filed on behalf
of Jerry Hall and several others:
and Basinger's lawsuit, which was
filed on behalf of Lora Saunders
and several others.
N1cGinnis did not say why he
dismissed the cases but granted
summary judgment to the defendant, the city of Falmouth. The
judge said both the plaintiffs and
defendant had presented their cases
through legal briefings and he
believed ti it Falmouth had proven
its case th t it should not be held
liable.

FALMOUTH, Ky.(AP)==-TWTO
lawsuits seeking damages against
the city of Faimouth related to
the March .1997 flood have been
dismissed by a judge.
Pendleton Circuit Judge Robert
McGinnis. in two separate orders
filed late'last week, dismissed lawsuits filed last year by Covington
attorney Charles Schaffner and
Campbell County lawyer Steve
Basinger.
Schaffner and Basinger represented a group of residents who
either died or were displaced by.
the Licking River flood that devastated the town of 2,700.
Schaffner and Basinger had
argued that the city of Falmouth
should have done more to save
lives -and help people during the
flood.
The flood killed five people.
swept away more than 100 hoines
and caused millions of dollars in
property damage.
Covington lawyer Jeff Mando,
whose firm was retained by Falmouth to fight the lawsuit, said
the flood was an act of nature
and nothing the city could have
done would have prevented it.
Mando said in court papers city
officials did all they could to help
residents and should not be liable
for any damages.

The Designers Will Be Here Tuesday To Remodel The
Broyhill Galleries At All Three Locations Of Fleming Furniture.

WE MUST MAKE ROOM FOR THE NEW LINEUP!
Accessories & Floor Si te Clearance!!

Sterswide
Savings
Southern Farm Bureau Life Insurance
Company offers Flex II. a Flexible
Premium Retirement Annuity designed for
periodic as well as single premiums Your
contributions less any applicable maintenance fees accumulate wealth for the
future Early surrender charges apply

flan% Off
Floor Sample Sell Off To Make Room For The Gallery Remodeling

All Broyhill 1/3 To 1/2 Oft!
xot

Purchrt & 04(- *•17., lade, %Jive Prk 6,1 ho,, rio.n.nrts. Spra .41 \ale Items. & Rex. Soimoni Don hue Appl,, To Prrvoote. Porthasca Lamed Quanntel on lime." Item *In all

Ramona .11artin
Supercenter. IN%
Paducah.

SuptIA

SUPERCENTER 3801 Hinklevilie Road
Highway 60 • A Hail Mile East of 1-24
Paducah, KY 4424455 • 1-800-788-6224
Open Daily 10-7 • Sunday IS • Friday 10-8
305 North Main Street Benton, KY
527-3481 • 1-800-599-6224 *••••••••::„':,

•
Division of Kelley-Wiggins Furniture, Inc.
Visit us at v.nrivi fiemingfurniture.com
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16th Street
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Dial ug up anytime between 7:30 a.m.
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